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omeone asked me recently what makes me happy, and I am pleased to say that it
took about a billionth of a second to arrive at the answer.
This magazine and my incredible team make me very happy. Yes, we are very
unconventional - everyone knows this. And, yes, we do not conform to the
established norms of the industry, but by being a bit rebellious has made us one of the
world’s biggest motoring publications with readership numbers far greater than anyone else. And if it
weren’t for my dynamic and amazing team none of this would be possible.

And it is now our third birthday. It is strange to think that just 40-months ago I reached out to
Oliver and suggested that we should revive the old Naked Motoring magazine, which at that point had
been all-but-gone for five-years. He agreed and within a short space of time Jennifer, Mark, Charlene,
James, Howard and Thys joined our ranks, followed shortly thereafter by The Savage. It took threemonths to prepare, design and publish that first issue, which was in October 2017. That magazine was
114 pages long and featured twelve car tests. It was subsequently read by 37,700 people.
Today my team is seventeen strong, including newcomer Ana, and we have representatives in
four global regions; Africa, North America (which includes Central and South America), Asia and
Europe… that doesn’t exactly leave a lot left out. We are also able to reach millions of people all over
the world to ‘wow and fascinate’ them with our slightly quirky antics.
This third birthday magazine focuses on performance cars, and just performance cars, and there
were 21 of them tested including three Ferrari - one named after Italy’s capital city, three Porsche and
two McLaren one of which is a very fast and expensive one called Speedtail.
Our columnists all produced works of art this month and thus picking a favourite was really
difficult, but if I have to I would say it is Nadia’s humourous take on the materials used for car interiors
when compared to adult playthings…
So we hope that you will join us in celebrating our third birthday and trust that you will enjoy
our fast and adrenalin pumping performance edition as much as we did putting it all together.
Safe travels, buckle up and love your beautiful car.

Leon Rehrl

editor@nakedmotoring.com
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This is the Naked Motoring Team all of whom come from massively diﬀerent
backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring to the table a varied
and completely fresh approach to journalism.
The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon comprises Howard,
THYS

MARK

SAVAGE

KATE

NADIA

Charlene, Mark, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney.
In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding
Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City
related.
Our European team, based all throughout the United Kingdom, comprises
Kate, James, Jessica, Oliver, Adelle and Ana.

HOWARD

CHARLENE

JAMES

KEVIN

JESSICA
Then all the way in Japan is expert driPer Ichika, who shares with us
all things Asian and tail-happy.
Then all the way in the good ‘ol US of A, we have our
American beauty Nadia bringing to us her fresh and intriguing
view on all things Americana and their motoring scene.

OLIVER

THEMBI

RODNEY

ICHIKA

ADELLE

ANA

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional
driver and our resident racing driver, who brings his vastly
knowledgeable and somewhat unusual approach to all things

If you would like to write to them, then please send an e-mail
to team_mail@nakedmotoring.com and specify the addressee

race inspired… he of course doesn’t really have a home at all,
except of course the one he sits in... and holds its steering
wheel…
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their leAers, comments, ques=ons or sugges=ons,
and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica=on.
Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za

Dear Mr. Editor
Ford is pung a "car guy" in charge? How novel. Could they not ﬁnd an execu#ve from a
bakery, pillow or some other related industry to run a car company?
Hopefully, Ford will bring back some tradi#onal vehicles without 1.5-liter turbocharged
engines. And since sedans are not selling, why not go back to a sta#on wagon that won't
roll over taking a corner? I s#ll miss my Oldsmobile hoop#e that could hold six people, a
case of beer and camping gear.
Ray, USA.

Mr. Editor.
The Bloomberg ar#cle "Startup Digital Motors looks to give dealerships online chops" unwingly
fell into the free adver#sing trap by repor#ng a solu#on that has nothing new to oﬀer and has the
same ﬂaws that make numerous other digital retailing solu#ons counterproduc#ve to what
consumers and dealerships really want and need.
CEO Andreas Hinrichs is cri#cal of the process on dealer websites of reques#ng a prospect's name,
phone number and email. But without this, any payment informa#on given to the prospect is
probably wrong unless there is a hard credit pull. This is a huge, gaping hole in most of the
solu#ons that assume the person has good to excellent credit in calcula#ng payments.
Accurate digital retailing solu#ons use so6 credit pulls at the very beginning of the process to
ensure that the payment informa#on is accurate without impac#ng the prospect's credit score.
They also use informa#on from the so6 pull to calculate a more accurate equity posi#oning of the
trade-in. I suggest reporters dive a bit deeper before wri#ng about solu#ons that are just designed
to get prospects in the door and let the sharks handle the understa#ng of payments the way they
always have. It's a con#nued bad look for our industry.
Ken, Oviedo, Florida, USA
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To the editor.
I am a re#red Jeep retail outlet owner, and when I owned the dealership in Bellﬂower, California from 1986 to 1998,
we were one of the very last standalone Jeep holdouts, much to the annoyance of Chrysler. But we were leaders in
Jeep sales, for obvious reasons.
We were THE Jeep guys: 60-car warehouse showroom, huge Jeep parts and accessories bou#que, mail-order
catalog, our own Jeep apparel line, na#onal and interna#onal oﬀ-road tours, 4x4 driving instruc#on, our own Jeep
Motorsports racing and rally team, Jeep Jamboree sponsors — everything Jeep. We were one of the ﬁrst to oﬀer
completely customized Jeeps at point of sale. It was the way to go. It is the way to go now. Good luck to all the Jeep
dealerships heading back to the future. It will be a fun and proﬁtable ride.
Clive, Orange, California, USA.

Mr. Editor.
As a business leader of New York City, I have never been more concerned about the future of New York
than I am right now. When you speak to everyday New Yorkers — and I mean everyone — from Wall Street
to the hardworking men and women that make this city great, including the FDNY, NYPD and sanita#on
department, they all have the same fear: NYC has the feel of the 1970s again.
The greatest concern is that this is not just a temporary, COVID-induced problem but one that is here to
stay. Today, New York is a city ﬁlled with the homeless and the hopeless. The stores are vacant; drugs and
garbage are all around us in plain sight. When #mes are tough like this, you look to leadership, and that is
why so many of us are scared. Bill de Blasio is focused on issues that impact him emo#onally, not the issues
that need to be addressed in order to keep this city thriving. It's called governance, and in this regard, his
skill sets are not up to the challenge.
Right now, he needs to be driving revenue and geng core industries back up in a hurry (while keeping
New Yorkers safe), not aKacking the business community. De Blasio believes comments like "I'm never
going to own a car again" are eco-friendly (at the same #me he is being chauﬀeured around in his gasguzzling SUV), without any regard for his role to get business back quickly, safely and produc#vely.
Brian, New York City, USA

Dear Naked Motoring.
Larry Dominique's plan to get Peugeot into the States is not without merit. They have an excellent lineup of environmentally
friendly vehicles that would put most brands to shame. To get into a full-electric vehicle in the States means going to Tesla, an
expensive German brand or a boring Nissan Leaf or Chevy Bolt. The only aﬀordable hybrids have a Toyota badge on them. The
rest are some form of expensive u#lity vehicle.
When Peugeot le6 town, it had great cars that rode like silk, had comfortable seats and got great gas mileage. The quality could
have been beKer, though. We buy Asian cars for a reason: They will last 200,000 miles and not bankrupt us. Quality needs to be
up to that standard before Peugeot returns.
So what can PSA do to come back to this market? The answer is as close as Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. Even if the merger doesn't
happen, PSA has started a rela#onship. Although Ram and Jeep dealers wouldn't give PSA a second look, Fiat dealers would. PSA
could help sway a decision to bring electric and hybrid Fiat 500s to the U.S., along with making it possible for FCA to not have to
pay Tesla for fuel economy credits. With good pricing and quality, PSA's plants in France will be humming day and night.
Charles, Alton, Illinois, USA
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Buckinghamshire, UK: Oliver drove the ﬁrst Giulia QV for
this magazine and that was 3 years ago, but in fact four
years have passed since Alfa Romeo ﬁrst unleashed its
fantas=c Giulia Quadrifoglio Verde on the world. We were
excited beyond measure because this was Alfa’s ﬁrst rearwheel-drive model in a quarter of a century. Not only did it turn
out to be a bona ﬁde driver’s car, but it was also quite simply the
best car Alfa had launched in 25-years.
Despite all of this amazingness, things weren’t exactly perfect in
Alfaland over the following years. Sales struggled in Europe and
America; the Stelvio SUV with which it shared its newly developed
Giorgio plaUorm didn’t perform as well as expected; and Alfa’s
plans to launch seven models by 2023 were signiﬁcantly
hampered. Considering the billions parent company Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles spent on the brand under charisma=c former CEO
Sergio Marchionne, must have been concerning.
In the mean=me, however, Alfa has treated the Giulia QV to a
minor mid-life sprucing.

So there’s a new touchscreen

infotainment system, and a full range of advanced driver
assistance systems has been introduced, too. The material quality
of the cabin has also been slightly improved.

An Akrapovic

exhaust system and exposed carbon ﬁbre roof are now both
available as op=ons.
Our test car had neither of those, but it maAered not a bit as
the Giulia QV remains as magniﬁcent as ever. Its performance is
ferocious, but not so ridiculous that it feels like overkill on the
open road. With 3,000 r/min or so on the clock, turbo lag is all but
non-existent, and a hard, sudden stab of the throAle will keep
accelera=on impressively constant eﬀec=vely all the way to the
rev limiter. Provided of course you have selected manual mode as you should anyway - you will then be able to use one of the
beau=fully milled, metal shiP paddle shiPers to select the next
gear. This will almost immediately be followed by a primal snarl
from the exhaust, and a suitably potent kick in the back.
With the DNA drive mode selector set to ‘D’ for Dynamic,
the Ferrari-developed V6 sounds fantas=c with a rich mechanical
growl that’s highly sugges=ve of its enormous performance
abili=es. And although that growl becomes more of a bellow than
a truly memorable opera=c climax as the revs climb, it’s unlikely
you will ever feel deprived of acous=c drama. Regardless, I ﬁrmly
believe that the op=onal Akrapovic exhaust would be worth every
bit its price.
ThroAle response is markedly improved in D, too. That’s great
when the road ahead is clear and you are pushing it, but around
town, it’s perhaps a bit too aggressive and excited. That said, in
Normal mode, that piercing response is dulled to a far more
civilised level, and the gearbox remains nicely genteel, too.
But really, the chassis is that which remains the Giulia QV’s biggest
aAribute. With its dampers soPened at the press of a buAon,
(even in Dynamic) the balance it strikes between ride comfort and
body control is about as perfect as you will ever ﬁnd in a 350kW-
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plus sports sedan. AdmiAedly, it might bang a bit over larger ruts
and bumps preAy forcefully, but that aggression comes with the
territory.
The handling, meanwhile, is inspira=onal. Our pre-determined test
route didn’t allow for much scope to really test the limits, but even
at reasonable speeds, this car feels truly alive in your hands. Its
steering is excep=onally good, with just over two full turns
between locks, but it never feels nervous or overly uneasy. It just
turns in with huge amounts of energy and precision, and with what
feels like copious grip, too.
The improvements to the interior are minor but together do create
a more convincing eﬀect than they did before. Aside from the new
touchscreen, which is s=ll fairly unresponsive and lacks the
graphical sophis=ca=on you ﬁnd in the Alfa’s German rivals, it’s the
centre console that’s changed the most.

Previously, the area

surrounding the gearlever and rotary dials was ﬁnished in preAy
horrible and hard maA-eﬀect plas=c.

That’s thankfully now

gone and these controls are now more cleanly integrated into the
carbon ﬁbre covering that sits on top of the transmission tunnel.
It’s a subtle change, but was very necessary and the car is the
beAer for having it..
Even with its lightly refurbished interior, the Alfa sadly s=ll doesn’t
quite match the likes of the Mercedes-AMG C63 S in terms of
luxurious appeal. For some, its incredible V6 soundtrack might be
dull by comparison to the C63’s boisterous V8, too.
But as a driving instrument, the Alfa Romeo remains an excep=onal
device. With a star=ng price that is quite a lot cheaper than the
Mercedes-AMG’s it makes ﬁnancial sense, as well. We know there
have been tales of classic Alfa unreliability, but those do not apply
to modern cars and this new QV is phenomenal in so many ways.
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Oxfordshire, UK: This is not a track test, and we are just on

precision machine on a racetrack.

public roads. Just the open road in an open-top 530kW
supercar. The one thing though is when you have been

But most of the =me, we are not on one. And that, for me, is

driving open-top for a while something about the new Ferrari

where Ferrari gets things right. Regardless of whether the roof is

F8 Spider, the conver=ble version of the F8 Tributo, is

up or down, 60km/h, 120km/h, none of it maAers: the F8 radiates

revealed: I don’t think it’s quite as rigid as an equivalent McLaren.

elegance. It rides precisely but can ride beAer s=ll with the push of
a buAon; the steering’s quick but not nervous. A McLaren does

The F8 Spider has, like the coupe variant, a largely aluminium

both of these beAer, but the Ferrari has, for me, a more carefree

plaUorm and when you lower the roof - which takes 14 seconds

aXtude to life.

and can be operated at up to 45km/h - some of the rigidity
disappears, and you can occasionally feel a slight shimmy over

With an electronically controlled diﬀeren=al, beAer gearshiPs and

bigger bumps. It in reality though is nothing serious, but just

more a responsive, beAer-sounding engine, it’s a more decadent

no=ceable. With the roof up, it all goes away

sports car. It’s more playful, more willing to =ghten its respec=ve
rear-wheel speeds and let you drive it on the throAle. It’s not as

The Spider does suﬀer a 70kg weight penalty over the Tributo,

fast as a 720S along a any given road or around a track, even, but

however without a weighbridge you will never really no=ce the

honestly, who cares?

extra weight.
I also prefer it inside. A carbon tub with strength in the sills is great
The turbocharged 3.9 litre V8 engine, which has won so many
awards that Ferrari even named the car aPer it, makes more than
enough power and torque - up to 770Nm - that at any speed, in any
gear, it has response to spare.
The simple truth is that most F8s, Tributo or Spider, will spend their
=me on roads and not racetracks, so for all of the complexi=es and
capabili=es of a car like this, it’s important that this is where they
feel good. The cool-looking maneno on the steering wheel can
be switched through to ‘Race’ or even ‘everything oﬀ’ and the
trac=on control talks to the e-diﬀeren=al, which talks to the ABS
and the side-slip control to make the F8 an absolute tyre-smoking,
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for rigidity and crea=ng tremendous road roar, but the F8 has a
s=ll focused yet more relaxed air about it; where it’s a lot easier
to enter and exit and feel roomier. I don’t really like the oversquare, over-complex steering wheel or that you can’t pull it far
enough towards you, but you can see the wing tops to help place
the F8 - 1,979mm wide - and gauge the extremi=es. Unlike a
McLaren or Lamborghini Huracan, there’s no nose liP op=on, but
although I don’t have the math, the F8 seems to do ﬁne without.
Even if you have all the money in the world, I don’t think you
need many modern supercars in your life - too fast, too wide, and
they all do basically the same job. A Huracan has astonishing
engine response, a McLaren some phenomenal traits.
But on balance, for how good it wants you to feel and how much
fun it encourages you to have, I would undoubtedly keep mine an
F8.
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War is hell… somebody said that. When

I sat down with a cold beer and was just

I invited the smug bastard over for tea,

we leP oﬀ I had retreated to my base-

about to drink to my triumph when my

and he arrived with his venomous wife

camp (or house) aPer a early morning

wife walked into the room, and she had

in tow. They sat on my furniture, drank

aAack of purple paint delivered to my

that look on her face which usually

my tea and ate my food. And I smiled

neighbour’s roof by a modiﬁed drone…

makes evokes an involuntary “oh shit”

and put on my happy face. Even my

victory was mine.

in my head.

trusty cohort - my son - was convinced.

I expected violent banging on my door

“Oliver, this has gone too far. You need

A day later I took a casual stroll to the

the following morning, but nothing, so

to go clean up this mess and end this

other neighbour and we compared

curiously - and without wan=ng to look

stupid ﬁght.” This was not good news.

notes, and it seems that we were in fact
the vic=ms because the luna=c had not

suspicious - I ventured out to see the
“But dear, I…” was all I got out before

only massacred my hedge with his triple

the ‘oh shit’ look returned. “Yes dear,

-bladed spinning weapon of death but

It was a work-of-art, beau=ful and

tomorrow

had also done the same to my new ally,

really, really purple and it covered

followed.

and he had not yet exacted revenge.

roof with some splaAering down the

In the morning my son and I wandered

Now this is why lockdown hasn’t been

back.

over the enemy camp and the pain of

very good for people. Forget ruined

having to oﬀer my help to clean up a

economies and unemployment, its

stupid,

mess which we made in retalia=on to a

people geXng up to no good because

unobservant and incongruous bastard

mess he made, which I had to also clean

they are bored that is the biggest

took two whole days to no=ce it but

up, was immeasurable.

worry. Here I am, a respectable middle-

extent of the damage.

I

promise”

was

what

about a third of the front sec=on of the

However

despite

this

the

when he did it was like a pantomime
unfolding. I though he was going to

And f***ing diﬃcult, too. I chose my

have a stroke and pictured myself

paint really well.

standing over his dying body like a
remorseless cowboy saying something
cheesy to someone I just shot in a duel,
something

perhaps

like,

“not

so

bulletproof are ya?”

It took the best part of a week to scrape

hedge against a similarly respectable,

the shit oﬀ the roof =les but during this

homely individual… and it felt great.

period of forced labour I learned
something.

My dickhead neighbour

However he didn’t die, but he did bring

apart from being on opposing sides he

his en=re family around to show them

has

the man who has (in his mind where no

wickedness and mischief as I do.

actual proof existed) sullied their

Perhaps an alliance could be formed

otherwise preAy house.

against other enemies I thought.

looked confused and his wife looked
unamused.

He on the other hand

looked as if his head was going to split
open and ﬂame would shoot out
consuming me.

a provider, siXng and scheming some
sort of weird revenge for a ruined

isn't actually such a bad person and

His children

aged man, a family man, a home owner,

about

the

same

sense

of

Now for fear of recrimina=on I cannot
(yet) say what was planned, or indeed
what happened next, however all shall
be revealed in good =me.

I can

however tell you that it was uAerly
brilliant and to date neither my new ally
or I have been caught out by our
respec=ve

governments

and

However as it turned out enemies do

despatched to perform some sort of

not become friends and the old adage,

stupid ‘bridge building’ community

“my enemy’s enemy is my friend” is

service. Our sights are ﬁrmly locked on

more true. You see, as it turned out,

the enemy… more to come...

the

wanker

next

door

had

also

And it got worse when I oﬀered a

managed to irritate the neighbours on

possible answer, “perhaps (dickhead)

his other side too, and my ears were

the same vandals who splaAered my

sunburned from cleaning his stupid

house with paint a few days ago did

roof. Of course the war had to become

this?” He sneered, turned and leP. He

a very cold one lest the government -

was defeated and he knew it.

my wife - discovered my plans.
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I want to get
a taAoo, but
have

you

ever had a
passion

for

something
which
resulted in a
taAoo? And of course with that comes
those quite special (stupid) ones where
regret follows for the rest of ones lives.
Names of lovers who become ex-lovers for
instance is one very good example of this.
And while I was thinking about this I
remembered an old Volkswagen advert
from my childhood.
The scene is set with some guy geXng a
taAoo of a girls name on his arm, followed
by another visit to the taAoo parlour to put
an X through the ﬁrst name and another
girls name is added. This process of adding
and crossing out con=nued un=l eventually
the guy gets one last taAoo, which he
really loves… and it’s the VW logo, replete
with wings. The message, I guess, is that
everything in life is unpredictable and

Now in the image below (to the leP) I am

love onto my body in a way which ﬁrstly,

unreliable

led to believe that this is an actual taAoo

clearly shows that love but secondly, and

of a VW Beetle and not a s=cker or

perhaps most importantly will con=nue to

bodypaint. I can’t say for sure and will go

portray that same love as much when I am

on what I have been told. However the

80 as now. No droopy-arse Volksie* for

message doesn’t change and that’s the

me thank you.

except

for

your

beloved

Volkswagen. Cool stuﬀ!
Now back home in South Africa I had a VW
Polo which I sold when I leP, and it was a
nice car. The nicest I have owned. But I
don’t think I would go so far as to taAoo

most important part.
My girlfriend was consulted on the subject

the ‘VW’ badge or a picture of a Polo onto

Now that girl, who has the most exquisite

and she has agreed that whatever I choose

me.

body, has a classic VW Beetle taAooed

must be =meless and not subject to

onto her equally exquisite bum with (as is

change, because once a taAoo is there, its

plainly obvious) her bum crack being the

there to stay. Now my favourite car brand

centre-line down the middle of the car. I

- Lamborghini - was something I thought

won’t lie that this is a car I would love to

about but sadly they change their models

get into, however as =me passes that same

every few years and whilst an old Lambo

VW will deteriorate and eventually end up

may be regarded as a classic, they aren't

looking like a Picasso pain=ng of a city bus,

exactly =meless.

which isn't very nice at all.
Their logo, the raging bull, however is and
So clearly the placement of taAoos is key.

in the large, black and white image above I

Now back to passion.

have put a logo and a name on a bum… so
in essence, even when it droops in 50 years

I love cars, I always have and always will,

=me you can always say, “my arse belongs

and now I would like to somehow put that

to Lamborghini.” Any thoughts?

* a South African slang term for the classic Volkswagen Beetle
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In the UK we have nude beaches, as do Americans. However
technically all our beaches can be nude whereas theirs are
predetermined and designated, and woe be=de anyone who strays
from the beaten path.
Thus in Britain we have McLaren, Jaguar, Bentley, Noble, Lotus,
Mini and Rolls-Royce, for example, but one has consistently made
damn sexy cars since the dawn of =me; Aston Mar=n. In America

RED, WHITE AND BLUSH

their sexiest oﬀerings are mostly also muscle cars, such as the Ford

A while ago I wrote about the diﬀerence between the best Bri=sh

Exorcist. Not really sexy names either. However according to every

and American cars using the character of each na=on’s people to

survey under the sun the sexiest car to currently come out of the

illustrate my point.

USA is the new Ford GT.

In short we Bri=sh remain reﬁned and

sophis=cated, like the Rolls-Royce Phantom, whereas our American
cousins are not, just like the Cadillac whatever-it-was.
We are the same people in origin, but a lot has changed since then.

Mustang RTR, Dodge Challenger Demon, or the Chevrolet Camaro

So let’s put the Aston Mar=n DBS Superleggera next to the Ford GT
and take a look at them.
Now I have to be very careful what I say next because my girlfriend

Now I want to address the issue of automo=ve sexiness between

is American and probably loves the Ford GT, so be diploma=c let

the two na=on’s motorcar oﬀerings, and the best way to illustrate

me says this: the Ford is sexy but the Aston Mar=n is much sexier.

this is to delve slightly into the sex-lives of Bri=sh and Americans...

The Ford is leather bondage gear, a set of leg-spreaders and a

so be warned because this might get interes=ng.

spanking paddle against the Aston Mar=n’s gorgeous lace and sa=n
lingerie, which because we are Bri=sh would be crotchless too. Yes,

In Britain, or England-Land as the yanks know it, we outwardly

that works. And this ripples into society and manifests in the ways I

appear very conserva=ve and boring, but beneath the Bowler hats

have already described.

lies a deep-seated deviancy which makes our na=on the European
leaders in, for example, swinging. There are more Bri=sh swingers

So I think the moral (no pun intended) of the story for today is if

than swingers in the rest of Europe, yet we look across the pond at

you like having your nipples twisted and your arse whacked buy the

the French and sniﬀ at their openness to public nudity and incest…

Ford GT, but if you prefer sensual, ero=c, steamy seduc=on with

which both incidentally are legal in France.

candles and =ckling feathers then get the Aston Mar=n.

Yet back home we are quite perverted most the =me.
Now the Americans on the other hand portray themselves to be a
land of many freedoms and such, but the reality is that they aren’t.
Their freedoms are of an academic nature, but in some states it is
illegal (and I am not making this shit up) for a man to drive in a car
without wearing a shirt. Quite unbelievable!!
Sure the have ‘Sin City’, also known as Las Vegas, where strip clubs
and pros=tutes are found on every corner but outside of this one
place the rest of the country is actually quite conserva=ve, sexually
re=cent and boring.
On some of their beaches, the more daring girls wear thong bikinis thank God for small mercies - but if they decided to shed their tops
in the wrong place they could also get to enjoy lesbian jail sex.
In Britain we are allowed to walk around in the streets completely
naked provided that our ‘inten=on’ is not to oﬀend anyone. And
we all know how subjec=ve inten=on is.
On a regular basis during the summer I used to go to, ﬁrstly
Regent’s Park and then Hyde Park in London and tan in the nude,
and when I say ‘nude’ I do mean completely naked. Now Hyde Park
is about our equivalent of New York’s Central Park and having done
a bit of research I can tell you that quite a few unfortunate women
have been arrested for topless tanning in Central Park.
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G

iven this semi-new world we are

Lesbihonest here, the only conclusions I

all diﬀerent types of textures to use and

living in thanks to COVID-19, I think

can arrive at is that either this is not a thing

I’m sure those who have =me to think have

doctors at Bellevue Insane Asylum would

or perhaps this was another pure indicator

thought about how automo=ve interior

agree that I’ve ﬁnally gone madder than a

that I was a lesbian given that I couldn’t get

designers get inspira=on for new textures?

haAer. I mean I must be going mad to

a male’s blood pressure high enough to

relate textures of dildos to cars, correct?

bust out the veins according to health

Where did the alligator leather look come

Whoops there it is, the topic of discussion.

science journals I read while researching

from? Well an alligator’s scales obviously

for this column. Regardless, it no longer

but why a light brown instead of green? I’d

In my defense I plead innocent of how the

maAers except in the context of toys and

assume light brown because it’s neutral

hell this idea came up and put full blame

my body being suscep=ve to these

and most likely will sell more than, say, a

on my

amazing

nonrealis=c veins the industry puts on

lime green, jade green, forest green or any

girlfriend, Jesse. Here’s the thing, I’m a

these dildos preven=ng any form of

other green. I don’t think people like green

very sensi=ve soul and apparently so is my

pleasure for sensi=ve souls.

that much although it is my girlfriend’s

body.

Therefore my ‘toy’ collec=on is

chaXng with Jesse, I also realized cars and

You’d be surprised how many

the majority of other things in life have

very

minimal.

perverted yet

people who know my sexuality judge me

As I was

textures too.

favorite color.
Right… moving on before I wind up
sleeping on the couch. What about the

when this topic comes up. It’s assumed
that because I am lesbian and love women,

If any of you read my colleague Kate’s

honeycomb/octagon idea?

the idea of being pleased by a toy that

columns you would know that she works as

beXng woman which I’m really not, I’d say

looks like a male’s appendage is grotesque.

an architect which is a form of designing,

someone who liked math was the one who

Since we have both gendered viewers let

thus I’m certain she’d be the ﬁrst to tell

came up with this inspira=onal idea. They

me be the ﬁrst to tell you that most sexual

you that it’s not an easy gig to be able to

were probably like, “F*** algebra and

toys have textures and boy is the list long.

adhere to the consumer’s or in her case

trying to remember the en=re number of

the client’s wants and needs.

Pie (which is 3.141 in case you’re

Hence, I

Fabrica=ons are created to enhance the

think it’s safe to assume that the auto

receiver’s pleasure and come in bubbles,

industry will never get it completely right

ripples, ribbed, waves, and even smooth

to Michelangelo's Sis#ne Chapel level of

for us sensi=ve souls out there. The Adult

perfec=on with their vehicles because,

Toy Industries really goes the distance to

well, humanity is picky as f*** so what one

make their products as real as it can get in

likes another may hate. It’s the circle of

prac=cally every aspect including the veins

life.

If I was a

wondering).
Oh, hey PIE. I just got a wonderful idea.
Use circles for the sea=ng texture of this
awesome new car we are going to release.
Yeah circles, that’s it everyone loves circles.
Wait no this looks too boring, let’s switch it
to octagons. Yep that’s it. People will see

popping out which is quite problema=c for
me let alone frustra=ng. With the textures

Some people are pickier than others and in

this and claim me as “The Leonardo Da

and materials used for the realis=c penile

the gay community I think its also safe to

Vinci” of automo=ve interior design! Ah,

product line, the veins structure design

assume that we are quite the pickiest of

I’m so proud of myself.”

seems to be geXng outrageously out of

individuals

hand and conﬂic=ng with the ul=mate

ﬂamboyant type of gays. I’m very picky

product goal.

Based on my personal

and prefer leather interiors over cloth.

experience due to not being what is known

Beggars can’t be choosers when money is

as a “Gold Star” lesbian, I’ve never seen

=ght though.

especially

us

feminine

nor do I recall that part of a male’s
anatomy

to

characteris=cs
discomfor=ng.

have
let

such

alone

it

Okay so maybe it didn’t go down exactly
like that but you have to admit the
honeycomb look is nice on seats especially
leather seats when it’s in small repe==ve
paAerns versus medium or large ones. The

deﬁning

So, I’ll seAle for as nice of an interior as I

last leather texture to men=on is the mesh

be

can get with my vehicles when I’m close to

look.

being MC Hammer broke just as long as the

par=cular when it’s in a solid coloring only

sea=ng is comfortable and the ride meets

op=on. I like it a bit more when it’s in a

so

my semi high standards! Like dildos there’s

Talk about unappealing more in
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two tone as long as the two tones chosen

prefer it more when it’s mixed with the

ability ranging from soP to hard no pun

actually go together.

solid texture. For example, the mesh will

intended.

be the navy-blue coloring that matches the
For example, mixing a navy accent color

exterior color and located on the side of

Products use diﬀerent types of material

with a medium brown base color for the

the seat while the solid brown base color

but it’s evident that companies will never

interior seats of a car just… no…. please

will be located down the middle of the

be able to meet all consumer’s wants and

stop unless the exterior of the car is the

seat. It’s hard to explain but you get the

needs. As a ﬁnal conclusion I don’t think

same navy then okay it’s got class, style,

idea.

it’s a bad thing to be picky but perhaps

grace, and a bit exo=cness to it.

there’s a =me and place to be picky and
Materials maAer in so many ways because

maybe my wonderfully intelligent girlfriend

This complementary design idea can go

there are people out there who are

Jesse is correct with the statement that

with literally any vehicle coloring of the

sensi=ve to certain types of materials used.

some=mes you just have to physically go

interior and exterior in my personal

to a place and see it, try it out, test it, feel

opinion just as long as you have the right

Just because I discussed leather as my

it or whatever in order to be able to know

color base brown, black, or even gray, it

main material doesn’t mean that leather

if it’s for you!

will literally make it pop like a virgin’s

doesn’t come in all types and forms. I’m

cherry or um, pop in an eye catching way.

not into leather but I do know there are

In addi=on to the mesh look I will say I

diﬀerent grades of leather and its comfort-
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It is safe to say that

nicest things, but sadly I am not the only

You have to therefore conclude that either

there isn't a person

one who shops there and as a result - and

South Africans are made of stronger stuﬀ

on the planet over

it took a while to work this out - that is

than anyone from any other country or,

the age of two who

where I am convinced I picking up COVID-

more realis=cally, that coronavirus is

doesn’t know

19.

becoming

the

less

eﬀec=ve

because

humankind is adap=ng to it and our bodies

word coronavirus. It has claimed the lives
of at least 16,000 South Africans and 20-

The ﬁrst =me, as you may recall, was at a

are developing natural resistance.

=mes that worldwide. We all know that

hospital, but the subsequent two have

money is on the laAer.

you can catch it from other people and

been in the pursuit of staying alive, which

that is why terms like ‘social distancing’ are

is admiAedly quite ironic.

as commonplace as “please” and “thank

My

I am not in the best health and if you read
websites - which I strongly advise against -

Of course the problem with this problem is

I should have been wiped out the ﬁrst

that there is no easy solu=on. Sure I could

=me. So serious was it in my mind that I

I ﬁrst caught this bloody thing about three

not visit that store any longer, but who is

informed my en=re staﬀ and depu=sed

months ago, and then for the second =me

to say that any other food shop would be

Oliver to take over when the grim reaper

about 6 weeks ago, and then for the third

safer? They all do, aPer all, get visited by

came to fetch me. But he never did, and in

(and hopefully ﬁnal) =me about a week

hundreds of people - if not more, even -

fact I sweated for about 5 days and was

before wri=ng this. It is irrita=ng to the

every single day.

then ﬁne.

you” these days.

extreme, but I have worked out what the
problem is: supermarkets.

You also can’t exactly spray all your food
with bleach or alcohol-based sani=zer as

Second =me around the

swea=ng lasted only two. This =me there
is no sweat.

I am not a very sociable person and I do

you load it into the shopping trolley, and if

Of course none of this has to do with

not hang around with others, but I do have

you want to do that at home; well by then

motorcars and for that I do apologise, but

to do the normal day-to-day things that we

its too late anyway. Not to men=on you

then again very few of our columns do.

all do; and ea=ng is one of them. So is

will ruin its ﬂavour.

This is however a far more signiﬁcant

going to the pharmacy, the bank, the
grocery store and the petrol ﬁlling sta=on -

But here is the curious thing, our country

message.

(SA) has a 90% recovery rate and we are in

People of the world - God that feels good

fact fast tumbling backwards on the bad-

to announce it like that - take note: do not

rather

place scale, from where we were second to

fear when the coronavirus is near. We not

appropriately named Food Lovers Market

America, who were ﬁrst, a few months ago

only can but we are bea=ng it. Thank you.

and they have a huge selec=on of all the

to now about tenth.

to name but a few.
My

favourite

food

shop

is
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The ‘B’ which

Priding itself on exclusivity and the ability

Alpina models on sale to eight. Like its

Alpina names this car stands for

to oﬀer bespoke solu=ons not oﬀered by

predecessor, it is set to be sold in both

Benzin - or petrol. Alpina has used

BMW itself, Alpina has never wanted to sell

sedan and Touring bodystyles.

the leAer as a model preﬁx on all its

cars in huge volumes.

As chairman

begins its life at BMW’s Regensburg factory

petrol-engined cars for more than

Andreas Bovensiepen says, “We’re happy

before being shipped in a partly built-up

to sell 2000 cars per year - no more, no

state to Alpina, where it goes through a

less.”

ﬁnal

Bonn, Germany:

ﬁve decades. Lesson learned.

All of which explains why it so

assembly

process.

In

The car

overall

The ‘3’ sort of obviously signiﬁes a BMW 3

successfully

BMW,

posi=oning, the new B3 is aimed at a niche

Series based car, in this case an M340i

whose global sales extended to over two

between the all-wheel-drive M340i xDrive

xDrive. Together, more signiﬁcantly they

million last year.

and upcoming M3.

to the new BMW M3 yet. Behold then the

Set for launch later this year, the new four-

The old model, known commonly as

Alpina B3.

wheel-drive B3 expands the number of

BMW’s

coexists

alongside

signal perhaps the most serious threat

As automo=ve rela=onships go, the one
between Alpina and BMW is unique.
Alpina, founded in 1965, doesn’t just take
BMWs and add performance parts to
create models like the B3, but rather it
enjoys a well-formed partnership with the
German car maker and is integrated into
the development process of each BMW, to
the extent that it is oPen called on to
engineer and test new factory components
at its base in Buchloe near Munich in
Germany before they actually go into
produc=on. In every BMW, there’s a hint
of Alpina, or so it is said.

“other

M3”

around

these
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parts, was a brilliant car, oPen described as “rapid, rewarding but
undemanding”.
Delicacy has tradi=onally diﬀeren=ated Alpina models from their BMW
counterparts, and that holds true here. The new B3 updates the latest 3
Series design eﬀec=vely, taking on a resolute yet inconspicuous appearance
that is underlined by a unique front bumper extension, Alpina’s signature
mul=-spoke aluminium wheels, a boot lid spoiler and four round chromed
tailpipes within a altered valance to the rear bumper.
In combina=on with a slight reduc=on in ride height over a standard 3 Series,
the changes help to set it apart. On the inside, there are unique trims and
upholstery. A nice touch are the Alpina-speciﬁc digital instruments spor=ng
the ﬁrm’s signature green =nt featuring prominently within the speedo and
rev counter.
The new B3’s twin-turbocharged 3 litre petrol engine is based heavily on
BMW M’s newly introduced S58 unit, which is incidentally the same inline six
-cylinder that powers the new M3 and M4. It’s the ﬁrst =me Alpina has
opted for an engine from M division rather than one from BMW’s standard
range. Such are the changes, though, that it assumes a completely diﬀerent
character. The biggest departure is the use of new turbochargers developed
by Alpina. They keep the same turbocharger housings as the new M3’s but
run tailor-made internals, including ﬂow-op=mised low-iner=a turbine
wheels to boost induc=on, along with other measures, including a
redesigned air intake, new cooling system, Bosch DME8.6 S ECU and an
Alpina-speciﬁc stainless steel exhaust system that features its own unique
par=culate ﬁlter.
With 344kW and 700Nm, the new longitudinally mounted unit has both
more power and torque than the N55-based Alpina engine in the most
powerful old B3 model, the B3 S. By comparison, the standard version of the
new M3 has 352kW and 600Nm.
On the right road, the B3 is spectacularly quick. It is quite a diﬀerent
experience to drive from the new M3, though. Deliberately so too. Whereas
the new M car relies predominantly on revs to outline its performance, the
latest B3 s=cks to Alpina’s long tradi=on of providing its road cars with a
bundle of usable torque - and the result on a heavily throAle, both oﬀ the
line and through the gears, is nothing short of magniﬁcent.
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It might lack the acous=c voraciousness of the M3 but the accelera=ve ability of
the B3 is beyond doubt. The B3’s smaller turbos not only help to ﬂesh out the
torque curve but they also give the new engine outstanding manners.

It

responds immediately to throAle inputs and revs enthusias=cally. It’s within the
mid-range, where all that torque is concentrated, that it’s at its most ferocious.
There’s an engaging enthusiasm and silky-smoothness to the delivery, so much so
that the 7,000 r/min limit seems rather moderate.
Sending drive to each wheel is an eight-speed ZF automa=c gearbox with a
torque converter as well as Alpina’s Switchtronic manual shiP func=on, via either
buAons or paddles on the steering wheel. It operates in combina=on with
BMW’s xDrive all-wheel drive system and a revised version of BMW M’s
electronic M Sport rear diﬀeren=al.
There’s an appropriate urgency to the shiPs in each of the three driving modes:
Comfort, Sport and Sport Plus.

As with the engine, there’s an appealing

smoothness of opera=on and a feeling of deeply rooted engineering to the
gearbox, in both automa=c and manual modes. The gearing itself is beau=fully
arranged. If you are in the market for a B3, though, be sure to choose the paddle
-shiP op=on. The buAon shiP is nowhere nearly as rewarding to use.
Alpina quotes an oﬃcial 0-100km/h =me of just 3.8 seconds for the B3 sedan,
making this the fastest-accelera=ng 3 Series-based model it has placed into
produc=on. Such is Alpina’s conﬁdence in the B3’s straight-line stability that it
doesn’t limit top speed, which is a claimed 303km/h.
The B3 is soPer though than the new M3 but not considerably so to not give it an
allure all of its own. Its chassis has been extensively reworked with Eibach
springs and stabilisers as well as reprogrammed adap=ve dampers from the
M340i. It also has greater nega=ve camber at each wheel. The standard 19 inch
forged rims are ﬁAed with bespoke 265/35 front and 275/35 rear Pirelli P Zero
tyres that have been developed speciﬁcally for the new model. Bovensiepen
says, “It wasn’t our inten=on to make a more spor=ng car than the M3. Our
philosophy is always to create a car that is spor=ng but also with comfort for long
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distances - a relaxing and smooth car that you can get out of aPer

philosophy is to build a car you can drive all day, not just a lap or

long journeys and s=ll feel good.”

two.”

The car steers with an alert ac=on, proving involving even on the

And it really shows. The B3 is a excep=onally balanced and diverse

most dull of roads. There’s a charming maturity to the way the

machine - responsive and direct but not at the expense of comfort

whole chassis operates, with carefully judged compression and

and ride reﬁnement. As Alpina suggests, it’s a car you can rely on

rebound proper=es giving it a nicely controlled yet an genuinely

to take you long distances at high speed and with a high degree of

sporty feel. Road shock is dealt with quickly before it has a chance

entertainment without it being wearing on the driver.

to unseAle you, even when loaded up in corners over uneven
The B3 is in my considered opinion one good reason not to go for

surfaces. Body control is also excellent, with very liAle lean.

the new M3 when it arrives here early next year. With that
The standard adap=ve dampers have two modes: Comfort and

gloriously brawny engine and a superbly arranged chassis, it is a

Sport. The addi=onal Sport Plus mode delays the ac=on of the

stunningly convincing car to drive.

recalibrated stability control func=on but keeps the same damper
traits as in Sport. Even in Comfort, it turns in precisely, with

It may look subtle inside and out, but its speed and performance

copious grip and great poise. Switch to Sport Plus and it serves up

are excep=onal while its ride and handling enjoy the inherent

progressive power oversteer that is so gentle and manageable that

magic only a truly enthusias=c group of engineers working closely

you wonder why BMW just doesn’t use the same chassis tune for

together can conjure.

the M3 itself.

By remaining small in a world of automo=ve giants, Alpina has

Alpina is not as carefully focused on tes=ng at the Nürburgring’s

managed to remain true to what it does best: build a great driver’s

Nordschleife circuit during development of new models as BMW

car from the basis of an exis=ng BMW.

M.

“We go there, but only for some set-up func=ons.

Our

suspensions are mainly tuned on German country roads and
autobahns - not the Nordschleife,” says Bovensiepen.

“Our

The hardest decision is whether to choose the sedan or the
Touring.
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WILLIAMS F1 TEAM SOLD TO US INVESTMENT
D/0123/4 C671362 8/9: 148;:3<;43 =//:3 3/ >;27
:3/01;? B0131:> /@3A13 0;3@04 3/ A0/43 /A B01?
The storied Williams Racing Formula 1 squad has been acquired
by American private investment ﬁrm Dorilton Capital, in a deal
that team bosses say will both ensure its survival and “provide a
path to success”.
The owners of the Oxfordshire-based team began the search for a
buyer as part of a strategic review that began in May. The
conﬁrma=on of the deal comes shortly aPer every F1 bosses and
all 10 F1 teams, including Williams, agreed a new Concorde
Agreement, which lays out how the sport is governed and prize
money is distributed.
Founded by Sir Frank Williams, Williams is one of the most
successful teams in F1 history, with 114 race wins, nine
constructors’ championships and seven drivers’ championships.
But it has slipped down the grid in recent years and, as one of the
few true independent teams, has struggled against high-spending
manufacturer rivals.
The Dorilton deal was unanimously approved by the Williams
board.

Williams said, “We wanted to ﬁnd a partner who shared the same
passion and values, who recognised the team’s poten=al and who
could unlock its power. In Dorilton, we know we have found
exactly that. People who understand the sport and what it takes to
be successful. People who respect the team’s legacy and will do
everything to ensure it succeeds in the future.”
Adding, “As a family, we have always put our team ﬁrst. Making
the team successful again and protec=ng our people has been at
the heart of this process from start. This may be the end of an era

New York-based Dorilton is a private investment ﬁrm founded in

for Williams as a family-owned team, but we know it’s in good

2009 that specialises in long-term investments in ‘lower middle

hands. The sale ensures the team’s survival but most importantly

market’ companies. In a statement, it said that it “recognises and

will provide a path to success.”

appreciates the importance of respec=ng and retaining Williams’
heritage and culture and is commiAed to maintaining its iden=ty”.

Dorilton chairman MaAhew Savage said, “We believe we are the
ideal partner for the company due to our ﬂexible and pa=ent

The deal is well-=med for Williams, ahead of sweeping changes to

investment style, which will allow the team to focus on its

F1 regula=ons being introduced, including a new cost cap and

objec=ve of returning to the front of the grid.

revamped technical rules, that should allow smaller teams to be
more compe==ve. In June, Williams bosses outlined to select
motoring media their recovery plan to return to the front of the
grid once investment was secured.
Speaking aPer the Dorilton deal, deputy team principal Claire

“We look forward to working with the Williams team in carrying
out a detailed review of the business to determine in which areas
new investment should be directed. We also recognise the world
class facili=es at Grove and conﬁrm that there are no plans to
relocate.”
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ELECTRIFIED CLASSIC CAR FIRM LUNAZ REVEALS TWO ROLLS-ROYCE EVS
P>643/< V 64? S128;0 C2/@? B;3 B0/@4?-@7 0;:3/0631/4: 64?
;2;G301G 7/9;030614: A0/< ;HG2@:18; S128;0:3/4;-=6:;? /@3A13
Classic car electriﬁca=on ﬁrm Lunaz has
revealed

two

new

models

for

its

burgeoning line-up of converted historics:
zero-emissions versions of the 1961 RollsRoyce Phantom V and Silver Cloud.
Just 30 build slots will be made available in
a selec=on of body styles that include fourdoor limousine, two-door coupe and drophead coupe. Prices for a Silver Cloud begin
at £350,000 excluding local taxes and an
electric Phantom starts at £500,000.
According to the company, it has already
accepted orders from exis=ng clients.
Each retro-styled EV is visually unmodiﬁed
and undergoes a coachbuilt restora=on
process but has its original petrol motor
swapped
developed

for

a

secre=ve,

electric

in-house-

powertrain

that

produces 700Nm and 280kW. Lunaz claims
a range of more than 400km from an
80kWh baAery pack and a 0-100km/h =me
of less than ﬁve seconds.
“The =me is right for an electric RollsRoyce,” company founder David Lorenz
said. “We are answering the need to marry
beau=ful classic design with the usability,
reliability and sustainability of an electric
powertrain.

customers with whom it has a direct
exis=ng rela=onship - has shielded it from
the issues that have aﬀected mainstream
manufacturers during the pandemic.
Each car converted by Lunaz is 3D scanned
prior to any work being carried out so that
engineers can create CAD renders to
“ensure technical perfec=on”. The car is
then stripped down ahead of a full
restora=on, with all coach building and
trimming work carried out by the ﬁrm’s

“More than ever, we are mee=ng demand

own

for clean-air expressions of the most

modernised with upgraded sound systems,

engineers.

Interiors

beau=ful and luxurious cars in history.”

infotainment

systems

are
and

subtly
Wi-Fi

func=onality. Prices for a Lunaz conversion
The Silverstone-based ﬁrm already oﬀers

start from £350,000.

electriﬁed versions of the Jaguar XK120
sports coupe, which is set to be delivered

Lunaz says that because it has managed to

to customers towards the end of 2020, the

con=nue produc=on in line with social-

XK120 conver=ble and its XK140 sibling.

distancing prac=ces, it remains on track to

The company plans to double the size of its

double its workforce by the end of the year

UK workforce to meet demand for the

to cope with a “surge in orders globally”,

converted restora=ons.

supplemen=ng a team that currently
comprises workers with experience at Rolls

Lunaz ﬁnished tes=ng and development of

-Royce, McLaren, Aston Mar=n, Cosworth,

the electric Jaguars before the UK went

Volkswagen and Formula 1.

into lockdown on 23 March, subsequently
taking orders via video consulta=on with

In addi=on to the ﬂagship Jaguar models,

customers. The ﬁrm claims its unique

Lunaz oﬀers electric versions of the original

business model - supplying only to

Bentley Con=nental, produced from 1955

to 1965, to its exclusive customer base.
The ﬁrst - a rare Con=nental S2 Flying Spur
- is said to have been commissioned by a
car collector who will use it as a daily
driver.
Lunaz is also in talks with several high-end
hospitality ﬁrms about the possibility of
incorpora=ng the modernised classics into
exis=ng limousine ﬂeets.
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7 SERIES, X1 AND 5 SERIES AMONG MODELS TO RECEIVE
BATTERY-POWERED VARIANTS AS BMW AIMS TO LEAD MARKET
BMW is drama=cally ramping up its
electric car oﬀerings, with new i5 and i7
sedans set to headline an expanded lineup of nine models that will underpin an
ambi=ous 10-year growth plan.
The German manufacturer will launch the
new cars as part of its new ‘Power of
Choice’ sustainability plan, under which it
has commiAed to selling more than seven
million plug-in hybrid and pure-electric
vehicles by the end of 2030.
The new plan, which will also include two
electric cars from the Mini brand, is the
ﬁrst major ini=a=ve to be overseen by
Oliver Zipse since he was promoted to the
top of the Munich company last summer.
It is designed to make BMW a leader in
pure-electric

The founda=ons for BMW’s ambi=ous

premium brands such as Audi, Jaguar,

model range, which is ini=ally set to

strategy were laid with the establishment

Lexus, Mercedes-Benz and Tesla and to

include at least nine new models. These

of the i electric vehicle division in 2011.

help it meet increasingly tough targets to

include the recently unveiled iX3 and will

But while BMW’s original electric vehicle

cut the CO2 output of its new models.

con=nue with next year’s i4 ﬁve-door

plan centred on a dedicated plaUorm, the

coupé and a produc=on version of the

second wave of electric models has been

iNext SUV (likely to be called the iX5).

conceived around the company’s current

electric

vehicles

sales

against

rival

To date, the BMW Group has sold more

considerable

increase

in

than 500,000 electriﬁed models across

FAAR and CLAR architectures.

the BMW and Mini brands, but it expects

BMW has also conﬁrmed an electric

that ﬁgure to have doubled by the end of

version of the X1 small SUV, badged the

The ‘Power of Choice’ model plan calls for

2021 as new electric and plug-in hybrid

iX1, that will indirectly replace the i3, plus

up to four diﬀerent powertrain variants –

models are launched.

a new i5 and i7, based on the next-

petrol, diesel, plug-in hybrid and pure-

genera=on

electric – in each of its main model lines to

It’s also ramping up the output of electric

5

Series

and

7

Series

sedans respec=vely.

vehicles produced by its joint ventures,

be built on the same produc=on line,
star=ng with the X3.

such as Spotlight Automo=ve, an opera=on

The manufacturer is also set to launch an

that was recently established by Mini

electric version of the latest 3 Series sedan,

BMW says that it will con=nue to oﬀer

and Great Wall Motors in China.

using the running gear from the upcoming

both petrol and diesel engines in each of

i4, according to sources familiar with the

its main model lines for the foreseeable

BMW expects to sell 4.6 million fully

produc=on plan. With the current i3

future, in a move aimed at providing

electric vehicles within the next 10 years –

hatchback going out of produc=on, it is

buyers with what the company describes

an average of 460,000 per year and a huge

likely that the 3 Series-based sedan will

as “the most suitable drivetrain for any

increase from the 42,249 sold last year (all

adopt the vacated i3 name, according to

given usage scenario”.

of them an i3). It also expects to sell 2.4

the sources.
In a previously announced strategy being

million plug-in hybrids. To this end, it
recently launched the six-cylinder petrol-

While plans for Mini are less deﬁned, we

driven by recent developments in China,

electric 545e xDrive, which is aimed at the

can reasonably speculate that the Bri=sh

BMW has also conﬁrmed that it will start

ﬂeet market and is the ﬁPh electriﬁed 5

brand is planning to build on its recently

oﬀering

Series model.

introduced Electric three-door hatchback

powertrains

hydrogen
on

cell

certain

electric
leasing

with at least two new electric cars,

programmes

Having already commiAed to oﬀering plug-

including uniquely styled SUVs based

markets, star=ng with the X5 next year.

in hybrid variants of every exis=ng model

on the iX1 and iX3.

in its line-up, BMW’s new plan calls for a

in

fuel

extended

models

and
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NEW MASERATI MC20 SUPERCAR LEADS ITALIAN BRAND'S REVIVAL
Masera= has revealed the MC20

Masera=’s product plan, the MC20

supercar, which will spearhead a

was

bold mul=-billion Euro revival

Modena

plan

Italian

months. It has direct design links

marque that includes a return to

to its MC12 predecessor, and

its

Masera= claims that it’s also

for

the

historic

performance-focused

and

racing roots.

designed
base

at

the

in

around

ﬁrm’s
24

intended to reﬂect the brand’s
history “with all the elegance,

Ini=ally being sold with a mid-

performance and comfort integral

mounted 463kW V6, the new halo

to its gene=c make-up.”

model will also oﬀer electric
power in the future. Conver=ble

However, the key design focus was

and motorsport versions are also

on op=mising performance. The

on the cards.

MC20 was designed for maximum
aerodynamic eﬃciency, with more

l/100km and CO2 emissions of

rela=vely short =me before the

The MC20 is the ﬁrst supercar

than 2000 man-hours spent using

262g/km.

ﬁnal tuning was conducted with

that Masera= has produced since

Dallara’s wind tunnel and more

the limited-run MC12 two-seater

than

it launched in 2004. While that

simula=ons conducted.

1000

ﬂuid

dynamics

extensive road and track running
Power is delivered to the rear

in prototype form.

wheels though an eight-speed

model was essen=ally a reworked

dual-clutch automa=c gearbox and

The two-seat interior is accessed

Ferrari Enzo, the MC20 marks

This enabled the MC20’s designers

a self-locking mechanical limited-

through

Masera=’s return to producing its

to

slip diﬀeren=al at the rear. An

Masera= chose because they give

very own sports cars, aPer parent

aerodynamic appendages, aside

electronic diﬀ is op=onal.

easy

company

from

Fiat

Chrysler

minimise
a

the

small

use

of

downforce-

buAerﬂy
access

doors

and

that

improve

ergonomics.

Automobiles (FCA) sold its stake in

genera=ng

and

Five driving modes are on oﬀer:

Ferrari back in 2016.

resulted in a drag coeﬃcient of

GT, Wet, Sport, Corsa and ESC Oﬀ,

The cabin takes a minimalist

0.38Cd.

which shuts down every control

design to reduce distrac=ons for

func=on.

the driver. There’s a 10in digital

rear

spoiler,

The sale of the Maranello ﬁrm
meant

that

FCA’s

Masera=

ﬂagship

became

Masera= says engineers from its

premium

Innova=on Lab and powertrain

The MC20 makes extensive use of

screen for the mul=media system,

specialists were involved in the

carbon ﬁbre and other lightweight

while the carbon ﬁbre covered

project

materials, resul=ng in a claimed

central console features only the

weight of less than 1,500kg, giving

driving mode selector, a wireless

it a power-to-weight ra=o of more

smartphone holder, infotainment

than 309kW per ton. That ra=o

controls and a small number of
other features.

performance brand.
FCA

bosses

have

revamped

the

announced

product

radically
previously
plan

from

emphasising

the
the

beginning,
focus

on

performance as well as design.

for

instrument display and a 10in

Masera=, approving a bold model

In recent years, Masera= has

enables a 0-100km/h sprint of

line-up overhaul with a target to

relied

quicker than 2.9 sec, with 0-

triple sales within three years with

technology,

13 new products scheduled in the

engines and powertrains. But with

next three years. All new models

Ferrari no longer part of the FCA

will be electriﬁed from this point

porUolio, Masera= has returned to

The

on, conﬁrmed chief opera=ng

producing its own engines, and

wishbone suspension all round

previously

oﬃcer Davide Grasso at the

the MC20 arrives with the ﬁrst

and makes use of a virtual steering

the Granturismo and Grancabrio.

MC20's unveiling, adding that the

powertrain it has produced in-

axle at both the front and the rear.

brand

house in more than 20 years.

It sits on 20in tyres, while there

The supercar’s produc=on launch

are ven=lated 380x34mm six-

is scheduled for the end of this

is

developing

Level

3

heavily
in

on

Ferrari

par=cular

for

autonomous capability for future

200km/h taking 8.8 sec. Top speed

The

is claimed to exceed 325km/h.

Masera=’s

MC20

will
historic

be

built

Viale

at
Ciro

MenoX plant in Modena, on a
MC20

features

double-

new produc=on line at the site
used

to

build

cars. As well as the MC20, baAery

Named NeAuno (Neptune), in

piston Brembo brakes at the front

year, and Masera= is already

electric versions of the ﬁrm's

reference to the Roman god who

and four-piston 350x27mm items

accep=ng orders.

forthcoming new SUV, and the

inspired Masera=’s trident logo,

at the rear.

next GranTurismo and GranCabrio

the

are planned.

petrol V6, developed at the new

The early work on the MC20’s

MC20 has been designed to allow

Masera= Engine Lab in Modena,

driving dynamics was undertaking

for a conver=ble variant, which we

produces 463kW and 730Nm.

using Masera=’s Virtual Vehicles

understands is due next year.

"The MC20 is more than a

3

litre

twin-turbocharged

Supercar. It’s set the cornerstone

Masera= has conﬁrmed that the

Dynamics Development simula=on

to build Masera= for the future,"

It also features the new Masera=

soPware, which was developed by

Signiﬁcantly, it also says that the

Grasso added.

Twin

twin-spark

its Innova=on Lab. Masera= said it

MC20 is designed “for full electric

igni=on system and in the MC20

used the system for 97% of

power”, with the full electric

gets oﬃcial fuel economy of 11.8

dynamic tests, op=mising the

variant schedule to arrive in 2022.

Following

the

overhaul

of

Combus=on
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Right, and go… another month of weirdness is upon us and let’s kick
oﬀ with this incredibly strange, and horriﬁcally ugly orange crea=on.
Somewhere there is a person who thinks that this is cool - there must
be because they made it - but the reality check is that this is not cool.
This is actually quite ridiculous.
Fish bowl roofs for cars never took oﬀ for one reason, the sun. And I would
imagine driving this thing during the day=me when the sun is shining would
feel about the same as being an ant under a 10-year olds magnifying glass.
Not to men=on that you can’t really see over the engine. And let us not
overlook that it is fugly as hell!
Thank you to Carl from Vancouver, Canada.

And then there is the devil’s chariot, or at least that’s
how it looks to me. It oozes menace and evil.
Can you imagine you are driving along in your
hatchback, minding your business and you look in
your rear view mirror and this thing is behind you.
What happens next is a lot of poo shoots out of you,
your car wees its water out and your hair turns grey.
I can’t say it is a prac=cal drive, what with those ﬂying
saucer size rims and ridiculous ground clearance,
however because it looks so wicked it is cool.
Thanks to Marcel in Salt lake City, USA.

SEND YOUR STRANGE MOTORING RELATED PHOTOS TO editor@nakedmotoring.com WITH A BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION
Naked Motoring receives these images from the public and therefore we make no claims whatsoever regarding copyright and all credit, where due, remains with the creators thereof.
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Some modern cars are quite wide. The Lamborghini Aventador for
example is so wide it can’t drive through some Italian towns,
which is a bit strange, however what if you take an already quite
wide old American car and add pontoons to it. Metal pontoons
with huge lights at their front ends.
Personally I don’t get this and think its quite stupid. The design
isn't even that clever that it warrants a pat on the back (like the
devil chariot on the previous page).
What has been created here is a car that is impossible to parallel
park without it s=cking out in the road, and forget regular bays.
Thanks to Katherine from Blackpool, UK.

Dubbed the ‘ETV car’ it’s fully electric. And that’s where it ends for me at least.
It looks like a shoe and probably drives like one too.
The biggest problem with clever cars, especially those where people are trying to
showcase new technology is that the designers and engineers tend to focus a lot
more on func=on than form, and resultantly they are damn ugly and quite
miserable things to sit in.
Why can’t someone take a McLaren body and build new-tech into it? Surely that
would appeal to the eye and the senses? Just look at Lunaz in the UK and their
classic revivals. Just saying…
Thanks to Anastasia in London, UK.
Now I thought hanging tes=cles behind cars was a thing only done in South Africa and
perpetrated by a select group of individuals who like the numbers 3, 2 and 1… three-litre
Ford, 2 litre Coke and 1 litre Brandy.
However I was wrong and the 3-2-1 crew managed to swim the Atlan=c and seAle in
America.
Sadly I cannot read the number plate but there is no mistaking its shape and composi=on.
The massive wheels are an equally 3-2-1 touch which do admiAedly compliment the
equally huge gold, and colour coded balls dangling behind the car.
Thanks to Jasmine from Jasper, USA.

Und then der Germans aAack! In a Smart TwoFour tank no less.
The tracks are rubber (making it road-legal) and they do appear to be real.
Quite why anyone would want to make a tank out of something which can be
killed by a VW Polo in a crash escapes me, but clearly its German owner has
some weird ideas about world domina=on, although I just don’t think the
armies of the world will tremble much at the sight of a squadron of tracked
Smart cars squeaking up to their presiden=al palaces.
Its funny and interes=ng though, and probably a hoot to drive around in for the
head-turning it will no doubt generate.
Thanks to Walther from Frankfurt, Germany
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West Sussex, UK: APer several hours on the road in which I

also one that shared no signiﬁcant part with any other car.

thought I would come to know and understand the
extraordinary, £2.1 million McLaren Speedtail. But I had no

The Speedtail in contrast though has a carbon ﬁbre tub, its engine is

expecta=ons, and was ﬁne with that. Besides it’s always

in the middle, there is a twin-turbocharged V8 engine, a seven-

good to have an element of the unexpected, even with a

speed dual-clutch automa=c gearbox and rear-wheel drive so, in

prospect as interes=ng as this. I knew it was going to be fast, fast in

essence it is no diﬀerent to any other McLaren of the past 10 years.

a way perhaps no other road car has ever been. And fascina=ng,

And yes, it’s a hybrid, but so was the P1 back in 2013.

too, for its engineering, design and importance.

It’s easier s=ll to draw comparisons between the Speedtail and the

But then I was able to really open it up and discovered the a new

old F1, not only because of the three-seat driving arrangement but

dimension to the Speedtail and aPer 25-odd years of being a

also because, by making the same 106 units as with the F1,

motoring journalist, here was an en=rely new experience.

McLaren is appearing to invite the associa=on. But there are some
huge diﬀerences too; the F1 is as famous for its exploits on the

That admiAedly feels quite strange, because it’s not as if someone -

track as on the road, having allowed McLaren to join Ferrari as the

me - with a decent level of knowledge and experience shouldn’t be

only brands to win Le Mans at the ﬁrst aAempt, and the Speedtail is

able to take an educated guess. This wasn’t like when, 26 years

deﬁnitely not a track car. In fact according to McLaren, it’s a ‘hyper

ago, we ﬁrst drove the McLaren F1 - a car not only designed like

-GT’, whatever that may be.

none that had existed before and with performance to boot, but
The way a car looks to you is very subjec=ve, but how you just can’t
ignore the Speedtail’s aesthe=c. Its impossible to. People will
crash their own cars to get a beAer view of it. It is strange and
beau=ful all at the same =me.
For me though, it’s more than just incredibly beau=ful. I ﬁnd it
unreservedly cap=va=ng, the way it takes a late-1960s sports racer
idiom, with its forward cockpit and exaggeratedly extended bum,
and transports those ﬂowing curves to the present day without the
result looking unimagina=ve, plagiaris=c or even conspicuously
retro.
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The interior is the best of any modern supercar. The central seat is
so natural; it’s in fact the driving posi=on of every other car and not
the Speedtail that thereaPer aPer feels awkward and out of place.
And unlike the old F1 where you struggled to get in and out of the
cars, access is considerably easier here.
There are three digital screens: driving data ahead, with a satellite
naviga=on touchscreen to one side and an entertainment
touchscreen to the other. It’s that simple. When I think back to
McLaren’s hopeless original Iris system of a decade ago, well, they
have come leaps and bounds.
BuAons you need regularly, such as engine start/stop, and openers
for the doors and =ny windows are found above you in the
headlining, while others are removed from immediate sight just
ahead of your knees. If McLaren can reproduce interior forms of
such crisp, clean beauty in the less unaﬀordable cars of its future,
they will by themselves provide tempta=on of a new kind for the
company.
Passengers are however a lot more comfortable in conven=onal
supercars and, surprisingly, in the F1. If the driver is short and thus
has the seat a long way forward, then they are okay, but if the seat
is posi=oned backwards then there is simply insuﬃcient space for
the inboard shoulder of each passenger.

Children and skinny

supermodels will do beAer, but anyone planning on using their
Speedtail in its intended hyper-GT role may ﬁnd their holiday plans
somewhat thwarted by passenger-seat related complaints.
Luggage space, by contrast, is tremendous. There’s a lot of room in
the nose and a lot more in the tail, and the almost deﬁnite certainty
of at least one vacant passenger seat. Oddment storage, however,
is almost non-existent, unless you count small bins beneath each
passenger seat.
Unsurprisingly there are no trim levels or equipment packs available
for Speedtail customers to choose from. Instead there is a bespoke
service where they sit down with McLaren interior designers and
trim their car how they want. And if they don’t want any other
Speedtail to have all or part of their spec, McLaren will oblige. How
much does this cost? Well as each car is so individual that it’s
impossible to say, but what I can tell you that one par=cular paint
ﬁnish adds £100,000 to the cost of this £2.1m car, you can easily
envisage transac=ons of £3m and above taking place.
The visible carbon ﬁbre has threads three =mes ﬁner than that used
in other McLarens and, and if you ask it can be woven and blended
with (and I am not making this up) genuine gold thread.
The interior leather is 30% lighter than standard yet neither thinner
nor less durable. The edges are painted by hand. The badge on the
front can be made from gold or even pla=num, each bearing its own
unique McLaren characteris=c stamp.
The Speedtail starts like any other McLaren and makes the same
noise, which is disappoin=ng. Given it has a ﬂat-plane-crank V8 like
every other McLaren, I’m not sure what I was expec=ng, but its
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hard, gruﬀ tone isn’t that of a GT, hyper or

terms but, philosophically, it’s actually

required to make it safe at speeds nobody

otherwise.

what in the 1970s came to be known as a

would ever realis=cally reach anyway.

supercar.

It’s more like a post-modern

another

Ferrari Daytona, eﬀortless over a distance,

That headline-grabbing top speed is a

cylinder at each corner, and for just 106

of course, but meant ﬁrstly, secondly and

distrac=on.

units it would be prohibi=vely expensive

thirdly for drivers and driving.

just a unbelievable car to pilot along a

Sadly

McLaren couldn’t put

good road. You don’t have to be doing

even if it could. But if ever a car needed a
V12 then this is it.

In essence, the Speedtail is

Once I understood and accepted that, the

400km/h to enjoy its looks, interior, driving

rest fell quickly into place.

posi=on, displays, ride or handling. To be

On the move, we ease into the suburban

frank, you don’t even need to be doing

traﬃc. It’s hilarious how eﬀortlessly this

All performance issues aside, this is an

787kW car glides into the real world.

amazing, unforgeAable device to ﬁre at the

Because the hybrid drive is there purely for

horizon.

Its handling is just superb.

Is it a replacement for the F1? No, in a

accelera=ve power, there’s no electric-only

Indeed, because it’s imagined that no

word. But not just because the F1 went

mode like in the P1, nor can you plug it in,

Speedtail will be used for track days,

racing and the Speedtail won’t. You must

although you can charge it through an

McLaren

remember, the F1 was never designed to

induc=on pad built into the ﬂoor of the

suspension for road use, with the result

be a racing car.

vault you will unques=onably have for it at

that it breathes beau=fully with the road.

Gordon Murray, once said that had he

home. This also keeps the 12V system fully

Remember too that this car is very light: at

intended it to race, he would have

charged, so there’s no need for a standard-

just 1,499kg, around 500kg lighter than the

designed it in an en=rely diﬀerent way. It’s

type baAery charger, which is clever.

BugaX Chiron. It ﬂows as it ﬂies, athle=c,

not a replacement for the F1 because that

graceful, beau=ful to behold and exquisite

car was designed with lightness as the

to command. And then it happens.

number-one priority. Top speed, a clear

But the Speedtail doesn’t feel like a

has

tuned

its

very

clever

720S turned up to around 20, nor a placid

250km/h.

Indeed, its designer,

considera=on for the Speedtail, maAered

Senna, nor any other McLaren, current or

You need the car in Sport driving mode,

so liAle that it took Murray four years to

former. The ride quality is incomparable,

otherwise you won’t be given the full

bother to ﬁnd out what it was.

more like that of the 12C than any

1150Nm of torque. And you can’t transmit

subsequent McLaren.

Flawed though it

that much torque to the road through two

But the F1 and Speedtail are far closer

was, the 12C was the best-riding McLaren

315mm-wide tyres un=l they are already

rela=ves than you think, and not just

to date. But it’s not as good as this. The

turning excep=onally quickly.

So what

because of sea=ng layouts and iden=cal

steering, too, has a exquisite indolent

happens is diﬀerent to anything almost

produc=on runs. Just like the Speedtail,

quality to it, thanks not only to one of the

anyone has ever experienced in a road car,

the F1 was designed to be usable, whether

lower-geared racks at McLaren’s disposal

and it happens at a diﬀerent speed, too.

anyone was going to use it or not. It was
also comfortable, had loads of cargo space

but also a wheelbase that’s extended by
58mm, in the interests of comfort and

It’s accelera=on, but not as we know it.

and, by the deeply dodgy standards of

stability as well as the need to package the

This isn’t a brutal like the Chiron, using

1990s

hybrid drive between the engine and

sheer force to destroy the air around it,

condi=oning and entertainment.

gearbox.

but more like a bullet, so slim, stealthy and

exo=ca,

oﬀered

decent

air-

slippery that the air scarcely no=ces it’s

At heart, both are supercars in the singular

The moment I was in that central seat,

being penetrated.

This is why the only

sense of the word, aiming to provide a

looking at those screens and beyond, all

performance ﬁgure McLaren quotes is a

unique driving experience over a long

thoughts of whether it was worth £1.85m

BugaX-bea=ng 13 second run from 0-

distance to a very wealthy and discerning

more than the 720S faded It’s a much-

300km/h, despite the obvious trac=on

clientele. And in their own eras, both do

used word, but the experience provided by

limita=ons. So when your nerve fails and

that job beAer than any other that I have

the Speedtail is unique, and for those who

you ﬁnally take your foot oﬀ the throAle,

ever driven.

can aﬀord it, that fact plus its rarity makes

the

it so worth the money.

aerodynamic wall, barely slows.

car,

instead

of

smacking

an
Sure, the Speedtail is rare and exo=c, but
far more importantly, it’s an exquisite
thing just to behold.

Yet as the miles passed I learned to love

So you need good brakes and, once you

the

hadn’t

have got through the pedal’s ini=ally quite

expected, because all along I had been

dead feel, you will internal discover organ

And even if there is another that can get

made to think of it as a GT. But it’s not

rearranging braking power.

close to what this car does, I don’t believe

Speedtail

for

reasons

I

any can do it the way the Speedtail does,

and, to be straighUorward, with that
engine, it could never be. I’ll admit that it

Of course this car can hit 402km/h, and it

because it’s more than just powerful and

took a while to iden=fy that fact and

would have been capable of a lot more had

fast: it’s light and clever, too.

discard my preconcep=ons. The Speedtail

McLaren not decided that it wasn’t worth

may be state of the art in engineering

the extra ride-ruining unsprung mass

A true McLaren, in other words.
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… the interior is quite simply amazing…
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Somerset, UK: Back in the 1990s, there was a highly strung

rear-wheel drive

125cc two-stroke sports bike called the Cagiva Mito. “It’s got

with a limited-

seven gears,” said a review at the =me, “but they all do the

slip diﬀeren=al.

same thing.” I’m reminded of this by the new Ariel Nomad R.

The gearbox has

It has a sequen=al six-speed rally-spec gearbox whose ra=os

straight-cut

are so close that it makes no diﬀerence if you are in sixth gear at

gears, dog rings, there’s an auto blip on downshiPs and, once you’

40km/h or ﬁrst gear at 80km/h, because when you put your foot

are on the move, pneuma=c shiPs mean you can preAy much

down it does the same thing.

ignore the clutch.

The Nomad was introduced in 2015 as the Atom’s ‘muddy brother’.

There’s a windscreen, then, but it’s advisable to wear earplugs and

“You drive down a road,” said Ariel, explaining where it was

a crash helmet.

pitching the two cars, “and turn leP onto a race track in an Atom, or

downright distrac=on reduced, it’s easier to concentrate on the

turn right into a muddy ﬁeld in a Nomad.” A supercharged Nomad

Nomad R’s dynamic quali=es. It’s a less furious but much nicer way

model was launched a year later.

to enjoy it.

A proper new-genera=on Nomad will arrive at some point but, in

And the single gearlever is a surprise joy - rather than ﬁnger clicking

the interim, and I think just for the fun of it, there’s the Nomad R,

two diﬀerent paddles. Lightly pulling or knocking the same lever

an expensive, limited-run special that is “as close as we can make it

back and forth is more involving, a bit like working up and down a

to a Tarmac rally car”, says Ariel’s Nomad development manager,

motorbike’s gearbox. And that’s what its all about anyway.

Henry Siebert-Saunders.
And when he says “limited” he really means limited as there will be
just ﬁve of them all powered by a supercharged version of the old 2
litre Honda Civic Type R engine, rather than by the Nomad’s usual
2.4 litre Honda unit, or the new 2 litre turbo from the Atom 4.
Mounted transversely behind the occupants, the supercharged
engine produces 250kW at 7,600 r/min and 330Nm at 5,500 r/min
and drives through a Sadev six-speed gearbox, a bit like in the old
Atom 3.5R and Atom V8, but in brawnier speciﬁca=on here. It’s

With noise and buﬀe=ng and exposure and
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Maidstone, UK: Of late Suzuki’s electriﬁca=on eﬀorts mean

most aﬀordable

that every car it sells now oﬀers some form of hybrid

hot hatches is

assistance. The SwiP Sport is now to join that list, turning

now

what was once one of the last naturally aspirated hot

to an entry-level

hatches into something of a forerunner for the segment.

Ford

so

close

Fiesta

ST

tha=t would barely make a diﬀerence to your monthly payment.
It gets a 48V electric starter/generator and baAery, instead of the

A Volkswagen Up! GTI is now signiﬁcantly less.

12V system found in Suzuki’s other models, which promises to
reduce emissions and improve fuel economy, while also ﬁlling in

Mild-hybrid power hasn’t had a massive eﬀect, with the electric

the 1.4 litre turbo’s torque gaps below 2,000 r/min.

motor never directly driving the wheels, but the torque assistance
lower in the rev range helps accelera=on feel a bit more lively than

Going hybrid has seen a no=ceable decrease in power, from 103kW

before. It may not be quite as quick oﬀ the line as the old car, but

in the old car to 96kW here. Top speed remains the same though,

mid-range power is s=ll good. Less in keeping with the small hot

but this new car takes a full second longer to reach 100km/h. And

hatch mandate is the way it recuperates energy, the regenera=ve

while the SwiP Sport remains light, the added electronics means it

braking system aggressively shedding speed whenever you liP your

is heavier.

foot. For a car that’s largely about maintaining momentum, it’s

And the price has gone up, therefore what was once one of the

just a too interfering and there’s no op=on to cure this.
The six-speed gearbox has fairly short ra=os and the SwiP will
cruise along at 60km/h fairly willingly in sixth. The gearshiP ac=on
isn’t all that enjoyable.
As before, the SwiP Sport’s ﬁrmly sprung suspension and chassis
set-up allow for decent cornering speeds making it an engaging
drive - even if the steering doesn’t provide much feedback.
It remains a fun small-scale driver’s car aPer electriﬁca=on, but
with good value no longer on its side, it’s harder to make the case
for ownership - regardless of much fun you might have behind it
wheel.
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Bristol, UK: We have waited a while for it, and now its here.

The

This is the Polestar 2. Strangely we might usefully think of

posi=on is quite

this not as the second proper Polestar model, then, but

diﬀerent,

rather as the ﬁrst true Polestar. The 2 is a compact sedan

You sit high up,

with a hatchback rear that’s sized and priced like the Tesla

but the beltline is

driving
too.

Model 3. Needless to say, Polestar hopes it will tempt people away

high and inclosing also, so you are not immediately aware of the

from Audis, BMWs, Mercedes and higher-end Volkswagens.

height. The cabin isn’t enormously spacious, but four adults of
average size should ﬁt comfortably enough.

The car’s tall, boxy geometric propor=ons certainly make it look like
something completely new - diﬀerent from a Tesla, a Volvo, a

Under that striking body, the 2 has an all-steel chassis with an

Mercedes or anything else for that maAer.

It’s ‘urban’ and

electric motor at each axle and therefore four driven wheels. A

‘robo=c’, according it its designers. Its glasshouse is quite visor-like,

78kWh lithium ion baAery pack is housed along the transmission

its volumes unusually straight and square. Precisely the thing you

tunnel and under the seats.

would come up with if designing a car in opposi=on to a curvy, slimfeatured Tesla. Strangely enough, though, that’s apparently not

The problem with such a deeply technical car is that you need =me

how it was originally conceived.

to properly appraise it, which of course we never had. However in
the coming months we shall. So saying, ﬁrst impressions are good

The interior is similarly modern, smooth in its layout and quite
neatly and sparsely provisioned. This is the ‘vegan interior’ that
grabbed so many headlines at unveiling =me last year. It allegedly
uses signiﬁcantly less plas=c than most car interiors, more of the
recycled stuﬀ, and less harsh, environmentally bad chemicals that
component manufacturers can rely on are associated with the
produc=on of its various mouldings and ingredients. But you can’t
eat it...
Those larger mouldings and surfaces look and feel unusual but not
cheap or nasty. Some are harder than others and a few are just
coarse or ﬂimsy enough to cause some concern however though,
the 2’s standard of no=ced quality is good.

and maybe this is the kick up the bum Tesla has needed all along.
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Bedfordshire, UK: Hyundai can’t seem to keep its hands

This new version

oﬀ the i30 N. We all know that the fast i30 ruﬄed the

hopes to ﬁx the

feathers of the established hot hatch community when it ﬁrst

suspension

arrived in 2017, but Hyundai didn’t take any breaks and rest

issues.

on their laurels, oh no because soon aPer the original

2020 model year,

For the

came the i30 N Fastback, which added spor=er coupe styling into

the i30 N has been

the mix and a suspension setup that was slightly soPer than that of

given updated suspension that’s more in line with the one on the

its at =mes vice-like sibling. Now, less than three years aPer we

old Fastback model.

drove the original, Hyundai launched another one.

reading between the lines, it doesn’t seem en=rely absurd to

Hyundai might not openly admit it but,

assume the aim was to make the hatch a bit nicer to live with on a
We found the original a convincing hot hatch overﬂowing with

daily basis.

entertainment, value and character, but also one that - aside from
its almost bargain-basement price - didn’t really lead the hpot

The electronically locking diﬀeren=al however remains, as do the

hatch ﬁeld in any par=cular way.

202kW four-cylinder engine and six-speed gearbox.

That, combined with an

aggressive suspension setup that - in its racier seXngs - really just
did not get along with actual roads, prevented it from being quite

All of the tweaks and ﬁxes haven’t made the car notably soPer and

as good as Hyundai R&D boss Albert Biermann and his Hyundai N

over uneven surfaces you will wish you bought a Golf GTI, however

team might have hoped.

there’s s=ll a lot of fun to be had here, and its somewhat
unconven=onal ‘tough-guy’ outlook on life is appealing when you
are in the mood for a more uncouth driving experience. If you
want civilised then get something made by people not under
constant threat of nuclear aAack. This ‘live everyday like it’s the
last’ ethos does shine through quite brightly.
It is however unimpressive when compared to its rivals.
So as it stands, even with those suspension tweaks and a frac=on
more everyday prac=cality, the i30 N fails to outmatch the current
segment leaders in any one par=cular ﬁeld as a hot hatch.
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London, UK: Six years ago, Porsche, for some weird reason

the 911 GT3 got

nobody really understood, decided its new Boxster and

its

Cayman replacements should have four-cylinder engines. For

gearbox

the Boxster this meant losing its beau=ful mid-mounted ﬂat

even if the new

sixes, largely the 2.7 litre entry level and the even nicer 3.4

engine won’t be made available throughout the 718 range it’s s=ll a

litre of the popular Boxster S. It also meant the darkest day in the

manual
back,

decent victory.

history of the greatest roadster of modern =mes.
We have driven this car before but this was a chance to drive a
For a while it seemed that there was no hope and even the

right-hand-drive version of it on local roads. So what we have here

upcoming but as-yet-unannounced new versions of the brilliant

is a modern-feeling and richly equipped mid-engined sports car that

Cayman GT4 and soP-top Boxster Spyder would fall vic=m to this

runs a 7,800 r/min naturally aspirated engine developing 295kW

madness. And that was painful to watch. But then Porsche realised

and a healthy 420Nm. And the best part is that it comes with a

that the charm of these very expensive special-series sports cars,

manual gearbox and clocks in at only 1,405kg.

relied heavily on ideals of mechanical purity and soul, might not
survive the aﬃlia=on with an eﬀec=ve but gassy 2.5 litre four-

It is more expensive than the other Boxsters and to be honest in a

cylinder turbo, and so it did something unexpected.

real-world context it isn’t that much faster, but what you do get is a
lot of kit in a brilliantly engineered car, which looks and sounds

Instead of tuning the loud but re=red 3.8 litre of the old Cayman
GT4 and Boxster Spyder to even greater heights, or winding
back the unquenchable 9,000 r/min 4 litre of the 991-series 911
GT3, it took the 3 litre ﬂat six from the 911 Carrera, removed the
turbochargers and increased the capacity to create an almost
en=rely original 4 litre engine. And to grease the economic case,
Porsche decided it would eventually oﬀer this unexpected treasure
not only in the motorsport-engineered 718 ﬂagship models but also
in updated versions of the more aAainable and available GTSbadged products - cars that, though s=ll excellent, had by then
sadly fallen prey to the small-capacity turbo stupidity.
Dial forward and bit and here we are; Porsche’s biggest win since

incredible. And that makes it very worthwhile.
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Surrey, UK: Once upon a =me it was a bit of a niche-bus=ng

The GLA 45 is

oddity, but now the Mercedes-AMG GLA 45 is now an en=rely

however a very ,

legi=mate proposi=on if judged with the perspec=ve of the

very long way

wider market. Back in 2014, when the outgoing car was

from

launched, the European SUV surge was in its rela=ve infancy.

oﬀering. Its base

a

value

Performance SUVs, par=cularly smaller ones, were preAy much a

price is enough to

rarity. The GLA 45 went up against the dis=nc=ve Audi RS Q3 and

raise eyebrows, but our European-spec leP-hand-drive test car

not much else.

featured the German equivalent of the Plus pack. That’s a
signiﬁcant fee for an extra inch of wheel rims, the sporty body kit,

Nowadays however everybody’s making one.

BMW’s spor=ng

mul=-beam LED headlights, an upgraded sound system, electric

division has given the light M-treatment to the X2, Volkswagen has

sports seats and addi=onal driver assist technology, and there are

the T-Roc R and there are numerous others. There’s a clear hunger

s=ll many more conﬁgurator boxes to =ck beyond this.

for a category that many enthusiasts s=ll sneer at, even today.
As with the old car, the GLA 45’s mechanical make-up is preAy
The standard, new, second-genera=on GLA is now a proper

much the same its hatchback cousin. The engine, which extracts

compact SUV rather than an A-Class that’s been padded up and put

an extremely impressive 310kW from its 2 litres and four cylinders

on s=lts. It can now match the RS Q3 on prac=cality terms as well

Is the most powerful four-cylinder unit in series produc=on.

as performance. Whether or not though it’s s=ll appealing when
considered against the smaller, lighter A45 is s=ll a good ques=on.

While this test didn’t really allow for properly =med launches, if
the A45’s performance is anything to go by I’d conﬁdently say the
claimed 0-100km/h =me of 4.3 sec is a tad conserva=ve.
The choice of buying it relies on whether you are prepared to
sacriﬁce exterior styling and quite a lot more money for the GLA’s
extra space over the A-Class. As far as I am concerned it’s a less
aArac=ve car while the A45 remains dynamically superior.
However with so much performance this is a seriously quick car
and for many that will be the biggest draw card, except its pricing
puts in in Porsche Macan territory… and that’s what I would have.
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Scotland, UK: Last month we drove

On the subject of price, it’s also impossible

extra-specialness. At 1,525 kg (add 25kg

the BMW M2 CS on a German

to ignore the fact you can now buy a low-

for the dual-clutch gearbox), on paper the

racetrack and loved it for more

mileage example of the older but excellent

M2 CS is no lighter even than the M2

reasons than I can count on both

M4 CS - slightly more powerful, 5kg lighter,

Compe==on it theore=cally beAers, and

hands (“Simply the Best… the BMW

somehow, and beau=ful to behold for

this despite the fact the weight of the

quite a lot less money.

bonnet has been halved by the use of

M2 CS”, September 2020). It was heraded
as the best M car BMW currently make,
and possibly ever made.

carbon ﬁbre, which is also used for the roof
And we know that BMW is asking for a fair

panel, and the 19 inch wheels are forged

whack for a car that, unlike the historic

and lighter too.

Now normally our test cars are delivered

icons found at UK HQ, doesn’t have an ‘L’

to us, but occasionally something happens

in its name, which in Munich is an alluring

Perhaps weight has added by the use of

and we need to collect them; so when a

leAer that represents added lightness and

mul=-mode adap=ve suspension un=l now

call came in asking for us to fetch the M2
CS for a proper road test there was a mad
scramble to get out the door. I won.
At BMW’s UK HQ in Farnborough I spoAed
the

updated

5-Series,

which

is

as

handsome as ever, and also the all-new 4Series which looks even worse than in the
pictures, but that wasn’t all. Parked next
to the CS in the car park were an original
1973 3 litre CSL Batmobile and an M3 CSL.
Not a bad day out.
Now

the

already

very

good

M2

Compe==on is s=ll available and what I
really wanted to ﬁnd out with this drive is
can this new CS deriva=ve outshine it.

57
reserved for the M4, and the extra bodywork that apparently
provides beAer stability at speeds tackling the car’s 280km/h top
speed. The M2 Compe==on already looks hardcore, but the CS gets
a new front spliAer, rear diﬀuser, gurney ﬂap and bonnet vents, all
of make it look even more in=mida=ng.
The CS also gets Michelin’s track day-speciﬁc Pilot Sport Cup 2
tyres, which is serious rubber, and an op=on above the standard-ﬁt
Pilot Super Sport tyres, and the aAributes of its electronically
controlled mul=-plate rear diﬀeren=al have been ﬁne-tuned.
Finally, and unavailable on the M2 Compe==on, op=onally for
about 10% of the car’s overall price, you can have massive carbonceramic brakes with gorgeous gold calipers. These save 22kg over
the standard M Sport setup.
The engine is the same M4-sourced S55 twin-turbo straight-six used
in the M2 Compe==on, albeit with a redesigned exhaust, more
power and a slightly bigger peak-torque band. It is a ferocious
thing too devoid of ﬂab and almost pure muscle, though given the
331kW and 550Nm ﬁgures, it starts sedately enough, with rasping
overtones that sound very sporty, dripping with power and
response, and suitably exo=c.
The ‘take no prisoners’ aXtude is evident in the low-speed ride.
Slot the dual-clutch gearbox into Drive and there’s no creep, and
when you do press the throAle the M2 CS pulls away gently with
the nonchalant eﬀortlessness of a lighter car. Which, for all the
reasons men=oned above, is rather astonishing. ThereaPer the
chassis works the road surface in that bristly and alert but not
uncomfortable manner serious drivers’ cars oPen reveal. In short,
ﬁrst impressions are wholesome.
But they aren’t perfect.

As is oPen the case with BMW, the

alcantara-clad steering wheel is too big and too thick. And while
they might have thankfully resisted ﬁXng the slightly disused doorpulls found on the M3 and M4 CS, there is no central armrest.
Given the car is no lighter than the M2 Compe==on, this is both
stupid and inconvenient, though the bigger issue is that the interior
in general doesn’t feel special enough for the money being asked.
With the excep=on of some trim and badging, most of it is from the
M2 Compe==on, though of course this isn’t all bad. The nicely
adjustable semi-bucket seats are as comfortable and suppor=ve as
ever. The driving posi=on is also about as good as you could
reasonably expect given the car’s compact, front-engined layout.
The glossy carbon ﬁbre covering across the transmission tunnel
looks gorgeous, even though it’s so obviously inconsequen=al.
Move up through the gears and the M2 CS begins to feel every bit
the performance machine with almost 225kW per ton. Even lazy
overtakes are dealt with in a ﬂash because the dual-clutch gearbox
is really smooth, although some=mes jerky at very low speeds, and
the engine’s torque avalanche is ready to go from around 2,500 r/
min.
However and again, it’s very much like the M2 Compe==on in this
respect, and for the CS there’s only 30kW more power and almost
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… this is the best interior in the business and now enhanced ever-so subtly and tastefully with carbon ﬁbre and aluminium trim making it even nicer...
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no improvement in torque and yet the slightly ﬁrmer ride,
slightly louder cabin and the mea=er steering feel (probably due
to the tyres) together turn up the driving experience intensity,
and even if you have set the adjustable parameters for the
steering, engine and suspension responses, of which there are
three seXngs for each, in their most docile modes.
AdmiAedly though, it’s all preAy negligible, and to really feel the
diﬀerence between the Compe==on and CS you need to be
moving very fast. In fact, only at considerable speeds and on
the harshest of back-roads does the taller body begin to feel its
dimensions, taking a moment longer than, say, Porsche’s
Cayman GT4 to take up what liAle slack there is in the
suspension overs crests and so on. The rest of the =me the CS
will go down your favourite road like a cruise missile.
The most material change is the way the new car gets into
corners. Unlike the M2 CS racing car, which uses a purely
mechanical Drexler limited-slip diﬀeren=al, the road car has the
same Ac=ve M diﬀeren=al as the Compe==on, soPware tweaks
notwithstanding. And unlike a conven=onal LSD, the Ac=ve M
diﬀ remains fully open at the point of turn-in, so along with the
Michelin tyres and that unbending body control, the CS gets its
nose into corners with bewildering accuracy and agility, and yet
it isn’t so severe that the rear axle beings to feel nervous.
And, once you’re into the corner, this is just another brilliant M2
where the car will slide predictably, endlessly, enjoyably and just
plain beau=fully, but only if you want it to.
Something like the Cayman GT4 is admiAedly more delicately
adjustable oﬀ the throAle, and less reliant on obviously ﬁrm
suspension, but for power-on front-engine-rear-drive dynamics,
the M2 is possibly the best car in the world. Or rather, the
normal M2 Compe==on with standard Michelin Pilot Super
Sport tyres is. And this is the thing.
The SC is a explicitly good car to drive on the road, and one that
is just as good on the track.

What you then might

understandably struggle with is the price premium over the
exis=ng M2 Compe==on. That car lacks the more hardcore and
brutal agility but gives nothing away in terms of fun and
sa=sfac=on. In fact, on the road, the ‘lesser’ car is actually the
more communica=ve, usable and therefore likeable machine,
plus it gets the same incredible engine.
Obviously people who do regular track days will disagree, and
on a circuit the CS will be beAer, but even so: it’s diﬃcult to
escape the feeling of what might have been. Had BMW found a
way to shave 110kg out of the car with intelligence and
engineering, as it did for the E46 M3 CSL, it might have created
something dis=nctly diﬀerent to the M2 Compe==on, something
even more capable and quick than this M2 CS on track, and
therefore something that fully jus=ﬁed the massive price
premium.
Something like an M2 CSL...
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… the M2 CS is a diﬃcult car to understand because whilst it is amazing to drive it quite a lot more expensive than
the M2 Compe##on, which is also a really capable performer… the ques#on I guess then must come back to rarity...
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hAps://shop.bentleymotors.com/
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200
Diana B Handbag
£2,500
Combining irresis=ble elegance with superior func=onality, this
classic handbag is sculpted from supple yet enduring calf leather
and features beau=ful hand cross-s=tching, echoing Bentley’s
iconic styling lines, to the exterior. It oﬀers three compartments,
including a closed centre sec=on with diamond quilt lining,
secured with a bagueAe-shaped clasp featuring the iconic Bentley
knurl paAern. It also has a reassuringly soP opening and closing
mechanism and features a detachable wrist pouch. The ItaliancraPed bag is named aPer the pioneering aviator and daughter of
Bentley chairman Woolf Barnato, Diana Barnato Walker.
Material: Calf leather exterior and lamb nappa interior with
palladium-plated zamac and brass metal ware
Dimensions:
- Bag: W 33 x H 22 x D 15cm
- Handle drop: 17cm
- Pouch: W 20 x H 12 x D 5cm

Briefcase
£1,500

Bentley: FiBy Years of the Marque
Since ﬁrst published in 1969, “Bentley - FiPy Years of the Marque”
by Johnnie Green has been the founda=on of any Bentley
enthusiast’s library. To meet demand, the book went through
several re-prin=ngs. However, much further informa=on has come
to light about the featured cars. Dalton Watson has commissioned
three leading Bentley experts to rewrite the cap=ons and
substan=ally recompile the index. The same quali=es of picture
reproduc=on, prin=ng and binding that have become the hallmark
of Dalton Watson have been retained.

Available from amazon.com

Bentley Car Key USB SAck
£49
This prac=cal 32GB USB memory
s=ck replicates the key fob of the
new Bentley Bentayga, Con=nental
GT and Flying Spur. The iconic
Bentley Motors “B” emblem
features push-buAon actua=on of
the sliding USB mechanism
Presented carefully wrapped in
=ssue paper within a Bentley giP box.
Material: ABS plas=c + Injec=on Zinc Alloy

Diamond Compact
Umbrella
£70
The Bentley Compact Umbrella
is made for those on the move.
Featuring an automa=c
opening mechanism,
the telescopic umbrella will
extend and expand at the push
of a buAon. Fibreglass ribs
ensure great stability in strong
winds.
Each panel is individually printed with Bentley’s iconic diamondquil=ng paAern in silver varnish, a water-ac=vated print that becomes
more prominent in the rain. Featuring a soP touch handle with
Bentley ‘B’ logo and a tailored sleeve cover with silver binding and gun
metal press stud.

Italian craPsmanship meets Bri=sh design for
a piece that is both understated and
luxurious. With a contemporary design
inspired by the iconic wing shape of the
Bentley dashboard, our mens leather
briefcase is craPed in high-quality grained
leather and designed with busy lifestyles in
mind. Exquisite details including Bentley
knurling on the palladium-plated zip pulls, a
matrix-grille inspired paAerned interior lining
and the iconic Bentley emblem on the front
panel add an unmistakably Bentley touch to
the business accessory.
The large briefcase features a
spacious interior with space for a laptop,
documents and other small items as well as
two zip pockets at the front. The twin top
handles feature hand cross-s=tching,
mirroring the cross-s=tching found on the
steering wheels of our cars. The large laptop
bag also comes with a detachable shoulder
strap for added prac=cality.
Presented in a Bentley dust bag.
Material: 100% leather exterior with nylon
lining and palladium-plated metal badge.
Dimensions: W 44 x H 35 x D 20cm

Bentley Blower Ride On Car
£3,200
A take on the iconic 1920’s Bentley
Blower. Hand-s=tched leather and
precision build quality. Wooden body
shape formed from solid tulip wood
and hand ﬁnished in high gloss paint
Racing Green. Over 60 hours to build
by hand. Smooth rolling racing wheels
machined from aluminium.
Created for
Bentley Boys
and Girls
aged from 2
to 5 years.
Includes
wooden
garage and
car cover.

Business Overnight Bag
£1,750
Italian craPsmanship meets Bri=sh
design for a piece that is both
understated and luxurious. With a
contemporary design inspired by the
iconic wing shape of the Bentley
dashboard, this combined business
and overnight bag is the perfect
companion for a business trip.
Exquisite details including Bentley
knurling on the palladium-plated zip pulls, a matrix-grille inspired
paAerned interior lining and the iconic Bentley emblem on the front
panel add an unmistakably Bentley touch to the business accessory.
The structured overnight bag features a large interior with space for a
laptop, documents and clothing as well as two zip pockets at the front.
The twin top handles feature hand cross-s=tching, mirroring the crosss=tching found on the steering wheels of our cars. The weekend bag
also comes with a detachable shoulder strap for added prac=cality.
Presented in a Bentley dust bag.
Material: 100% leather exterior with nylon lining and palladium-plated
metal badge.
Dimensions: W 50 x H 36 x D 23cm

Bentley ‘B’ Keyring
£25
This stainless steel and enamel keyring features
the stylised Bentley “B” on both sides, as well as
the signature Bentley knurling detail on its outer
edge. The split ring also features the words
“Bentley Motors”.
Note: This product is not currently available to
order within the USA.

All good and products are subject to the availability of their respec=ve suppliers and Naked Motoring cannot be held responsible for stock shortages and supply / delivery problems or delays. All goods and products are promoted in good faith.
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we
oPen forget just how good some of the older adver=sing was. So in the interests of
preserving the stuﬀ that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or
two which of course will be motoring themed.
Enough said, now on with the fun stuﬀ.

Our friends, or whatever you
want to call them, from
Bridgestone came up with a
brilliant advert a few years
ago when they were involved
in the supply of tyres for
Formula One - note that they
no longer are - and what why
are saying in a maAer-of-fact
yet cheeky way is that all
other tyres are good for one
thing in F1. Barriers.
Very clever, very cheeky and
hard hiXng… makes you
wonder why they got their
knickers in a twist a couple
years ago when we showed
everyone

this

advert?

However I think that there
are enough disclaimers now
to quite adequately tell them
to lighten up and appreciate
their former brilliance with
the rest of us.
Well done to the crea=ve
team who came up with this!

DISCLAIMER: As a point of seXng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein
are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current =mes. And that those adverts
shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver=sing. All such are published with bona ﬁdes and with the reasonable assump=on that all adver=sing material
is genuine. We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta=ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it...
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Alba, Italy: In Italy there is the Holy Trinity; the Pope, the

very well-chosen technical changes. The car has quite a rich and

pasta and the Ferrari. That’s it. But to name either one of

snazzy new-genera=on cockpit, too, and last but by no means least,

them aPer their capital city is bold, and brave. Sort of like

it might be the most beau=ful achievement yet of Ferrari’s own in-

the old 550 Maranello named aPer its home town. But

house Centro S#le design department.

Rome, or Roma, goes back to the dawn of =me… I mean

model addi=on, this - and not just for Ferrari, but with implica=ons

before they were Italians they were Romans. So for Ferrari to do

It’s an important new

for the whole of its segment.

that meant that they must have had immeasurable conﬁdence in
the new front-engine V8 car, which was not a replacement for

As far as I am concerned, the Roma is probably the best-looking

anything. That’s right, the Roma is in a segment all on its own.

new normal-series-produc=on Ferrari since the 458 Italia, possibly
even since the 355.

It has transcendent propor=ons, some

Front-engine Ferrari’s going back a couple genera=ons to date

beau=fully pris=ne surfaces and just a hint of visual menace about

include the F12, the 812, the California and the Portoﬁno, which is

it. Some lovely detailing, too. The way the carbon ﬁbre skirts and

also named aPer an Italian town. The big ones are V12 and the

front spliAer echo the shape of the bodywork above them, almost

liAle ones V8, and never shall the two meet.

like a reﬂec=on in calm water, is very clever.

The Roma’s modern front-engined V8 plaUorm architecture is

It’s a 2+2 with a bold and quite extravagant interior very much

admiAedly shared with the Portoﬁno conver=ble, of course, and

intended to make inroads into the customer bases of the likes

was perhaps the result of Ferrari’s design team seizing the
opportunity, once it was presented, to bring some classic, coupebodied elegance back into the brand. I can’t say for sure, but I
reckon whoever came up with the idea’ should get most of the
credit here.
The thing is that the nicest Ferrari GTs have been soulful V8s and
not unhinged, diﬃcult and manifestly dangerous V12s. I am yet to
meet an F12 owner who is happy to use their car everyday.
So there is a lot of history here and yet in simple terms what the
Roma proves is how much can be achieved through a handful of
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of Audi, Mercedes-AMG and even Bentley. The Roma’s back seats
are only good for smaller adults and children, but it has a boot big
enough for a couple of small suitcases and that even oﬀers some
through-loading space for longer items. The seats are soP and
comfortable over distance, and its infotainment technology is also
brand new. If you search the likes of YouTube for the Roma launch
video you will see a man and a woman cruising around Rome in a
pair of them, one silver and one blue, and everyone stops to look
as they pass. But its not red and its not on a racetrack. This is the
new dawn of Ferrari ownership, so watch this space.
The Roma has a dual-screen ‘human-machine interface’ - which
must be the Italian for a digital instrument screen and a portraitoriented infotainment screen - which is borrowed from
the excep=onal SF90 Stradale. The 16 inch instrument screen is
controlled via a hap=c thumb-pad on one of the spokes of the new
steering wheel.

The new wheel hub design combines and

streamlines some secondary controls and moves others from the
front of the wheel to the back so that it looks less congested,
which is a very good thing indeed.
You control the window wipers with a liAle knob rather than a
rocker switch, for example, which does make life easier. Although
other func=ons are operated via capaci=ve touch-sensi=ve
switches, rather than physical buAons, which are only lit and
‘ac=ve’ at certain =mes and are quite stupid in my opinion.
Ferrari does admit that, under the skin, the Roma’s all-aluminium
chassis and body-in-white share quite a bit with the Portoﬁno,
however they do claim that, in those two areas combined, the
Roma is 70% new, although I suspect that’s 70% by individually
itemised components, not by volume or weight. And if you are
technically minded enough to compare the mechanical dimensions
of the car with those of the Portoﬁno, you will ﬁnd that the two
wheelbases are iden=cal.
The Roma’s roof height is signiﬁcantly lower, however, and its
body and axles wider. At the same =me, some of the new and
relocated mechanicals of the Roma’s driveline have helped give it a
centre of gravity some 20mm lower than that of the Portoﬁno. It’s
also nearly 100kg lighter, which in Ferrari terms is a hell of a lot.
The Roma is powered by much the same 3.9 litre twin-turbo V8
that powers the current Portoﬁno and the GTC4 Lusso T, although
some new cams and smarter turbo controls allow it to make 15kW
more power than in the Portoﬁno, as well as a slightly beAer
spread of peak torque. In the exhaust, Ferrari has added gas
par=culate ﬁlters but removed the Portoﬁno’s conven=onal
silencers, adop=ng a new bypass system that helps adjust and
control the overall noise levels instead.
There’s an eight-speed dual-clutch transaxle gearbox stemming
from the one in the SF90 supercar, which has a much nicer spread
of ra=os than the Portoﬁno’s seven-speed unit and sits lower in the
back of the car.
The Roma also gets Ferrari’s torque-vectoring e-diﬀeren=al as
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standard, as well as its very latest Side Slip Control 6.0 and Ferrari
Dynamic

Enhancer

electronic

torque

vectoring

systems.

Magnetorheological adap=ve dampers are op=onal and were
ﬁAed to our test car; but even if you don’t have them, there
clearly isn’t much that this car doesn’t have.
On the move the Roma makes a much beAer ﬁrst impression than
either the Portoﬁno or its related California predecessor ever
managed. Like all modern Ferraris, it has a direct steering ra=o
that picks up pace only just oﬀ-centre, and here, as in any of the
ﬁrm’s models, that takes some geXng used to, but when
cornering quickly, the Roma rolls considerably less than the
Portoﬁno and is quite a lot more naturally responsive. It has
chassis response much beAer-matched to its quick steering, in
other words, and its handling feels so much more normal,
agreeable and sharpened as a result. You can judge and process
the inﬂuence you are having on the front wheels really
ins=nc=vely and drive the car harder more conﬁdently.
The Roma also gallops along more gently than the Portoﬁno, but
with much beAer close body control. Ferrari’s engineers will tell
you that it actually uses the same coil suspension springs as the
Portoﬁno at the front axle and 10% soPer springs at the rear.
Allowing for the Roma’s extra track width, however, that makes
for drops in eﬀec=ve spring rate at both ends. Um, whatever, and
yet, because it’s also lower and lighter than its conver=ble
rela=ve, the Roma’s roll rate is actually and apparently 10% lower
than the Portoﬁno’s, so it’s therefore more supple and beAerhandling. That, in a nutshell, is the technical stuﬀ. Well, almost.
The Roma feels very much that way on a =ght, occasionally
bumpy, winding mountain pass like the one we wanted for our
tes=ng. It pushes into hairpins with an enthusiasm the Portoﬁno
always seemed to lack. Although not quite supercar-like in its
outright pace or vigilance, it’s really hurried through the middle of
the rev-range, and it also has the building torque delivery and high
-range ﬂexibility that has famed so many Ferraris with this engine
over the last few years.
It feels lighter and slimmer than so many spor=ng GTs, both under
power and when handling, and it sounds the part, too: not exactly
syrupy or growling but as musical as you can imagine a
turbocharged V8 with a ﬂat-plane crank.
Ferrari’s maneXno switch lets you choose between ﬁve drive
modes, which give you increasing freedom to explore the really
impressive handling balance and rear-driven throAle-adjustability
of the chassis with as much or liAle electronic aides as you
want, just as you might in the 488 or F8 Tributo. Just like those
mid-engined dynamic paradigms, in fact, the Roma is so
conﬁgurable, understanding and forgiving that it really is a lot like
(and imagine this) a front-engined 458 or 488 at the limit of grip,
and I am preAy sure nobody could ever say that about a California.
It would certainly be a mistake to reject the Roma on the basis
that it’s just a Portoﬁno with a ﬁxed roof or the latest version of
‘that Ferrari that was supposed to be a Masera=’. Believe me, this
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car is a hell of a lot more signiﬁcant than that.

It is usable and well-rounded enough to enjoy on any day of the
year, and on all sorts of trips and occasions, this is a proper

There’s a clear sense of the modern entry-level V8 Ferrari

Ferrari GT of a alluringly unassuming kind, the likes of which we

ﬁnally hiXng its poten=al with the Roma, both visually and

haven’t seen in a very long =me.

dynamically, and of reaching down into high-end Porsche 911,
Audi, Aston Mar=n and Mercedes-AMG sports car territory

Its so compelling and brilliant that my boss, who is the most

with genuine purpose and threat for the ﬁrst =me.

cynical and cri=cal motoring journalist in the known universe,
has bought one. And that for me is good enough.
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Has anyone ever
thought of car tyres
as

being

objects?

sexy

Probably

not, was my ﬁrst
answer, but then I
remembered

something;

the

Pirelli

Calendar.
The Pirelli Calendar, for those who don’t
know is a global phenomenon and one
which is ﬁlled with the most famous of
female models photographed by the most
famous of photographers, and the models
are almost always nude, or part thereof.
There is not much to say on the subject,
but I would like to share with you some of
the more famous images.
Unfortunately space is limited so that I
cannot show all the images, but I have
chosen the best from just 2 sets, and
remember the Pirelli Calendar has been
going since 1964 - that’s 56 years.
These three images are from the 1984
calendar and what you can clearly see are
tyre tracks (as well as some of the most
gorgeous buAs in the business.
The central theme of the calendar has
always been, well, Pirelli obviously.
Below are sand-dune buAs over which, and
I wish it were more clear in the
photograph, is a set of tyre tracks heading
oﬀ into the distance.

And when I say the models are famous, I

Lauren Bush, Gisele Bündchen, Naomi

really do mean that.

Campbell,

names

include;

Just some of the

Alessandra

Gracie

Carvalho,

Helena

Ambrosio,

Christensen, Cindy Crawford, Emanuela de

Bianca Bal=, Ana Beatriz Barros, Malgosia

Paula, Waris Dirie, Yamila Díaz, Lily

Bela, Elsa Benítez, Mariacarla Boscono,

Donaldson, Isabeli Fontana, Magdalena
Frackowiak, Saskia de Brauw, Sonny
Freeman Drane, Gigi Hadid, Bridget Hall,
Filippa Hamilton, Miranda Kerr, Karlie
Kloss,

Heidi

Klum,

Karolína

Kurková,

Noémie Lenoir, Adriana Lima, Daisy Lowe,
Angela Lindvall, Lakshmi Menon, Kate
Moss, Petra Nemcová, Sasha Pivovarova,
Natasha Poly, Frankie Rayder, Coco Rocha,
RuPaul, Anja Rubik, Joan Smalls, Lara
Stone, Fernanda Tavares, Caroline Tren=ni,
Christy Turlington, Guinevere Van Seenus,
Edita Vilkeviciute, Natalia Vodianova, Alek
Wek,

Daria

Werbowy

Hun=ngton-Whiteley.

and

Rosie
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And that excludes famous actresses of
which there are dozens… like, Patricia
ArqueAe,

Nadja

Auermann,

Monica

Bellucci, Selma Blair, Lae==a Casta, Jessica
Chastain, Yao Chen, Maggie Cheung,
Aurélie Claudel, Lily Cole, Rachael Leigh
Cook, Penélope Cruz, Lou Doillon, Julia
Garner, Whoopi Goldberg, Shalom Harlow,
Neith

Hunter,

Milla

Jovovich,

Nicole

Kidman, James King, Nastassja Kinski,
Abbey Lee Kershaw, Doutzen Kroes,
Jennifer Lopez, Sophia Loren, Audrey
Marnay, Sienna Rose Miller, Julianne
Moore,

Bridget

Moynahan,

BriAany

Murphy, Carolyn Murphy, Lupita Nyong'o,
CharloAe Rampling, Eva Riccobono, Amy
Schumer, Elisa Sednaoui, Léa Seydoux,
Jenny Shimizu, Amy Smart, Julia S=les,
Hilary Swank, Uma Thurman, Ai Tominaga,
Naomi WaAs, Kate Winslet, Robin Wright,
and Zhang Ziyi.
I would like to see anything else with all
those same names aAached to it. Well I
won’t because the only thing is the Pirelli
Calendar.

These next few images are from the 1990
calendar.
Grecian

A mock-up of the ancient
Olympic

games,

where

the

‘clothing’ items are tyre tread print sarongs
and the discus thrower’s - who is obviously
naked - discus has the unmistakable tread
paAern upon it.
What Pirelli have done - over nearly six
decades it take one of the more boring
parts of a motorcar and made it as sexy as
Kate

Moss,

Ambrosio,

Karlie

Adriana

Kloss,
Lima

Alessandro
and

Naomi

Campbell, who incidentally has done four

calendars!

art-form

and

take

away

from

this

something inspira=onal. I can promise you
I hope you all can appreciate this in the

that will never look at car tyres the same

spirit in which it is presented, as a beau=ful

way ever again...
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In South Africa winter is over and the

First-oﬀ we would have to adver=se a bit beAer, secondly we

COVID-19 lockdown level is one, which

would have to come out of the shadows a bit and lastly (and

means, “all economic sectors are open but safety protocols

most signiﬁcantly and frighteningly) we would have to resign

need to be maintained”. To my carwash crew and I this is very

from our regular jobs and take this massive leap of faith.

good news, and to our customers the chance to see the
beau=ful and bare ladies washing their cars again. We are

So we decided the smartest way to do this would be in stages,

ﬁnally back in business.

star=ng with marke=ng and pushing ourselves out there as
much as possible to see if we can get the sort of numbers we

However during the winter and lockdown we received a fair

need to sustain ourselves and the business - bearing in mind

amount of cri=cism, and one church group - quite where they

that there is a 3-month long winter in which things will slow

came from is a mystery - even threatened to ‘take ac=on’...

down.

whatever that means… maybe to write a strongly worded leAer
to someone who gives a shit?

These are exci=ng =mes that lie ahead, very exci=ng indeed,
and clearly there is a market for our unique service.

However we choose to ignore such things and as we aren't a)
breaking any laws, b) hur=ng anyone, and c) providing a

Now sadly I can’t tell you at the =me of wri=ng this how it all

requested service my team and I started leXng our old

ended because we are s=ll busy doing these things, however it

customers know that we were back.

seems to be ‘so far, so good’.

As it transpired it seemed that every last one of them had a

Bookings are s=ll coming in and we are s=ll booked out for

dirty car and we had to take bookings for up to three-weeks in

about three- to four-weeks in advance, so hopefully in our

advance… wow! But they were sa=sﬁed and we knew that we

November issue I can tell you all more and maybe even share

were going to be busy.

some funny washing stories… aPer all ‘shit happens when you
get naked’.

The ﬁrst weekend came and went in a blur of high-end vehicles,
boobs, bums and soap bubbles and by Sunday night we were
absolutely knackered.

The second weekend was much the

same as was the third, by which =me those customers from the
ﬁrst weekend were making bookings again. It was then that we
all sat down and discussed this.
Now to remind you; there are a dozen of us. Six teams of two,
and we take no more than 45 minutes to wash and dry a car,
whilst at the same =me teasing and entertaining the owner
who sits inside behind closed doors and windows. We can
collec=vely at a push wash around 50 cars a day, and we charge
(now) R750 for a wash, which for our foreign readers is around
US$40.
That’s about 100 cars a weekend, and R75,000 (or US4,000).
Four weeks in a month equals around R300,000 and there are
12 of us. So once divided each girl makes around R15,000 per
month; and you comfortably live on that to supplement your
income doing this part =me. But that’s only doing this for 8
days in a month. So what if we went into this full=me working
6 days a week? That’s 24 days a month.
The girls and I sat and over a few pizzas and coolers we
hammered out the details of how we thought this could work.
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Being

under

lockdown

has

been

and

I

have spent more
=me online in
last

six-

months than I have in my en=re life, but I
did ﬁnd something fun which passed a lot
of =me, and gave me incredible insight
into motoring.

I am of course talking

about online car conﬁgurators.
Now most manufacturers have them and
some are - obviously - beAer than others,
but what they all oﬀer is for you to enter
fantasyland for a bit and spec your dream
car… or cars in my case.

garage; Lamborghini Aventador, Ferrari F8
Mercedes-AMG

cases),

colours,

windows,

Imagine this then; a beau=ful car painted
in a very deep and rich metallic red with
polished wheels. And inside white leather

It really is great fun.

seats with dark red leather trim for the

It also shows you just how ﬂexible the
conﬁgura=on

process

really

is,

with

dashboard and other bits.

Maybe the

steering wheel is dark red too.

numerous other op=ons available at

Or subs=tute the white leather for black,

dealerships, which are not available

and give it a really sporty look.

online.
Or a Lamborghini in a colour called Arancio
Take Bentley for instance, they oﬀer

Argos, which in normal-speak is metallic

around 10,000 diﬀerent online op=ons but

orange.

if you were to walk into a Bentley

orange

dealership with a big bag full of money the

Lamborghini-speak. It is beau=ful and the

sky literally becomes the limit. Not that

furthest thing from boring.

And the interior is black and
too

or

Arancio

Dryope

in

the online op=ons can’t spec you the
perfect car.

I understand people think of resale when
they buy, but that’s 5-f***ing-years down

I actually created my dream ten-car
Tributo,

some

engines, packages, etc.

really

boring,

the

(in

GT-R,

Range

Rover Sport SVR, BMW M8 Compe==on,
Rolls-Royce Phantom, Audi R8, Audi TT-RS
Porsche 911 Turbo and Aston Mar=n DBX.
And you can even play with slightly less
interes=ng cars, like the Jaguar i-Pace
(below) which I made in a colour called
Caldera Red. And here is the thing, you
can preAy much spec the car to exactly
how you want it, including wheels, tyres

I made a Con=nental GT W12 in black with

the line, so why not order your silver BMW

tan interior, special wood split with piano

and wrap it orange, or pearl red?

black, Mulliner-spec 22” rims and a bunch
of other op=ons. You would be very happy

You have to drive the thing around for

with that car.

years so why not make it interes=ng and
fun to look at. Buy wild rims for it and put

But the funny thing is that even though

the originals somewhere safe.

there are so many op=ons available most
people who buy new cars pick black or

That way you can enjoy it and when the

grey for the interior, and silver or black for

=me comes to selling you can put the old

the outside. And where I come from that

wheels back on, peel oﬀ the wrap and

is just the most monotonous bullshit

have a showroom condi=on car… and

imaginable. You need colour in your life.

don’t you get more money for those?
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Kent, UK: Today’s compara=ve review has a

much in the way of the brand’s characteris=c ‘func=on-over-form’

simple purpose, for a change. We take new

thinking and the high nose s=ll looks awkward. The front end has

the seventh-genera=on Porsche 911 Turbo S

been styled this way not only to give the car fuller and more

and pit it against the new McLaren GT to see

tradi=onal GT propor=ons but also to lay the founda=on for the 150

which is the beAer sports car. Nice and easy, or

litre frunk and to elevate the spliAer higher than usual above the

so we thought.

road.

The 911 has been extensively tested by us and as we all know by

Approach angles aren’t usually something we oPen talk about with

now is the perfect road-weapon for decima=ng corners and

supercars, because they maAer more to Land Rovers than

anything else stupid enough to try and race you into said corners.

Lamborghinis, but usability is central to the GT’s brief and McLaren

The McLaren, which we tested last December, is a machine that in

is proud enough to put into wri=ng the 10 degrees of the stuﬀ on

the metal and on paper screams supercar but is really, according to

oﬀer. And to be blunt, it works. During a week of hard driving, not

CEO Mike FlewiA, “designed for distance” and “reﬁnes the no=on

once did the car ground itself on speed bumps or the like, which is

of a grand tourer in a way that only a McLaren could”.

unheard of for mid-engined exo=cs. In fact, merely knowing that
body won’t nausea=ngly connect with road relaxes you in town,

Clearly there’s an element of similarity here, and for prospec=ve

and with the nose liP ac=vated, the GT in fact matches a Mercedes-

owners, the two cars - mighty mid-engined McLaren and

Benz E-Class for ride height. The tradeoﬀ however are the rather

immensely boosted 911 - now cruise in the same waters for the
ﬁrst =me and to make things more interes=ng, only a smallish
amount of money separates them.
So which is the more well-rounded, which is nicer to drive, and
which one should you buy if you are fortunate enough to have
enough money in your bank account?
Now I am a Porsche-nut so in truth even if the 911’s seats
were kniAed from barbed wire and camel pubic hair I would
probably like it, so I was given the McLaren. Visually the
ducktail is sensa=onal, but the glossy new mul=-spoke wheels - at
21 inches, the largest ever ﬁAed to any McLaren - don’t speak
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strange, shark-like looks.
Clearly this is a peculiar car, and the GT’s poor ﬁrst impressions con=nue as I
head out of town with 200km ahead of me. Canterbury is the des=na=on
plugged into McLaren’s new infotainment system, for my rendezvous with
James and a Porsche so energe=c and vibrant you have to wonder whether
it can already sense victory. Back inside the GT, it’s obvious what McLaren
has tried to do, but if your persona is one of serious motorsport-honed
purity, upping the luxury propor=ons doesn’t always work.
The trio of textures for the beau=fully machined gearshiP paddles would
right look at home in a Mercedes-AMG, but bling seems so very out of place
in a McLaren. It’s a similar story with the maA-eﬀect plas=c trim on the
steering wheel and piano-black por=co of the central console housing the
‘Ac=ve’ dials that, as in every McLaren, control the excitement levels for
chassis and powertrain.

None of it works quite as well as intended.

Immaculately s=tched leather and alcantara overﬂow and the knurled
aluminium for the ven=la=on controls are credible, but the vibe feels a
touch synthe=c, which is about as non-McLaren as you could possibly get.
The ques=on though is how else do you go about making a McLaren GT?
Not many manufacturers are so guilty of making such close adapta=ons of
essen=ally the same car as McLaren, and all the major elements are
recognisable.

At the heart of the GT, hidden beneath the new and

impressively long storage compartment, sits the same 4 litre V8 found in the
720S, albeit ﬁAed with smaller and more responsive turbochargers. In
terms of power, the car falls into the spot between the quickest Sports
Series models and the Super Series 720S, and 456kW combined with 630Nm
indubitably sounds very serious for a supposedly more relaxed car.
The seven-speed dual-clutch gearbox we know so well is there, and although
McLaren decided not to ﬁt its sinuous cross-linked hydraulic suspension
from the 720S, they did ﬁt a retuned version of the more tradi=onal set-up
from the 570S. The an=-roll bars are at least bespoke to the GT and, instead
of merely reac=ng to the road surface as it simmers away beneath the car,
when that surface no=ceably changes, the dampers make an assessment
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based on 10 metres or so of travel and adjust themselves
accordingly. It is, McLaren says, predic=ve.
Less predictable is what happens next in the context of this test, not
least because I am star=ng to like the GT aPer those 200km.
Perhaps a win now looks possible? The car is ridiculously good on
the highway, even though it really wants to constantly go faster. At
speed, the otherwise loud V8 drops a octave or three and the cabin
is then no=ceably quieter than with other McLarens, thanks also to
the suppression of wind and road noise.
The body seems to slice through the air like a knife, despite the
severely sharp intakes emerging in the wing mirrors, and while the
new electric seats are posi=oned a bit high, they are also brilliantly
soP and suppor=ve. You then get all the beneﬁts of the MonoCell II
carbon ﬁbre monocoque, which has been modiﬁed to include the
420 litre rear luggage bay. The tub’s vast rigidity allows for spring
rates whose soPness would impress even your mother-in-law.
The low-cut quarter-lights and, on this car, integrated panoramic
roof ﬂood the cabin with light, volume and happiness. The eﬀect
may not be quite so marked as with the 600LT, but in the GT you
really do feel rested on an spearhead, with the road rapidly scrolling
away below. I do wonder why it has taken this long for someone to
make an aAempt at developing a genuine mid-engined GT. Done
well, the layout clearly provides a transcendent sense of mo=on
and visibility.
So I am feeling conﬁdent when I spot the 911 Turbo S that James
has driven to Canterbury, and, well, yes, it looks incredibly
purposeful, and everything the McLaren’s exterior design is the
Porsche’s no-nonsense form isn’t. Quite a bit shorter than the GT,
the 911 is only a frac=on narrower and then taller, but its shocked
expression and the serious curves of those rear arches, which sit
almost horizontal at one point, means that it, rather unusually,
overpowers the supercar for presence.
The hardware of the Turbo S is gravely serious. While it
doesn’t have a carbon ﬁbre tub and double-wishbone
suspension, instead using MacPherson struts with a mul=-link
arrangement for the stubby rear axle, its wheel-and-tyre package is
much more substan=al, with 315-size rears compared with the
McLaren’s 295 Pirellis. It has massive brakes, with 10-piston front
calipers, four-wheel drive and, in terms of sheer force, it’s simply no
contest. The McLaren’s 630Nm torque output peaks acceptably
high at 5,500 r/min, but the Turbo S is delivering 800Nm at just
2,500 r/min through its strengthened PDK gearbox. Both cars,
admiAedly, are faster than you would ever need on road or track,
but only one has minced your mind before it has even really got
going.
When it’s =me to change cars, the Porsche wins a small but
meaningful victory. Without the dihedral doors and thick structural
sills, it’s much easier to get in and out of. Hardly the most exci=ng
revela=on, but one that maAers quite a bit for GT cars, as does the
fact that, with rear-wheel steering, a shorter wheelbase and more
steering lock on oﬀer, the Porsche’s turning circle is also no=ceably
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=ghter.

Once inside, it’s then possible to set yourself lower than in

the McLaren and, as for the ﬁXngs, switchgear and displays, the German car
also delivers ‘func=onal luxury’ more convincingly. The GT s=ll feels more
special, but the Turbo S has an irresis=ble charm shared with basic 911s, which
stems from the strangely upright windscreen and bubble-like glasshouse. This
Porsche may pack ac=ve aero, seriously s=ﬀ suspension and performance that
really can reshape your face, but its gives a warm and welcoming smile.
And, perhaps, a decep=ve smile. It doesn’t take long to realise that, in plainly
objec=ve terms, the Turbo S dynamically destroys the McLaren, leaving it feeling
rather old-fashioned.

Given the magniﬁcence of the 600LT, this isn’t the

predicted outcome, but the GT’s electrohydraulic steering is both lighter and,
despite having the same tendency to ﬁdget, more heavily ﬁltered than that of its
close gene=c rela=on. This is true to the extent that on knobbled roads, the
electromechanical set-up in the Porsche actually gives the driver frac=onally
more to enjoy.
At 1,530kg, the McLaren is also some 110kg lighter than its opponent but it
somehow lacks the spectacular quickness of the 911 Turbo S. Maybe that’s just
as well, because this new GT appears to pick up understeer earlier than any
other McLaren. It’s not by any stretch of the imagina=on a car that lacks grip
when driven hard, but that beau=ful sense of the front axle being convolutedly
and relentlessly joined to the road has departed - and the 911, with its =ght
body control, has crept in and then blasted oﬀ into the distance.
At this point, I’ve love to tell you that, beyond its bewildering ability, the Porsche
lacks soul and struggles to communicate with the driver, but can’t.

The

directness, the reassuring weight yet surprising agility in its responses and the

… McLaren may have had an oﬀ day with the GT
but, in dynamics terms, the Porsche has
dispatched the McLaren with alarming eﬃciency...
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feel in its control allow you to dig deep, perhaps inadvisably so,
and uncover its playful side - the side that humours you with a
cheeky quarter-turn of opposite lock; that begs you to ﬂick it this
way and that while keeping the throAle wide open; and that
provokes you to defy physics on the brakes into =ght corners. You
have to be driving at an almost obscene rate to get this car
working with maximum suppleness and ﬂamboyance, but do so
and the new Porsche 911 Turbo S is brilliant, even if the Carrera 4S
does much the same thing for a liAle over half the price .
So where does this leave the GT? Beaten, unques=onably,
but yet while it clearly isn’t of the same entrancing level as
other McLarens, it can s=ll cap=vate. It may accelerate
more slowly than the surface-to-air-like 911, but where its rival
hammers its way forth, the mid-engined car feels less overloaded,
more free-spirited and gains speed with silky-smooth unrestraint.
Its V8 engine does suﬀer more from the eﬀects of turbo lag than
the dry-sump ﬂat six of the Porsche, but it also peaks higher and
more exci=ng to rev more, as all 463kW uses that impressively low
weight.
The seek-and-destroy Turbo S hunts ﬂatly through corners but the
McLaren is prepared to relax and ﬂows with the kind of balanced
elegance that architecturally compromised cars, even ones
sharpened to an awe-inspiring degree over the course of 45 years,
can’t match.
Although vulnerable to briAle outbursts on rougher surfaces, the
McLaren is also undoubtedly the more peaceful cruiser, avoiding
the Porsche’s hurriedness and its =resomely booming engine.
In fact, if the McLaren disappoints, it isn’t because it is a failure.
It’s because you would expect McLaren to nail the mid-engined GT
brief of preserve the stunning steering and transparent handling,
add some prac=cality but improve the already excellent road
manners of the exis=ng supercars.
In conclusion, the GT enjoys clever innova=ons that
owners will appreciate, but unfortunately ride
quality takes a mere half-step forward from the
570S, while driver involvement has stepped back, leaving the car’s
character feeling confused.
As for the Porsche, there’s nothing confusing about this latest 911
Turbo.
McLaren may have had an oﬀ day with the GT but, in dynamics
terms, the Porsche has dispatched the McLaren with alarming
eﬃciency.
We are glad to be heading home in our respec=ve cars, with the
mid-engined McLaren comfortably winning the long-distance
baAle, but even this can’t disguise the fact that, both day-to-day
and on your favourite roads, the Porsche is the more appealing
proposi=on.
Never mind insects: in 2020, the 911 Turbo S kills supercars fast.
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Scotland, UK: Cars like the CLA 45 S

propor=ons and, as for the engine, rather

that could prepare the brand properly for

Shoo=ng Brake are the sort of

than siXng diagonally beneath the front

the hot hatch wars. And AMG being AMG,

special cars that come along when a

foot well in an ingenious feat of packaging

when that car arrived in the form of the

manufacturer follows runs oﬀ in a

that didn’t compromise safety, it was

A45, the 265kW developed by its hand-

weird direc=on for longer than is

placed above the front axle, as with every

built 2 litre engine really was, for a while at

other hatchback.

least, ‘world-bea=ng’ and almost oﬀensive.

expensive and unbelievably quick small

It was quite gloomy to watch the likeable A

At the same =me, Mercedes also took the

AMG

Mercedes

-Class fall to conven=on, but the new

occasion to re-body its reinvented A-Class.

introduced the third-genera=on A-Class in

layout meant Mercedes could put into

The sleeker CLA sedan was hatched and it

2013.

produc=on an idea it had only ever dream

produced an all-new shoo=ng brake with

The body had

of for those dangerously tall early cars.

added prac=cality and, in the eyes of

transformed into more tradi=onal two-box

That idea was to build an entry-level AMG

many, added aArac=on.

normal or, perhaps, sensibly thus the
journey that led to the crea=on of this
estate

began

when

It was a diﬀerent car from the

ar=s=c, original A-Class.

The arrival of

AMG versions then gave us one of the
most intriguing cars on sale at any price in
the form of the original CLA 45 AMG
Shoo=ng Brake of 2015. It almost felt as if
it was forged in the ﬁres of the brilliant V10
BMW M5 Touring and Ferrari FF: fast but
useful and idiosyncra=c, even though, with
limited space and ques=onable handling, it
never appealed as much as it could or
should have.
That car has now been ==vated, AMG
permiAed to repeat the 45 recipe, only
with more power and technology. There’s
absolutely no mistaking the new car,
either.

In 2020, the CLA 45 S comes
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brimming with almost comical motorsport-style aXtude, four
90mm exhaust pipes and AMG’s new 2 litre M139 engine
unusually turned by 180 degrees. It means the turbo now
faces backwards, opening space for a substan=al, CorveAeesque intake duct at the front along with beAer aero. The
M139 also delivers 310kW and 500Nm and hurries the car to
100km/h in 4 seconds ﬂat, making the CLA 45 S Shoo=ng
Brake quicker, on paper at least, than both AMG’s own V8
C63 Estate and even the V6 Audi RS4 Avant.
The AMG being smaller is obviously lighter than its rivals from
the segment above, although at 1,705kg it’s also some 90kg
heavier than the old car.

Some of that extra weight is

aAributable to the new AMG Torque Control rear axle that, as
in the A45 S hatchback with which this CLA shares so much
DNA, uses electronically controlled clutch packs built into the
diﬀeren=al.
At its most intense, the set-up can send all of the available
torque - half of what the engine is making at any given
moment - to either side, and the car has way too many
modes through which the driver can manipulate the
behaviour of the system. On track, it means things can get
quite sensa=onal, although in the car’s most conserva=ve
modes, you would never think it could.
At the front, you have the same limited-slip diﬀeren=al (LSD)
found in the A45 S, which also provides its electromechanical
steering, dual-clutch gearbox and adap=ve suspension. It’s
very much the same story inside, so if you like the bright,
pronounced screens and slightly gaudy details of the A-Class,
you will also like it in here. If you don’t, well then you are
unlikely to be so understanding of the fact that AMG’s proper
bucket seats invade the regular CLA’s already limited rear leg
room and head room is only just adequate.
More concerning for the Shoo=ng Brake’s appeal as family
transport is the fact that the rear door grabs protrude right
where the passenger’s leg would ordinarily rest. Along with
the fact that neither seats-down carrying capacity nor the
opening of the boot opening is as big as you would ﬁnd in
more fully ﬂedged performance estates or even the outgoing
Volkswagen Golf R Estate, it means the MAG is slightly
muddied right from the start.
So as a result it’s an imperfect tool, but if you merely want an
A45 or CLA 45 sedan with added prac=cality, you will have
few complaints as the Shoo=ng Brake no=ceably beAers both
for space, and the ski hatch is also quite handy.
Once moving, the car again does a typical A45 S magic trick in
that it can be a picture of obedience one moment then reveal
mind-bending performance and capability the next.
dualism borders on the inexplicable.

This

During normal,

rela=vely fast driving, the CLA 45 S rides really well in its most
relaxed damper seXng. Seldom does it bang onto its bump
stops and even more seldom s=ll does it fall prey to those
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ﬂee=ng but terrifying losses of composure you get with estates when

You won’t necessarily achieve true power oversteer, but there are

the big body wants to go one way and the chassis another.

easily found moments where the CLA does an excellent impression of

The steering response is also clean but startlingly solid, the car easy to

short, it does fun beAer than expected and even more so in the wet.

being en=rely rear driven, and the sense of balance this brings. In
place and dry grip levels gargantuan, even if in the wet you can break
trac=on at either end with surprising ease. That this hec=c engine will

Ul=mately, the electronically enhanced handling sits in the quietly

also do 7.4 l/100km on the highway and everywhere you go enjoys

ar=ﬁcial chasm between ferociously front-end hot hatch and

easy drivability, even with its big turbocharger and huge output

something more mature and elegantly dynamic, such as the C63

ﬁgures is quite extraordinary.

Estate.

The CLA 45 S Shoo=ng Brake is also expensive and

ergonomically could be a lot beAer.
Turn the mode dial and it’s diﬃcult to imagine too many cars in any
class that could hold their own against the CLA 45 S. Despite its

There is therefore an uneasy feeling you might actually get beAer

iden=cal wheelbase, the CLA has a wider track than the A45 S but is

enjoyment out of something more normal, more sensible and

s=ll conveniently propor=oned and stress-free on back-roads.

perhaps not quite so special.

Although the engine sits marginally ahead of the front axle, you

compara=vely ordinary as a limited-slip-diﬀ-equipped BMW 330i

would also insist it was slipped under the dashboard, such is the way

Touring.

the car is so beau=fully balanced.

AdmiAedly, the CLA doesn’t

generate quite the same type of lightning fast agility as the A45 S, or
the almost total front-axle stability of an RS4, but what it will do is
lean liberally on its rear axle if driven in anger.

Ouch!

Something as even perhaps so
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Rockingham Motor Speedway, Corby, Northamptonshire,

high down force mode for cornering and low down force mode for

England (November 2017): On a recent trip to do some

when you are on the straights… and takes 0.2 of a second to change

fact ﬁnding I found myself at a racetrack in Corby siXng

between modes.

inside the new Lamborghini Huracan Performante and
then a man opened the gate... well, why not I thought...

This is the party piece of the Performante and gives it a signiﬁcant
edge over the standard car.

Levity aside, Lamborghini have a long and proud history of building
light-weight racers based on ‘standard’ models.

Then there is the rear wing which ALA moves about to vary the
down force across the wing to move it to the unloaded wheel.

The Gallardo Superleggera, Murcialago Super Veloce and Aventador

What this does is creates a drag eﬀect in the turns which keeps the

Super Veloce are just three recent examples.

car very ﬁrmly planted, with added trac=on for the exit.

It is of course not exclusively a Lamborghini thing as was aptly

The tyres are also special.. and made speciﬁcally by Pirelli for this

demonstrated with the Ferrari 458 Speciale and McLaren 675 LT,

car.

which means that however niche it may seem it is also quite
compe==ve.
The Huracan Performante is in fact 40kg lighter than the
standard Huracan, which is quite a bit if you consider the
overall weight of the car.
And then there is the engine… a naturally aspirated 5.2
litre V10 which produces 470kW and 600Nm, which
compared to the normal Huracan’s 426kW and 540Nm is
a decent improvement… and the exhaust is ‘less
restric=ve’ and sounds amazing… but it is clever too and
has a few unseen tricks up its sleeve…
Something called Aerodinamica Lamborghini AXva or
‘ALA’… what this system does in simple terms is provides

So good is this system that the Performante managed an
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reality beneath the R1 500 hair-dos and
manicured nails I have seen my fair share
of track work and have been trained for
such stuﬀ.
And believe me, you need it if you want to
play on a track in a car like this one.
The car is all wheel drive… thankfully. And
its AWD setup is the stuﬀ of magic… it is
just so, SO incredibly good, and the level of
grip is just unbelievable.
The car looks amazing, and even so in
metallic orange with unpainted carbon
ﬁbre bits… this is a Lamborghini and it is
supposed to look insane and be the ﬁller of
astounding

lap

=me

around

the

Nürburgring of 6 minutes an 52 seconds.

Under the inﬂuence of my heavy racing

boys bedroom walls across the world.

boot the naturally aspirated V10 opens up
and is an incredible engine. Of late we

Oliver on page 102 drives a Mustang for

In true Lamborghini fashion you can tell

have been bombarded with turbocharged

two special boys, and one of them

this car apart from the standard Huracan

supercars, so to ﬁnd a gem like this is so

apparently loves Lamborghini… well my

by its extensive use of Lamborghini's

rewarding.

liAle friend I know that this monster Lambo

Forged Composite carbon ﬁbre for the

will =ck all the boxes on your check list,

aero parts, bronze-coloured wheels and

Rockingham (the short name for the track)

Italian ﬂags on its sills.

is quite a technically challenging track with

and that also makes it really cool.

a FIA license, and in the past has seen its

If I had the money, which I sadly don’t, I

Subtlety is something that Lamborghini

fair share of famous races, and its fair

would snatch up one of these in an instant

don’t really understand.

share of accidents too.

without having to think about it twice.

The car is quicker than the regular

Nothing quite as drama=c as those at say

This is a serious car for a purist whose love

Huracan… a full second quicker to 200km/

Imola in Italy, but s=ll… accidents are

of driving is such that there can be no

h and it is a LOT louder… which makes it so

accidents.

compromise whatsoever.

much beAer.
It is a no nonsense track for a no nonsense

I have driven a lot of cars on a lot of tracks,

AdmiAedly on the road, which is where we

driver in a no nonsense car… well at least

and nothing to date has felt this good.

drive most, if not all of the =me, the

the car is cut out for the job… two out of

standard Huracan would be beAer as it is

three isn't that bad.

I sit and wonder having just interviewed
Leona Chin what her take on this car would

less extreme and more comfortable…
however when you visit a race track, even

Unleashed on a track is where this car was

be… but I suspect that it would be very

if its only once, you will deﬁnitely want the

born to be… it is brutally good, and so fast.

similar to mine… and she does this for a

Performante... regardless of price and

I joke about my track experience, but in

living… maybe she will let us know?

comfort diﬀerences.
My test car was ﬁAed with the op=onal
‘variable-rack dynamic steering’ and the
(wait for this name) ‘magnetorheological
dampers’ which further enhance the cars
poten=al. What these are in essence is a
much more responsive steering setup and
shock absorbers ﬁlled with iron ﬁlings and
magnets, which at the press of a buAon
ﬁrm up substan=ally.
The trac=on and stability control systems
have obviously been tweaked and are also
much beAer than those found in the
normal Huracan.
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Contrary to popular belief I don’t just

Powering this humble liAle car is the one-

he drove it out of his shed.

like fast Italian cars. I also like quirky

litre (998cc) standard Mini engine which is

where the love-aﬀair began.

amusing cars, and our Sunday Cruiser

mated to a standard four-speed manual

this month is the epitome of this

gearbox. It is about as simple a car as you

“Its not a fast car, its not a reﬁned car, its

par=cular type of vehicle: the car in

can ﬁnd, but a the same =me it’s very cool.

not a comfortable car, its not even an

That was

especially preAy car, but it is a classic Mini

ques=on is the Mini Van.
Robert bought it for £150 six years ago and

and one which has wormed its way into my

The Mini Van was a commercial panel van

the car was in terrible condi=on, but he

heart”, says Robert adding, “my wife and

(in USA-English, a sedan delivery) rated at

had a vision.

kids can’t understand the aArac=on, but

quarter-ton load capacity (250kg). Built on

when I tootle along down a country lane in

the longer Mini Traveller chassis but

Two years and about £3,500 later he

it the drivers of passing cars hoot and wave

without side windows, it proved popular in

turned the key, the engine ﬁred to life and

because it is iconic.”

1960s Britain as a cheaper alterna=ve to
the car: it was classed as a commercial
vehicle and as such carried no sales tax. A
set of simple stamped steel slots served in
place of a more costly chrome grille. The
Mini Van was renamed as the Mini 95 in
1978, the number represen=ng the gross
vehicle weight of 0.95 tons. 521,494 were
built between 1960 and 1983.
The blue car you see here is a 1982 model
and thus one of the last ones built. and its
proud owner, Robert, has rebuilt it from
the ground up to original spec, including
colour and interior trim and ﬁXngs. The
restora=on process took Robert two years.
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Designed en=rely for commercial use the cars is a strict two-seater, but “you
can get half-a-dozen of your mates in the back, something you can’t even do
in a Range Rover”, jokes Robert.
Simplis=c is the name of the game here and even the windows are the classic
sliding type. “There are three switches and the speedometer sits right in the
middle of the car”, says Robert. “The door latches are right at the locks and
everything is stripped down to the bare minimum.”
But that doesn’t make a car bad… just look at the Porsche Clubsport models.
Robert is a member of the Mini Owners Club in the UK but doesn't really
have any interest in showing oﬀ the car. “It’s in preAy good nick for an
almost forty year old car, and it just keeps on going.”
“There are no fancy electronics to get in the way. It doesn't even have a
stereo”, says Robert.
I love Minis like this for a three main reasons; the ﬁrst is Mr Bean drove a
Mini, the second is it is something which was restored with love, and lastly
you can’t escape the fact that the Mini is one of the most signiﬁcant cars in
automo=ve history, it is right up there with the VW Beetle.
And this one is rare, by Mini standards at least. The total number of Minis
sold exceeds 5.5 million and this one therefore makes up only about ten
percent of those, which like it or not makes it rare and collec=ble. And the
fact that it is a commercial vehicle means that not that many of those halfmillion odd are s=ll on the road. In fact according to the Bri=sh vehicle
registry there are only around 50,000 (registered) Mini Vans in the UK, and
that’s 1% of total produc=on. This is then rarer (percentage wise) than
special-run performance enhanced Ferrari models, like the 458 Speciale.
I would like to thank Robert for sharing this gorgeous liAle treasure with us
and I hope that it at least puts a smile on your face, I mean come on, what’s
not to like?
This liAle blue baby is absolutely brilliant.
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Norman Graham Hill OBE was a Bri=sh racing driver and team

Motor Racing Club at Brands Hatch oﬀering laps for 5 shillings. He

owner from England, who was the Formula One World

made his debut in a Cooper 500 Formula 3 car and was commiAed

Champion twice. He is the only driver ever to win the Triple

to racing thereaPer. Hill joined Team Lotus as a mechanic soon

Crown of Motorsport - the 24 Hours of Le Mans, Indianapolis

aPer but quickly talked his way into the cockpit.

500 and the Monaco Grand Prix.

presence in Formula One allowed him to make his debut at the

He also appeared on

television in the 1970s on a variety of non-spor=ng programmes

The Lotus

1958 Monaco Grand Prix, re=ring with a half-shaP failure.

including panel games.
In 1960, Hill joined BRM, he won also in that year on 8 May 1960
Hill and his son Damon were the ﬁrst father and son pair to win

the Targa Florio in the class Sports 1600 together with a German

Formula One World Championships. Hill’s grandson Josh, Damon’s

driver Edgar Barth in a Porsche 718, and won the world

son, also raced his way through the ranks un=l he re=red from

championship with BRM in 1962.

Formula Three in 2013 at the age of 22.

prepara=on, keeping records of the seXngs on his car and working

He was known for his race

long hours with his mechanics. Hill was also part of the so-called
Hill and ﬁve other members of the Embassy Hill team died in 1975

‘Bri=sh invasion’ of drivers and cars in the Indianapolis 500 during

when the aeroplane he was pilo=ng from France crashed in fog at

the mid-1960s, triumphing there in 1966 in a Lola-Ford.

night on Arkley golf course while aAemp=ng to land at Elstree
Airﬁeld in north London.
Born in Hampstead, London, Hill aAended Hendon Technical
College and joined Smiths Instruments as an appren=ce engineer.
He was conscripted into the Royal Navy and served as an Engine
Room Ar=ﬁcer (ERA) on the light cruiser HMS Swi6sure, rising to
the rank of peAy oﬃcer. APer leaving the Navy he rejoined Smiths
Instruments.
Hill did not pass his driving test un=l he was 24 years old, and he
himself described his ﬁrst car as, “A wreck. A budding racing driver
should own such a car, as it teaches delicacy, poise and
an=cipa=on, mostly the laAer I think!” He had been interested in
motorcycles but in 1954 he saw an adver=sement for the Universal

At the same =me, Hill along with his F1 contemporaries competed
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responsible driving was co-wriAen by him.
Hill was also irreverently immortalized on
a Monty Python episode (“It’s the Arts (or:
Intermission)” sketch called “Historical
Impersona=ons”), in which a Gumby
appears asking to “see John the Bap=st’s
impersona=on of Graham Hill.” The head
of St. John the Bap=st appears with a stuck
-on moustache in Hill’s style on a silver
plaAer, which runs around the ﬂoor
making puA-puA noises of a race car
engine.
Although Hill had concentrated on F1 he
also maintained a presence in sports car
racing throughout his career (including two
runs in the Rover-BRM gas turbine car at
in the Bri=sh Sedan Car Championship,

in

non-

Le Mans). As his F1 career drew to a close

scoring several outright wins. He achieved

Championship Interna=onal Trophy at

he became part of the Matra sports car

a best ﬁnish of sixth overall in 1961 driving

Silverstone in 1971 with the “lobster claw”

team, taking a victory in the 1972 24 Hours

a Jaguar Mark 2.

Brabham. The team was in ﬂux aPer the

of Le Mans with Henri Pescarolo.

Formula

One

was

in

the

This

re=rements of Sir Jack Brabham and then

victory completed the so-called Triple

In 1967, back at Lotus, Hill helped to

Ron Tauranac’s sale to Bernie Ecclestone;

Crown of Motorsport which is alterna=vely

develop the Lotus 49 with the new

Hill did not seAle there.

deﬁned as winning either:

perform the ini=al tes=ng of the new car

Hill was known during the laAer part of his

•

and its engine. APer the ﬁrst shakedown

career for his wit and became a popular

1966), the 24 Hours of Le Mans

run, Hill quipped, “Well, it’s got some

personality - he was a regular guest on

(1972) and the Monaco Grand Prix

poke! Not a bad old tool.”

APer

television and wrote a notably frank and

(1963 - 65, 1968, 1969), or;

teammates Jim Clark and Mike Spence

wiAy autobiography, Life at the Limit,

were killed in early 1968, Hill led the team,

when recovering from his 1969 accident.

and won his second world championship in

A second autobiography, which covered

1968. The Lotus had a reputa=on of being

his career up un=l his re=rement from

very fragile and dangerous at that =me,

racing simply called Graham was published

especially with the new aerodynamic aids

posthumously

which caused similar crashes of Hill and

campaigner for road safety, Hill appeared

Jochen Rindt at the 1969 Spanish Grand

in a television series en=tled Advanced

Prix. A crash at the 1969 United States

Driving with Graham Hill which was shown

Hill set up his own team in 1973: Embassy

Grand Prix at Watkins Glen broke both his

in early 1975. A book accompanying the

Hill

legs and interrupted his career. Typically,

series

Tobacco.

Cosworth-V8 engine.

It fell to Hill to

when asked soon aPer the crash if he
wanted to pass on a message to his wife,
Hill replied, “Just tell her that I won’t be
dancing for two weeks.”
Upon recovery Hill con=nued to race in F1
for several more years, but never again
with the same level of success.

Colin

Chapman, believing Hill was a spent force,
placed him in Rob Walker’s team for 1970,
sweetening the deal with one of the brand
-new Lotus 72 cars. Although Hill scored
points in 1970 he started the season far
from fully ﬁt and the 72 was not fully
developed un=l late in the season. Hill
moved to Brabham for 1971-2; his last win

giving

in 1976.

advice

on

A

staunch

safer

and

•

the Indianapolis 500 (won by Hill in

the Indianapolis 500, the 24 Hours
of Le Mans and the Formula One
World Championship (1962, 1968).

Using either deﬁni=on, Hill is s=ll the only
person ever to have accomplished this
feat.

with

sponsorship

from

Imperial

The team used chassis from
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modernise its clubhouse, Hill launched proceedings by driving an
old Morris Oxford, which had been obtained for £5, head-on into a
boundary wall. Hill made three runs to reduce the wall to rubble,
and the car was subsequently sold for £15.
Hill felt that the experience gained in rowing helped him in his
motor-racing. He wrote in his autobiography:
“I really enjoyed my rowing. It really taught me a lot about myself,
and I also think it is a great character-building sport… The self
discipline required for rowing and the ‘never say die’ aXtude
obviously helped me through the diﬃcult years that lay ahead.”
Shadow and Lola before evolving the Lola into its own design in

Hill adopted the colours and cap design of London Rowing Club for

1975. APer failing to qualify for the 1975 Monaco Grand Prix,

his racing helmet - dark blue with white oar-shaped tabs. His son

where he had won ﬁve =mes, Hill re=red from driving to

Damon and grandson Josh later adopted the same colours with

concentrate on running the team and suppor=ng his protégé Tony

permission from the club.

Brise.
Hill died on 29 November 1975 at the controls of his Piper PA-23
Along with S=rling Moss, Hill put his name to and supported the

Aztec twin-engine light aircraP when it crashed near Arkley,

Grand Prix Midget Championship, which started in 1975, with the

HerUordshire, while on a night approach to Elstree Airﬁeld in thick

aim of bringing low cost motor sport to people who wanted to try a

fog. On board with him were ﬁve other members of the Embassy

new career.

Hill team who all died: manager Ray Brimble, mechanics Tony

Hill’s record of 176 Grand Prix starts remained in place for over a
decade un=l being equalled by Jacques Laﬃte.

Smallman. The party was returning from a car-tes=ng session at
the Paul Ricard Circuit in southern France.

Hill married BeAe in 1955; because Hill had spent all his money on
his racing career, she paid for the wedding.

Alcock and Terry Richards, driver Tony Brise, and designer Andy

They had two

daughters, BrigiAe and Samantha, and a son, Damon, who himself
later became Formula One World Champion - the ﬁrst son of a
former world champion to emulate his father.

The subsequent inves=ga=on revealed that Hill’s aircraP, originally
registered in the US as N6645Y, had been removed from the FAA
register and at the =me of the accident was, “unregistered and
stateless”,

despite

s=ll

displaying

its

original

markings.

Furthermore, Hill’s American FAA pilot cer=ﬁca=on had expired, as

The family lived in Mill Hill during the 1960s. The house now

had his instrument ra=ng. His UK IMC ra=ng, which would have

features an English Heritage blue plaque. During the early 1970s,

permiAed him to ﬂy in the weather condi=ons that prevailed at the

Hill moved to Lyndhurst House in Shenley. The house is now

=me, was also out of date and invalid.

owned by musician Jeﬀ Wayne Well known for throwing

uninsured.

extravagant par=es at his houses to which most of the Grand Prix
paddock and other famous guests aAended, Hill was universally
popular.
Before taking up motor racing, Hill spent several years ac=vely
involved in rowing. Ini=ally, he rowed at Southsea Rowing Club,

Hill was eﬀec=vely

The inves=ga=on into the crash was ul=mately inconclusive, but
pilot error was deemed the most likely explana=on.
Hill’s funeral was held at St Albans Abbey, and he is buried at St
Botolph’s graveyard, Shenleybury in Shenley, HerUordshire.

while sta=oned in Portsmouth with the Royal Navy and at Auriol

The church has since been deconsecrated so the tomb now sits in a

Rowing Club in Hammersmith. He met his future wife BeAe at a

private garden.

Boxing Day party at Auriol and, while cour=ng her, he also coached
her clubmates at Stuart Ladies’ Rowing Club on the River Lea.
In 1952 he joined London Rowing Club, then as now one of the
largest and most successful clubs in Great Britain. From 1952 to
1954, Hill rowed in twenty ﬁnals with London, usually as stroke of
the crew, eight of which resulted in wins. He also stroked the
London eight in the highly pres=gious Grand Challenge Cup at
Henley Royal RegaAa, losing a semi-ﬁnal to Union Spor=f
Metropolitaine des Transports, France by a length.
Through his racing career he con=nued to support rowing and
London.

In 1968 when the club began a ﬁnancial appeal to
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APer his death, Silverstone village, home

anniversary

to the track of the same name, named a

programme in January 1995, with Damon

celebra=ons

of

the

road, Graham Hill, aPer him and there is a

presen=ng a new segment at the end.

“Graham Hill Road” on The Shires estate in
nearby Towcester. Graham Hill Bend at

In 1990, Hill was inducted into the

Brands Hatch is also named in his honour.

Interna=onal Motorsports Hall of Fame.

A blue plaque commemorates Hill at 32
Parkside, in Mill Hill, London NW7.

In

Bourne, Lincolnshire, where Hill’s former
team BRM is based, a road called Graham
Hill Way is named in his honour. Also a
nursery school in Lusevera, Italy, was
named in his honour.
Hill authored ﬁve books, namely:

•

Life at the Limit - 1970

•

Graham Hill’s Motor Racing Book 1970
Graham Hill’s Car Racing Guide -

•

1971 (with Mike KeAlewood)
Advanced Driving with Graham Hill

•

- 1975 (with Neil Ewart)
Graham - 1976 (with Neil Ewart)

•

Hill’s easy wit and charm helped him
become a television personality, notably
on the BBC show Call My Bluﬀ with Patrick
Campbell and Frank Muir. For a number of
years in the early 1970s he appeared as
one half of a double act, with Jackie
Stewart, as an insert within the BBC Sports
Personality of the Year show. In June 1975
he appeared alongside his son, Damon Hill,
on the popular television programme Jim’ll
Fix

It.

His

appearance was

later

rebroadcast as part of the twen=eth

A one-oﬀ BBC Four documentary called
Graham Hill: Driven was ﬁrst broadcast on
26 May 2008.
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Maranello, Italy: Maranello is the

wheel’s

home of Ferrari, and usually the

produce the familiar cacophony of noise as

place where most Ferrari tests start.

the engine bursts into life. The only visible

When the SF90 was announced as Ferrari’s

My

SF90

eﬀect is to illuminate the word ‘ready’

ﬁrst plug-in hybrid last year, many

COVID-19

under the gearshiP indicator on the digital

supposed that, as with the LaFerrari, the

instrument screen. Just like in a Prius...

electrical side of the powertrain would play

journey

Stradale

was

with
during

the

lockdown, so it was a bit diﬀerent and

engine-start

buAon

doesn’t

-driven Ferrari EV… strange indeed.

a

started outside the well-known entrance

suppor=ng

role,

silently

the

to the Ferrari factory with a group of

I pull back the right-hand shiP paddle and

background

behind

technicians wearing surgical masks and

turn N to D and then, with the rev-counter

turbocharged

V8

armed with thermal cameras. I am cleared

needle s=ll poin=ng at zero, bar some tyre

majority

for takeoﬀ and I climb into ‘my’ SF90, with

crunching noise I pull away in almost total

combined 735kW power output.

no passenger and am given a stern warning

silence experiencing what is, brieﬂy, a front

that’s true under hard use, the SF90 is a

that nobody else can enter un=l it has
been thoroughly sani=sed. It seems that
howsoever Italy may be recovering from
the pandemic, and even though Maranello
is back to full produc=on, no chances are
being taken here.
What’s also strange is the nature of this
test; I am about to embark on an epic
journey from Maranello to Monaco - some
510km on my planned route - and I plan to
do it over a couple days… wouldn’t you if
you could?
Yet even stranger s=ll is once I’m seAled in
the SF90’s cabin, prodding the steering

(574kW)

that
of

the

in

awesome

provides
its

the

bewildering
While
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proper plug-in hybrid for urban use, capable of travelling up to
25km on electricity alone and always star=ng in the Hybrid driving
mode that defaults to electric power (under tender use). With a
short enough drive with charging points at either end, you could
theore=cally drive it forever without ever ﬁring up the V8.
Nobody will, of course - and neither did I, in fact long before even
leaving Maranello, the novelty of a silent and slow Ferrari had worn
oﬀ, and I switch it over to the Performance mode that brings the
engine to life. Pressing the accelerator pedal harder in Hybrid will
do the same thing, but there’s also an eDrive mode that won’t allow
the engine to start. Ferrari reckons buyers will be happy to travel
electrically at low speeds and that the feature will be popular with
owners heading out for an early-morning blast without disturbing
neighbours. I personally think they have been drinking too much
grappa and that no self-respec=ng Ferrari owner will give two-shits
about his neighbours and would rather dive naked into a pit of
porcupines that drive a car that looks like this around in Prius mode,
but the technology is interes=ng regardless, because unlike a Prius
what Ferrari have done is turned electricity into fun, and not the
opposite.
Also and more importantly Ferrari hasn’t just launched its plug-in
hybrid ﬁrst among its rivals; it has also demonstrated its technical
ability with an astonishingly complex drivetrain. The engine is most
easily dealt with: it’s a development of the F154 V8 from the F8
Tributo but with a redesigned cylinder head, higher injec=on
pressures, a slight capacity increase, new turbochargers and an
really-compact intake manifold.

It’s 25kg lighter than the F8’s

engine yet produces 45kW more.
That’s the simple part and there’s actually not enough space here to
fully describe the complexi=es of the electric side of the powertrain.
There are three electric motors: one for each front wheel, working
through what’s described as an RAC-e drive mechanism, and the
third a revolu=onary ‘axial ﬂux’ motor nestled between the V8 and
the new eight-speed dual-clutch automa=c gearbox.
Electric drive though is only ever through the front wheels, and it
can do so at speeds of up to 135km/h. The front motors disengage
at speeds of more than 210km/h, but weirdly that doesn’t result in
a drop in output; instead, the 8kWh lithium ion baAery’s peak
162kW is redirected en=rely to the rear motors.

And like a

Koenigsegg Regera there’s no actual reverse gear: the SF90 always
reverses on electrical power.
The motors add performance and give instant responses at low
engine revs to eﬀec=vely eliminate the V8’s already negligible turbo
lag, but they also oﬀer torque vectoring on the front axle, much
more powerful regenera=ve braking than previous systems and
even the ability to manage wheel slip by increasing the amount of
energy being recouped rather than retarding the engine.
So in addi=on to the normal and all-too-familiar maneno dial
(with Wet, Sport, Race, Trac#on Control Oﬀ and Stability Control Oﬀ
dynamic modes), there’s a touch-sensi=ve panel - described as the
e-maneno - on the other side of the steering wheel that cycles
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between e-Drive, Hybrid, Performance and something called
Qualify, which priori=ses all-out performance over baAery
charging. So there are a lot of them to choose from.
All of this is deeply impressive and yet hugely complicated.
But the good news, rapidly conﬁrmed during my long drive
to my overnight spot in Portoﬁno (how appropriate), which
included a mixed bag of some =ght, fast and snakey roads, is
that the ingenuity is nicely hidden as soon as you start
driving the SF90 in the way God intended a Ferrari to be
driven, where the electricity is like an unseen magician’s
hand: the eﬀect is obvious, but the ways and means remains
a secret.
Performance feels every bit as ballis=c as Ferrari’s claimed
6.7 seconds 0-200km/h =me suggests, with the =ghtened
ra=os of the new gearbox making it easier to indulge the
V8’s booming enthusiasm for its top end. On any public
road, the accelerator pedal will reach the carpet very rarely
and be held there for brief periods, despite the all-wheel
drive system’s extraordinary capacity to process the full
output. Even using liAle more than half-throAle and shortshiPing far below the 8,000 r/min redline makes the SF90
feel subjec=vely faster than many bona ﬁde supercars. The
new gearbox is in fact a lot quicker than the already lightning
-fast, but older seven-speed unit.
While the SF90’s structure is primarily aluminium, it uses a
carbon ﬁbre rear bulkhead, with me=culous weight saving
meaning the penalty for the 72kg baAery, motors and
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control gear has been minimised. So, at an oﬃcial 1,570kg
dry, it carries only an addi=onal 120kg over the F8, but you
will need a science lab to spot or feel that.
The steering is as lethally accurate as that of every modern
Ferrari, and only aAacking the =ghtest hairpins at way too
much speed produces any sensa=on through the steering of
power sharing the front wheels as the torque vectoring
ﬁghts to keep the tyres gripping. Yet the ride actually feels
more luxurious than the Ferrari norm over rougher roads,
with excep=onal control of the body’s movements; the SF90
managed bumps and humps that had me expectantly
ﬂinching for the expensive sound of carbon ﬁbre against
road, but it never happened. A front liP kit is op=onal but,
for this supercar, probably not essen=al.
A more worrisome technical ﬁrst is the arrival of braking by
wire on a Ferrari road car.

The engineers say this was

essen=al, given the need to blend the eﬀort of the vast
Brembo carbon-ceramic discs with the high levels of
regenera=ve braking through the motors. The SF90’s brake
pedal has a very short travel, with pressure on it eﬀec=vely
crea=ng a demand for a certain level of retarda=on that the
system then works to deliver in the best way possible, which
does require some mental adjustment, but once you get
used to it the thing works well.
Only very gentle pressure is needed at urban speeds, which
ini=ally seems absurd, but it does start to feel much more

natural under harder use, and I was fully acclima=sed aPer a couple of

=mes, but the circuit has never felt so small, with the ferociousness of the

hours. The SF90’s Hybrid mode is more of a conundrum; the suddenness

SF90’s accelera=on shortening the longest straights like nothing else I’ve

with which the engine cuts in and out takes some geXng used to. In a

experienced there before.
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well-insulated mainstream plug-in hybrid, you seldom no=ce when the
engine starts, but this transi=on from near silence to boisterous V8 is

Its ability to turn into corners and ﬁre out of them is equally impressive,

startling.

and although Race mode reduces slip, the SF90 remains remarkably
responsive with the trac=on control oﬀ, as the front axle works to

From the outside, the SF90’s aerodynamically sculpted shape is maybe a

neutralise yaw angles in a way that feels preposterously easy in such a

liAle short on the drama normally associated with Ferrari’s ﬂagships

car.

however with an superb form-following-func=on excuse, the interior feels
Most

The only =me the SF90’s extra weight was really no=ceable is under hard

func=ons are controlled through touch-sensi=ve panels, with the 16 inch

braking; it can’t generate quite the nega=ve g-forces just like the McLaren

instrument display oﬀering various modes and conﬁgura=ons.

Senna. Ferrari claims that, when speciﬁed with the AsseKo Fiorano pack,

signiﬁcantly swankier than those of Ferrari’s lesser oﬀerings.

the SF90 can lap Fiorano a full second quicker than the LaFerrari, despite
My test car had been given a gorgeous full carbon ﬁbre trim package, but

being more than 300kg heavier. And the standard car is only just adriP of

there were a couple of ergonomic nit-picks: the complicatedly moulded

its predecessor.

dashboard top causes lots of windscreen reﬂec=on and the polished
metal gate for the auto/manual, reverse and launch control selectors

It is easy to conclude that the SF90 is much beAer than it really needed to

proved distrac=ng in bright sunlight. The climate control also has a noisy

be. Ferrari could have chosen a much more simple system for its ﬁrst

fan which had to also work quite hard to keep the cabin cool in what was

plug-in hybrid - or based it much more closely on the F8, rather than

warm, but European summer condi=ons.

developing what is, structurally, an en=rely new car. But it didn’t do that
because it’s Ferrari and because the SF90 is a declara=on for its

None of that is going to put anyone oﬀ, of course - and the SF90 is also a

increasingly electriﬁed future.

self-possessed long-distance cruiser with a unexcep=onal but segmentappropriate amount of luggage space under the front bonnet.

The very fact that this car oﬀers near iden=cal performance to the £1.1
million LaFerrari, the limited-edi=on special that Ferrari reckoned was on

While the Stradale suﬃx, meaning ’street’ in Italian, makes the SF90’s

the cuXng-edge only 7 years ago, shows just how special it is.

road-going precedence clear, I also got the chance to experience it on
Ferrari’s famous test track, being sent out to chase factory test driver

And when I arrived in Monaco, which is unreservedly Europe’s most

Fabrizio Toschi in a hard-worked prototype. I’ve been to Fiorano several

exclusive playground I was in the right car for the occasion, and boy did it
turn heads.
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WHAT EXACTLY IS ACOUSTIC GLASS?
The new vehicles on the

installing an acous=c windscreen to save a

There are also automa=c high-beam

road

quickly

couple bucks. Just make sure to tell your

control sensors on some vehicles. These

today

becoming

are

capable

dealer you want the same type of

will dim the headlights from high to low

and advance every single

windscreen that was in the vehicle and not

beam when the sensor recognises an

year.

some aPermarket knockoﬀ.

approaching car. All of these sensors are

already

more

But I’m sure you
know

this

of

oPen aAached on the windscreen. If you

course. Consumers need to

Of course, the aPermarket parts are oPen

want your replacement to perform like

be aware that they need to

a frac=on of the price of the original,

your old windscreen, then it would be

be more careful regarding

however believe me, you will hear the

smart to demand an original manufacturer

the

diﬀerence once you’re driving your car

replacement glass.

repairs

and

replacement parts. As the parts become
more sophis=cated, they also become a lot

with non-acous=c replacement glass.
There are a few ways to tell if you own a
There is no ques=on that these new

vehicle

technologies that are emerging are crucial

windscreen. The easiest is by looking at

in maintaining quality and performance.

the boAom of the windscreen on the

One of those performances is the noise

drivers side. If there is the word “acous=c”

In simple terms an acous=c windscreen (or

reduc=on

acous=c

or “A” or even the symbol of an “ear”, then

glass) is a windscreen with added layers of

windscreen. The acous=c glass is supplied

you have an acous=c windscreen. Told you

soundprooﬁng insula=on. In between the

by the original manufacturer to lessen

it was easy.

two layers of glass, there are two layers of

traﬃc and wind noise.

more expensive to ﬁx and ul=mately
replace. One such technology is acous=c
windscreens.

Standard PVB and one layer of acous=c

aspects

of

an

ouUiAed

with

an

acous=c

Some windscreens will also have a s=cker
Some windscreens of today also have Ultra

saying “SOUNDSCREEN” (Ford). It all just

Violet (UV) reducing sensors that are now

depends on the vehicle’s manufacturer and

growing in popularity. Most of you have

model. The cars owners manual will also

You need to be especially careful when

probably seen or currently own a vehicle

indicate if the vehicle has an acous=c

replacing the windscreen of your vehicle

with rain sensors that turn the wipers on

windscreen.

because the repair shop might opt to avoid

automa=cally.

manual, you might ﬁnd the words “Auto-

PVB in between the Standard PVB making
the cabin of the vehicle quieter.

If you read through the
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equipped with an acous=c windscreen are
spread across all sizes and price range.
Unlike in the past, the acous=c windscreen
is not only reserved for luxury vehicles.
Modern vehicles use laminated glass,
rather than the double glazed windscreen.
There are several diﬀerences between the
two types of glass.

•

Double Glazed Windscreen; The way
the noise goes through a double
glazing windscreen would be similar
to the glazing windows in a building.

dimming

rear-view

mirror

including

acous=c windscreen.”

The glass is formed using two pieces

acous=c windscreen is the noise reduc=on

of glass that are separated by an air

within the vehicle’s cabin. There are other

gap. The reason this type of glass

beneﬁts however that are even more
Recently, PVB suppliers have created vinyl
with

improved

was so heavy is that of each of the

important than noise reduc=on.

two pieces of glass needs to be

acous=c-damping
One such advantage is the improved

eﬀec=ve in automo=ve safety and

especially useful in the 1,500 Hz to 5,000

integrity of the glass.

has to pass all safety tests.

Hz frequency range.

windscreen more secure and works as a

proper=es.

These new interlayers are

theP deterrent.

This makes the

Acous=c windows will

The decibel reduc=on will be around 2-3

take much longer to break through the

dB

huge

laminated glass, and reduces the chance

diﬀerence, it results in a quieter vehicle

your vehicle becomes a vic=m of a “smash

interior that enables people to speak

and grab” theP.

overall.

Although not a

•

Laminated Acous=c Windscreen; The
reason why this type of windscreen is
lighter is that the sheets of glass are
thinner up to about 5mm. The way
this glass is formed is by taking two
pieces of thin glass and bonding them

without shou=ng.
The special laminated glass that comes

together by a piece of plas=c.

Acous=c vinyl also allows vehicle designers

from an acous=c windscreen allows for a

Acous=c

to reduce the thickness of the windscreen

reduced amount of ultraviolet raise being

acous=c ﬁlm between the two parts

without adversely aﬀec=ng noise levels.

transmiAed through the glass. People with

of plas=c.

This is especially signiﬁcant as automo=ve

melanoma will undoubtedly beneﬁt from

engineers try to cut weight oﬀ vehicles to

the reduc=on of UV raise entering the

make them more fuel eﬃcient.

vehicle.

windscreens

have

an

Double glazed windscreens were eﬀec=ve
regarding noise reduc=on was achieved
with mass.

Acous=c vinyl windscreens meet all of the

The reduc=on of UV raises not only help

same safety requirements as conven=onal

the passengers but also helps preserve the

vinyl windscreens.

interior of the vehicle from colour fading

Tests do show that noise is being

on the dashboard and seats.

As we know, more mass usually equals to
beAer

soundprooﬁng.

Laminated

windscreens achieve its noise reduc=on
proper=es

by

damping

through

its

transmiAed through the vehicle’s glazing

And lastly, the vinyl interlayer’s lower mass

construc=on by using an acous=c ﬁlm in

and comes from various sources:

enables vehicle designers to maintain the

between the two pieces of glass.

•

Air-pressure changes against the
windscreen at high speeds.

equal overall window thickness while
decreasing the weight of the window
related to monolithic tempered glass.

The best advice I can give in concluding this
ar=cle is by advising you ﬁrst to check if
you have an acous=c windscreen. Second

•

Air hiXng on the edges of the
vehicle’s body panels.

•

•

One of the major drawbacks of having an

is to make sure to ask the repair person

acous=c windscreen is the overall cost.

about the type of windscreen you will be
geXng when it’s =me for its replacement.

Addi=onal cars and environmental

The good news, however, the diﬀerence in

noise.

price between an acous=c windscreen and

So there you have it and now you know,

a regular windscreen will most likely go

and if you think there aren't that many cars

down as the demand and volume of

ﬁAed with acous=c glass just go check out

acous=c glass increases.

the vehicle specs given by manufacturers

Road noise and vibra=on are also
transmiAed within the body of the
car.

Of course, the main beneﬁt of having an

and you will be surprised by just how many
The types of vehicles on the road today

there are.
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Oxfordshire, UK:

Are you ready for a liAle confusion>

Good, so despite the Audi RS7’s hugely sporty and
aggressive looks it isn’t a four-door, all-out performance
sedan that drives in the hardcore manner that its hardcore
looks suggest it might. Now understandably that statement
seems slightly contradictory regarding a machine with a twinturbocharged 4 litre V8 under its bonnet - par=cularly one that has
440kW and 800Nm at its disposal and can hit 100km/h from a
stands=ll in a supercar rivalling 3.6 seconds. The fact of the maAer
though is that even on our shiAy back-roads, it manages to keep its
eﬀortless, Autobahn-storming GT image ﬁrmly intact.
Unlike so many of its hard-edged super-sedan contemporaries, the
RS7 give precedence to vastly usable, deeply entrenched mad
performance and everyday appeal over and above any ability to
provide unhinged, boy-racer excitement.
This has long been an Audi Sport premise, and given that Europe’s
roads aren’t geXng any wider or any emp=er, you can see how the
logic of such an approach will be appreciated in certain
circles. And with this new RS7, Audi Sport has done loads to give it
an edge when it comes to real-world drivability.
So it has a 48V mild-hybrid system for the ﬁrst =me that - in
conjunc=on with the V8’s ability to shut down half of its cylinders
at cruising speeds - provides marginal improvements in fuel
consump=on and emissions reduc=on. The introduc=on of rearwheel steering helps to virtually shorten the RS7’s wheelbase and
make it easier to nego=ate its 5m-long body through =ght,
congested car parks.
Like its predecessor, the RS7 is available with two suspension
op=ons; both of which are based around a front and rear mul=-link
architecture. Height-adjustable air suspension is standard and our
test car had the op=onal RS steel coil springs and adap=ve
dampers combina=on.
Combined with those massive, op=onal 22 inch alloy wheels and
miniscule levels of side proﬁle from the 285/30 Pirelli P Zeros, you
would be easily forgiven for having misgivings about the car’s
poten=al lack of on-road manners. Except strangely the reality is
the complete opposite: aside from a real-world economy ﬁgure
that will not necessarily please the enviro-mentalists, for daily
use, the RS7 would be just about as easy to live with as any other
fancy execu=ve sedan.
AdmiAedly there is a harder edge to its ride and its huge rims do
serve to intensify intrusions from any imperfec=ons that they
happen to roll over, but you can never call the RS7 uncomfortable.
Set its adap=ve dampers to Comfort and it gobbles up highways as
if they were nothing. Leave them in their default seXng and more
technical main- and back-roads are destroyed in quick, controlled
manner and with minimal bumping.
Should you crank the dampers up to their ﬁrmest Dynamic seXng
the RS7’s ride does become quite spirited and irritable, with an
almost steadfast level of ver=cal body control that would likely
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discourage everyday use.

That said,

unques=onably powerful and accompanies

melodious V8 bellow remains distant.

customisable RS1 and RS2 drive modes

with its eight-speed automa=c gearbox and

Subtly menacing, of course, but subdued

mean you can easily make the dampers,

QuaAro all-wheel drive system to produce

all the same.

engine, steering, diﬀeren=al and stability

consistently

systems as bitey or docile as you choose -

straight-line accelera=on in all condi=ons.

The steering works to similar eﬀect. Have

so chances are you won’t ﬁnd yourself

On the contrary despite having mammoth

no illusions that it’s integrated smartly

using Dynamic mode too oPen anyway. Be

performance, sharp throAle response and

with the RS7’s rear-wheel steering and

that as it may, the RS7 never really feels

brilliant gear changing acuity that would

works to make the nearly 2.1 ton, 5 m-long

like a car that encourages a barbarian-like

otherwise mark out a preAy excep=onal

RS7 handle in a manner that’s controllable

style of driving anyway, regardless of how

performance powertrain, the RS7 doesn’t

and agile, yet at the same =me, it doesn’t

you set it up in the ﬁrst place.

seem too worried about exhibi=ng its

have the sort of immediate oﬀ-centre

goods.

Even with our car’s RS sports

responses you might expect from a car that

exhaust in its angriest seXng, the deep,

moves in the same circles as the likes

There are a few reasons for this and
unexpectedly it starts with the engine. It’s

composed

and

explosive

of BMW’s M5 Compe==on or MercedesAMG’s E63 S.
With gearing that feels compara=vely
relaxed means you ﬁnd yourself turning its
alcantara-wrapped steering wheel a just a
bit harder and a bit more to get its nose to
dip in to a corner with the desired level of
immediacy, and in typical Audi fashion, you
are rewarded with very liAle in the way of
feedback.
S=ll, there is a massive amount of trac=on
here and the RS7 has decent resistance to
understeer, given its sheer size and weight.
A by-product perhaps of its non-descript
steering is a seemingly sharp ability to ﬁlter
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out perver=ng impacts mid-corner, too. But for all the conﬁdence
this conveys, you are con=nuously aware of the Audi’s width. It’s
a big car, this RS7, and it ﬁlls traﬃc lanes well. The consequence
is that you ﬁnd yourself carefully peeking its nose around poorly
sighted bends, even when you know you have got a bit of extra
room in your lane to spare.
As temp=ng as it might be to label the RS7 a mind-bogglingly
quick cross-country machine, doing so would be a touch
misleading. Truth is it just feels slightly too wide to really be at
home on =ghter lanes and back-roads that so oPen oﬀer the most
thrilling drives. However, show it a wide, open, clear and ﬂowing
main-road or highway and you will ﬁnd that badge works far more
convincingly.

In such environments, the RS7 makes for a

beau=fully convincing GT-car. It might not oﬀer the most tac=le
engagement or auditory drama, but its visceral pace and agility,
surprisingly comfortable ride appeal in their own right. Its cabin is
an objec=vely luxurious place to be with decent rear passenger
space and a 535 litre boot into which to put things.
Pricing for the RS7 is on a par with the recently updated versions
of the BMW M5 Compe==on and Mercedes-AMG E63 S, so whilst
purists may likely ﬁnd the incoming contenders from Munich and
Aﬀalterbach more beﬁXng their tastes the all-round appeal of the
RS7 remains impossible to ignore.
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Let’s get

xDrive. Like the all-wheel-drive donor car,

styled M340d. Even at a quick glance, you

right to the point shall we; the

it comes in sedan and Touring body-styles -

know it’s an Alpina.

aAen=on-grabbing ﬁgure is 730Nm

the laAer of which we drove brieﬂy on the

at 1,750 r/min. There’s also 260kW

Bilster Berg club circuit in Germany.

Blister Berg, Germany:

The same resounds inside, with its revised
digital

at 4,000 r/min, but it’s the torque

instruments,

diﬀerent

steering

that shapes the strapping character of the

As is the Alpina way; the styling changes

wheel, new-look trim, reupholstered front

new D3 S, providing it with the sort of low-

are understated and intelligent. The D3 S

seats and a badge within the centre

to-mid-range

proves

gets a front bumper extension, the ﬁrm’s

console that indicates this is one of just

performance-based diesels aren’t on the

signature turbine wheels and a reworked

2000 or so Alpina cars assembled each

funeral pyre.

rear bumper valance that accommodates

year.

energy

that

four round chromed tailpipes.

It’s not

The latest hot diesel-powered Alpina is

much,

visually

Beneath under the bonnet, however, is

based on the already wicked BMW M340d

diﬀeren=ate it from the more aggressively

where the most signiﬁcant changes lie.

but

it’s

enough

to

The D3 S uses an upgraded version of
BMW’s turbocharged 3 litre inline sixcylinder

diesel

with

a

48V

starter-

generator. Its 260kW and 730Nm outputs
are frac=onally more than the M340d’s,
mostly through the use of a new exhaust
system.
The engine sounds rela=vely quiet within
the cabin at start-up and it’s remarkably
smooth at idle. There is some diesel claAer
as you pull away but the sound of the
retuned six-cylinder is never excessively
unpleasant.
There is a frac=on of turbo lag as the D3 S
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fully gets into up to speed, but once you have tapped into that
huge tsunami of torque, it proves brilliantly indomitable.
There’s inordinate litheness to the delivery on a light throAle,
making it truly relaxed when you’re just poAering about.
However, it’s when you delve further into its reserves that
appeals the most.
The oﬃcial 0-100km/h =me of 4.8 seconds doesn’t sa=sfactorily
describe the extraordinary performance this car can manage in
lower gears, although a top speed of 270km/h is a clear indica=on
of its poten=al and crazy for a diesel estate.
We have sadly only driven the new Alpina on a circuit, but it’s
easy to see how its torque-imbued shiP would make for
stunningly eﬀortless long-distance travel.
The diesel engine doesn’t have the emo=onal appeal of a wellmade petrol unit and fades above 5,000 r/min, but what it lacks in
its ability to rev, it more than makes up for in its hugely powerful
mid-range.

You can shiP up manually at 3,000 r/min and

encounter feral accelera=on as the full amount of torque is
unleashed.
The ZF-manufactured eight-speed automa=c gearbox, featuring a
stronger torque converter among other necessary changes, does
a fantas=c job of transferring the drive. Its opera=on adjusts from
smooth and sophis=cated in Comfort mode to ﬁXngly
unbendable and immediate in Sport.
Trac=on is abundant: a reconﬁgure of the M340d xDrive’s allwheel-drive system impregnates the D3 S with an outstanding
ability to get all of the power and torque onto the road.
Dynamically, there’s also much to like here. You are aware there
is a heavy engine siXng up front but the inclusion of new springs
and dampers as well as revised an=-roll bars and specially
developed Pirelli P Zero tyres brings greater smoothness and body
control than you will ﬁnd in the M340d.
Grip levels are always high and the new Alpina model is
predictable at the limit.

It remains nicely neutral during all

cornering, with oversteer only really revealing itself aPer a lot of
throAle incitement.
As far as I am concerned, if you are aPer a performance diesel,
the D3 S is really the only car to consider.
It admiAedly doesn’t have quite the same responsive change of
direc=on as its B3 petrol sibling, but you get stupendous in-gear
performance and excellent reﬁnement.
Its economy and range also promise to be quite praiseworthy,
making it the perfect everyday car for just about any driving
condi=ons. Be aware, though, that its CO2 emissions of 199g/km
are 40g/km more than the M340d on the WLTP cycle.
But that’s science and science is boring, whereas this car is
anything but.
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As far as I am concerned, if you are
aXer a performance diesel, the D3 S is
really the only car to consider...
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The

an

Two years later the 1900 Super and 1900 TI

springs and hydraulic telescopic shock

automobile produced by Italian car

Super (also 1900 Super Sprint) with 1975cc

absorbers) and live rear axle.

manufacturer Alfa Romeo from 1950

engine were introduced. The TI Super had

to 1959. Designed by Orazio SaAa, it

two

86kW.

Produc=on at the company's Milan plant

was an important development for

Transmission was a 4-speed manual on

con=nued un=l 1959: a total of 21,304

Alfa Romeo as the marque's ﬁrst car built

basic versions and 5-speed manual in

were built, including 17,390 of the sedans.

en=rely on a produc=on line and ﬁrst

Super Sprint version, the brakes were

produc=on car without a separate chassis.

drum brakes. The 1900 had independent

It was also the ﬁrst Alfa Romeo oﬀered

front suspension (double wishbones, coil

with

Alfa

leP-hand

Romeo

drive.

1900

The

is

car

was

introduced at the 1950 Paris Motor Show.
The 1900 was oﬀered in two-door or fourdoor models, with a new 1,884cc, 67kW, 4cylinder twin cam engine. It was spacious
and simple, yet quick and sporty.

The

slogan Alfa used when selling it was, "The
family car that wins races", not-so-subtly
alluding to the car's success in the Targa
Florio,

Stella

compe==ons.

Alpina,
In

1951,

and
the

other
short

wheelbase 1900C version was introduced.
It had a wheelbase of 2,5m. In the same
year the 1900TI with a more powerful
75kW engine was introduced, it had bigger
valves, a higher compression ra=o and it
was equipped with a double carbureAor.

double

carbureAors

and

The chassis was designed speciﬁcally to
allow coachbuilders to re-body it, the most
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notable of which was the Zagato designed (1957 Zagato CSS in

coachbuilders.

photographs), 1900 Super Sprint coupe, with an improved engine
and custom body design. The Alfa Romeo 1900M AR51, or "MaAa"

Alfa Romeo gave oﬃcial contracts to Touring to build the sporty

is a four-wheel drive oﬀ-road vehicle based on the 1900-series.

1900 Sprint coupe and to Pinin Farina to build an elegant four seat
Cabriolet and Coupe. The availability of a suitable chassis led to

Iginio Alessio, then general manager of Alfa Romeo, was concerned

many other coachbuilders to build versions of the 1900.

for the viability of the independent Italian Coachbuilding industry–
the advent of the uni-body chassis design was threatening to put

Carrozzeria Zagato built a small series of coupes with the unoﬃcial

the carrozzerie out of business. Alessio was also a personal friend

designa=on of 1900 SSZ, designed for racing with an aerodynamic

of Gaetano Ponzoni co-owner of Carrozzeria Touring Superleggera,

lightweight aluminium body and Zagato's trademark double bubble

thus from 1951-1958 Alfa Romeo built ﬁve diﬀerent varia=ons of

roof.

the

1900

uni-body

chassis

speciﬁcally

for

independent

One-oﬀ specials where numerous from the famous Bertone BAT
series of aerodynamic studies, to an infamous sci-ﬁ like Astral
spider designed by Carrozzeria Boneschi for Rafael Trujillo the
dictator of the Dominican Republic. There was a BarcheAa or "Boat
Car" made by Ghia-Aigle in Lugano Switzerland designed by
Giovanni MicheloX at the request of a wealthy Italian who had two
passions: the 'Riva' boats and a woman, his mistress, the car has no
doors or windscreen wipers.
In 1954, Alfa Romeo made two spiders and two coupes using
similar chassis as the C52 Disco Volante.

In Bertone, Franco

Scaglione penned two unique aluminium bodies, a coupe and a
spider. The coupe was known as 2000 Spor=va. It weighs 907kg
and has 103kW.

The accelera=on is on par with most

contemporary exo=cs and top speed is around 220 km/h.
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Canterbury, UK: This is the Porsche

Those are part of - and I do like the name

But it is good and whilst I understand that

Cayenne GTS Coupe. It’s designed to

of this - the Lightweight Sports Pack, which

cars like this are no more excusable than

sit,

models

expectedly costs a lot. It includes a carbon

compact crossovers; the things it can do

rou=nely do, between the ‘regular’

as

Porsche’s

GTS

ﬁbre roof, for whatever diﬀerence that will

are quite excep=onal.

line-up and the Turbo models and

make, but also checked seat fabric, which
Its interior feels incredibly well assembled.

they are meant to be spor=er.

looks quite cool.

That means it gets a big twin-turbocharged

As a coupe, the Cayenne GTS costs about

nice touch, and the ﬁt and ﬁnish is

4 litre petrol V8 engine. The previous GTS

the same as a 718 Spyder, but by the =me

excellent, if a bit too serious, with only the

had a V6, and this is bigger and thus beAer,

you have thrown in a few op=ons, you

odd faux-metal to liP the dark greys. And

and it makes 338kW at 6,000-6,500 r/min

could have bought a 911 Cabrio. So its not

there are way too many areas that show

and 620Nm consistently between 1,800 r/

cheap at all.

ﬁngerprints (personal bugbear).

There’s some alcantara, which is always a

min and 4,500 r/min. So it has quite a
broad powerband, delivered via an eightspeed automa=c gearbox to all four
wheels, with torque vectoring and an
ac=ve rear diﬀeren=al, all of which sounds
quite promising.
Porsche GTS models are oPen most
people’s favourites in any model range for
their dynamic clarity. The Cayenne GTS is
even oﬀered on coil springs as standard,
although our test car was ﬁAed with the
op=onal (it’s a Porsche…) adjustable-height
air suspension and huge 22 inch wheels
(also op=onal), rather than a standard 21
inch set.
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In addi=on to a voluminous front cabin, the
rear space is good for two adults, while the
boot capacity is 772 litres, which is decent
enough. If you are a bit mad the GTS can
also tow 3,500kg, too and if you can get
enough tack inside it, it probably makes
quite a good horse trailer-puller on the
right tyres. Of course the correct name for
that type of vehicle is Range Rover.
On these very wide 285/235 and 315/30
Yokohama Advan Sport tyres you won’t be
towing anything, but on a warm dry day on
the open road, they are excellent.
The GTS unsurprisingly has a ﬁrm ride,
combined with rock-hard body control and

During that =me there is no power steering

h takes as liAle as 4.2 seconds and top

assistance, so the steering will lock the

speed is 270km/h, and is frankly more

instant you stop, which typically is also

rewarding and engaging, than any new car

The steering is quite heavy but accurate

what you do when trying to park. Like I

of similar size and weight, which is lot too

and responsive, making this big car

said, very annoying.

=pping the scales at a quite portly 2,145kg

very controlled body lean.

It steers

eﬀortlessly, too.

reasonably easy to nego=ate.

even with its very cool sounding and
The GTS is a car which resultantly prefers

expensive op=onal Lightweight Sports Pack

There is the excep=on that, in trying to

bigger, wider, smoother roads and higher

doing whatever it is meant to do.

squeeze every last bit of eﬃciency out of a

speeds. Slow is not in its dic=onary.

4 litre petrol V8, Porsche has made the GTS
very keen to enter the ‘stop’ bit of its stopstart system and a lot less keen on the
‘start’ bit, which is annoying.

I’m not en=re sold on the Cayenne GTS,
Get onto one of those and you have a car

but that’s just me. However if you are sold

that has more grip, more dynamism and

on it then I suspect you will have to go

more straight-line speed, where 0-100km/

quite a long way to ﬁnd beAer.
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Kent, UK: When Kate had the Porsche Cayenne GTS Coupe I

suspension is 10mm lower than the regular JCW’s, plus there are

was mid-tes=ng with the Mini JCW, and I got to take the

neat body add-ons, including a rear spoiler that could have come

Porsche for a spin. Now I know that the two are not rivals

from a race car, and wider 18 inch wheels to beAer ﬁll those new

and one is a near 2.2-ton SUV with a 3.5 ton towing limit and

carbon ﬁbre wheel arch extensions.

can move an en=re family, whereas the Mini is a strictly twoseat, 1,255kg, stripped-out street racer with 225kW.

Inside, it’s what it doesn’t have which makes it stand out as
something special. In the space where the rear seats were is a

This is the third-genera=on Mini GP, limited to 3000 examples

crossbar, although admiAedly this is a luggage stop rather than a

worldwide. The ﬁrst Mini GP was a end-of-genera=on special that

strengthening brace. However, there are bigger suspension towers

became somewhat of a legend in 2006, what with its signature red

and a top strut brace under the bonnet.

door mirrors, no rear seats and limited-slip diﬀeren=al.
Elsewhere, this is a typically Mini interior, except for a plaque on
Another arrived in 2013 - aﬀec=onately known as the GP2 - and

the dashboard showing which number this is; Mini opts to tell you

while it too was quite impressive, it was by then also quite

the actual series number, rather than just saying it’s “one of”

expensive.

whatever number, as some car makers do. And among the series
of switches, protected by nearby hoops because regula=ons say

Now there’s this. It has a four-cylinder turbocharged engine like

you might spear yourself on them otherwise, there’s a big red

the regular JCW, but whose power has been liPed to 225kW from

starter switch, begging to be pressed.

5,000 - 6,250 r/min and torque boosted to 450kW at 1,750 - 4,500
r/min, both decent increases over the standard JCW. There’s a

And when you do there’s a nice bark when the JCW GP starts,

s=ﬀened crank with a new bearing, a bigger turbocharger, new

followed, more oPen than not, by a few pops as it seAles to its idle.

pistons and conrods and, appropriately, more cooling to go with it.

Which is really entertaining in a covered car park but which might

It is, then, yet again the fastest produc=on Mini made so far, a fact

get =resome for your neighbours. But do you care?

common to all three during their respec=ve =mes. This wouldn’t
have especially maAered to how enjoyable the ﬁrst one was, but it

This Is more than enough to tell you quite a lot about the car’s

has con=nued as a GP tradi=on. This one can do 265km/h and 0-

character, namely this is an boisterous and uncultured car, which

100km/h in 5.2 seconds.

would all be all good and well if this all was accompanied by driverfocused dynamics, but on this test - or on UK roads - I’m afraid it

There are no rear seats and it’s only available with an eight-speed
automa=c gearbox and once again is quite expensive. However the

isn’t.
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We could commence with the ride. I don’t mind a ﬁrm car. McLaren and
others have taught us that you don’t have to have one to create a spor=ng
car, but it’s also ﬁne if you do. And the Mini’s ride is hard, but there’s a
weird sponginess alongside it, which is very strange. It feels like it adds
kilograms to what’s actually a really decent and low weight, so rather than
feeling balanced and agile, the Mini feels unseAled.
It tramlines too, and quite badly. Across cats-eyes and cambers, it does it.
On no throAle, it does it. Use the throAle and it torque steers. At the
wheel, on a diﬃcult road, you are kept as busy at the wheel as you are in
an Alfa Romeo 4C.

On some cars, a level of involvement gives you

something to do, making you part of the process but in the Mini, it’s just a
pain in the arse.
And if you thought its engineering would save it then you are mistaken, too.
The 2 litre unit is excellent, has lots of power and torque but, some lag at
low revs aside, it is responsive and smooth - and some=mes it makes smile
inducing pops when you liP oﬀ. So why in the name of all that is holy has it
been mated exclusively to an eight-speed automa=c that fails to change
gears with the ferocity of a dual-clutch unit, and jolts weirdly into second on
downshiPs, is anyone’s guess. This is a confused, frustra=ng car.
I wanted to love the Mini GP.

It’s the sort of car that’s right up my

alley; light, decently powerful, sexy, small and agile. But no. You would
have to be a serious devout Mini enthusiast to buy one. Which is ﬁne
becuase you will get a well-made, cute, fast limited-produc=on car, and it
does feel, and look, special. And maybe, just maybe, there is a place where
the JCW GP works, and comes alive. The problem is on Bri=sh roads its
uAerly useless and that is a worry because Mini, despite being owned by
BMW (who are German) is a Bri=sh brand… the tail lights are Union Jacks for
crying out loud. I mean the normal Mini works well here. Confusing, isn't
it?
So in short if you want a special Mini with a huge rear wing? The GP has it
nailed but if you want a brilliant hot hatchback then spend half the money
on a Ford Fiesta ST.
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Bedfordshire, UK: Do me a small favour, think back to
2008. It was the year the global banking system broke, that
Instagram ﬁrst slipped into existence and that Lotus
launched an all-new model called the Evora.
Back then Lotus planned a preAy normal eight-year lifespan for
this 208kW 2+2 GT, but 12 years later the economy is once again
on its knees, Instagram has grown to serve one billion users
worldwide and, amazingly, the Evora is s=ll with us.

Seems

somebody forgot to give the kill order, or did they?
To put this =mescale in some context, since this magazine ﬁrst
opened a year aPer the Evora was launched, Lotus has gone on to
develop opera=onal hybrid prototypes, return to Formula 1, win in
Formula 1 for the ﬁrst since 1987, threaten a dangerously
overambi=ous former boss with high court ac=on, leave Formula
1, plan an all-new Esprit, make an annual loss of £36 million, fall
under the ownership of Chinese giant Geely, receive a cash
injec=on of several billion pounds and launch an electric hypercar
with 1470kW, that costs £2 million and goes by the weirdsounding name ‘Evija’.
Unsurprisingly Lotus has in that =me also given us some truly
excep=onal road cars, not least the Evora itself, which won several
press awards and has evolved since - but you would be forgiven
for forgeXng all about those, such is the extent of strategic chaos
this =ny car company has suﬀered.
The big news now is that Lotus is heading in the direc=on to
become an electric-powered brand, beginning with an all-new
hybrid-V6 Esprit expected to appear some=me next year. Not that
anyone has told the Evora, of course.
In GT410 form, it uses the same supercharged Toyota 3.5 litre V6
which is mated to an old-school six-speed manual gearbox, and
unlike the Exige and Elise, Lotus’s most reﬁned model has power
steering, but the set-up is hydraulic rather than electromechanical
and the applica=on is light. Uniquely in the Lotus line-up, the
Evora then beneﬁts from having a mechanical limited-slip
diﬀeren=al between its rear wheels.
At 1,361kg, the car also remains excep=onally light for something
with back seats and of ‘luxuries’ abound, which ul=mately is also
what separates it from the exis=ng GT410 Sport.

A soPer

suspension arrangement has been taken from US-market Evoras
to give the car even greater everyday usability, and the interior
echoes this. Digital radio is available for the ﬁrst =me on any
Lotus, the slightly elevated but deep Sparco buckets are heated,
there’s air condi=oning as standard and a reversing camera, plus
extra sound insula=on and there are even armrests on the doors.
An op=onal Sports Pack adds s=ﬀer suspension, forged wheels
from the GT430 road racer and Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres,
but to be frank all this somewhat defeats the point.
Inside it’s in=mate, the wrap-around glasshouse designed to make
the Evora feel roomy. Along with a view of cam covers in the rear
-view mirror, there’s no shortage of thespianism.
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These speciﬁca=on changes also quite obviously accomplish Lotus’s
aim of making the Evora even easier to live with, even with the
same old complaints that have always been there ;

old Ford

switchgear, the clearly aPermarket infotainment display, some
ques=onable, low-volume plas=cs and all but unusable rear seats
but the ability of the chassis to nonchalantly absorb in controlled,
graceful fashion anything short of ancient cobblestone roads is
remarkable now more than ever.
For a mid-engined car of such ﬁnely sharpened responses, the
GT410 also consumes highway miles with a luxuriousness at odds
with the short wheelbase, and it will manage 8 l/100km at a
sustained cruise. As for road noise, the Evora is calm and serene
to the Porsche 718 Cayman’s hysterical screaming.
Best of all, it s=ll has loads of driver appeal. No rival possesses such
communica=ve steering, and while the GT410’s handling is almost
supernaturally neutral and subordinate to immense grip and
trac=on levels, the sense of precision and balance, and of agility
without nervousness, allows you to immerse yourself into the
driving experience and push as hard as you want. I can’t think of
any other car is quite to perfectly balanced.
It means Evora always seems to have reserves of composure, and
ul=mately all the liAle luxuries GT410-spec brings are only the
equivalent of puXng a makeup on an Olympic sprinter.
Underneath the leather upholstery, the GT410 is s=ll just about as
sinewy and direct as dedicated road cars come, and has s=ll got it
in bucket-loads even 12 years on.
The sad part is that the GT410 is priced directly in line with the
Porsche 911 and at almost twice the cost of an entry-level Alpine
A110 and as a result most buyers will spend their money on
younger, fresher-feeling cars and understandably so.
As ever with Lotus, only the purists need apply.
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Depending on

season, and it really maAers. For this is

will need to be based on a road car. A road

your point of view it’s taken either

not a one-oﬀ special before heading back

car we have as yet not seen.

ﬁve or ﬁPy years.. Five years ago

to re=rement: it is intended to be the start

David Brabham won a lengthy court

of something big for Brabham. Something

But that’s all for the future. For now, I’m

baAle for the right to apply his

very big if you ask fellow ex-F1 driver and

happy to be climbing into the BT62’s

family name to a car once more, and 50

Le Mans winner David Brabham. He has

reasonably spacious cockpit, squin=ng -

since his father, legendary triple Formula

talked freely about plans to be racing at Le

thanks to geXng old - at the hi-deﬁni=on

1 world champion Sir Jack Brabham, sold

Mans in 2021 so people have naturally

screen in front of me and wishing there

his stake in the business.

assumed this new BT62 will form the basis

was a bit more room in the pedal box for

Silverstone, UK:

of that car. But it won’t because it can’t:

my feet.

However you look at this car it is the ﬁrst

the Brabham Le Mans car will race with the

prototype and produc=on cars will be,

new Brabham since the F1 team preAy

likes of

according to David, signiﬁcantly more

much died halfway through the 1992

Mar=n in the GTE category, which means it

Ferrari,

Porsche and Aston

This is however the ﬁrst

accommoda=ng.
David leans in and talks me through the
tech. I’ve done my homework but there’s
no harm in being reminded what you are
about to take on. The car has a tubular
structure to which is bolted a carbon ﬁbre
body.

The brakes comprise carbon-

ceramic discs and carbon pads. The engine
is a V8 that started out as a 5 litre Ford
motor but has now been modiﬁed beyond
recogni=on. It for example now displaces
5.4 litres and produces 515kW. And, it is
not turbocharged. It drives through a sixspeed sequen=al race-spec gearbox to the
rear

wheels

controlled

by

pushrod

suspension and wearing simply enormous
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Michelin slicks. The en=re car weighs just 975kg and produces
1200kg of down force at 270km/h.

Which means it could

theore=cally drive upside down.
Only 70 will be made to commemorate the 70 years that passed
between Sir Jack’s ﬁrst race in 1948 and the project’s
announcement in 2018. Each will cost £1.2 million, or £1.35m if
you want the “road version”; and to be clear, that buys you a road
-legal version of a pure racing car, so don’t expect civility on the
school run.
However there is a problem; it’s not really a racing car, insofar as
there is no series in which it is suited to race. Instead, it’s a track
day plaything. So now you may be wondering why, if you simply
want to be quickest at the track day, you wouldn’t just buy a
Radical and go almost as fast for a frac=on of the money. And the
answer is because that’s not the market for this car: the mul=millionaires who will order a BT62 are buying not a car so much as
its name, rarity and heritage.
So I am at Silverstone to ﬁnd out what this car is all about. A
ﬁnger describing a circle in the air from the man standing in front
of the car tells me it’s =me to ﬁre it up. Master switch on, igni=on
on, starter pressed and you get one hell of a fright. The noise is
like deafening. And it’s only idling.
Pull a paddle, liP the clutch, try not to stall, and with enough skill
to make it at least appear that I remember all the tricks, the
Brabham and I roll down Silverstone’s old pit lane and onto the
Na=onal Circuit. I am limited to the number of laps I can do so
there’s no =me for easing my way into this. However someone
else kindly warmed the slicks, so there’s no excuse not to
immediately go ﬂat out. Apart of course from the fact that this
prototype is worth millions and, at this =me, is the only
func=oning BT62 in the world. But we will just ignore such small
details and just do the thing.
It is an uAerly brilliant car, and I say that from the perspec=ve of
having driven a large number of GT3 racing cars, which in terms of
track performance are the machines to which the BT62 comes
closest. Although, it’s much quicker than any GT3 car because it
has more power, beAer brakes, a lot less weight and, I expect,
more downforce, but that’s not why its brilliant.
The ﬁrst thing that cap=vates you is the engine. It has the heart
and power of something that should belong in a 1980s Group C
racing car. It’s a liAle sluggish at low revs, as you would expect
from a naturally aspirated motor producing 103kW per litre, but
from 4,000 r/min to 7,500 r/min, where all sorts of lights start
ﬂashing at you, it’s a characteris=c loony and all the beAer for it.
But then when you have slow down there’s no force my leg could
apply to the pedal at high speed that came close to triggering the
ABS. If you could make a road car slow like this, you would
detonate the airbags. Seeing how late you can brake became a
twice-a-lap pilgrimage for every lap I was out there. At ﬁrst, I was
amazed, then entertained and ﬁnally just very curious to see
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… this is the best interior in the business and now enhanced ever-so subtly and tastefully with carbon ﬁbre and aluminium trim making it even nicer...
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exactly what was needed to upset those discs, and I never found
out: at least for those few laps, the Brabham’s brakes were
beAer than my ability to apply them.
Even so, that’s not what I will remember most about this car.
It’s the way it handles. GT3 cars tend to be set very s=ﬀ, require
quite an aggressive driving style and always move around. You
get into them ready for a ﬁght.
The Brabham could not be more diﬀerent. With slicks and
wings, grip levels are such that they make any road car feel like
you are driving on oil, but it is the conﬁdence it inspired that is
so much more impressive even than this. You can brake all the
way into an apex and it won’t so much as bat an eye; you can
pick up the power beau=fully early; and even over the bumps
you ﬁnd as you accelerate onto the Wellington Straight, it places
it all where it’s needed. Onto the track.
I am sure that you could get even beAer lap =mes by really
driving a lot harder but the result, while faster, would also be
less fun, and when it’s so outrageously quick already, what
would be the point of that?

For the spectacularly wealthy

amateurs who will buy one, I’d say the BT62 is near perfect as it
is. And for a former F1 driver like me I will say it was absolutely
brilliant.
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The Dark Art of Driving
with The Savage
THE 2020 FORMULA ONE SEASON CHANGES EXPLAINED
F1's revised 2020 schedule explained as 17

calendar length in keeping with many full

on the delay of its debut to 2021 is

races conﬁrmed

seasons in the 1990s and 2000s.

expected soon.

Answering some of the key ques=ons

While it wasn't made explicit in F1's latest

It's fair to say that when F1 chairman

about the remainder of the 2020 season

announcement, it is understood that 17

Chase Carey ﬁrst stated back in late March,

aPer ﬁnal four races were added un=l mid-

races will be the ﬁnal total for 2020, all

when the global scale and fast-changing

December

being well.

nature of the coronavirus crisis was ﬁrst

Nine down, eight to go... the forthcoming

China was oﬃcially cancelled for this year

op=mis=c of a season of between 15 and

races on the 2020 F1 calendar, star=ng

on and although Vietnam - the one race

18 races this year, few truly envisaged that

with the Russian GP this weekend

leP on the 'postponed' list - hasn't been

target being hit.

truly being realised, that the sport was s=ll

formally called oﬀ yet, oﬃcial conﬁrma=on
F1 has conﬁrmed the venues that will form
the ﬁnal four rounds of the reworked 2020
season.
Having previously announced 13 races up
to the return of Imola on 1 November, the
calendar will be completed by the ﬁrst
Turkish GP in nine years (15 November)
followed by two races on consecu=ve
weeks in Bahrain (29 November and 6
December).
The season will then conclude in Abu Dhabi
on 13 December, two weeks later than
originally planned in the latest ﬁnish to a
season for 57 years.
Seventeen.

That's ﬁve fewer than the

number originally scheduled for 2020
before the global pandemic, but s=ll a
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However, with F1 and the FIA having

third Italian circuit - Imola - with the race

While any plans will inevitably remain

diligently worked in the six months since to

adop=ng what stands as a unique two-day

ﬂexible

construct a schedule, react to global

format. That'll see one 90-minute prac=ce

government authori=es, F1 has said that

changes and put in place the extensive list

and the usual qualifying session on

some of the forthcoming events will be

of measures to return to racing safely, the

Saturday, followed by the Grand Prix on

"open to a limited number of fans".

sport appears set for a season that would

Sunday.

with

local

race

chiefs

and

Russia has already said its race in Sochi

have been considered normal in length not
It's then back to the standard three-day

could have around 30,000 fans present,

format for Turkey two weeks later and the

while the boss of Por=mao's track, Paulo

There has been plenty of goodwill for the

concluding three rounds in the Middle

Pinheiro, recently said that hospitality

addi=ons too. The return to Turkey's

East.

would be running at its maiden October

too long ago.

Istanbul Park, a popular new circuit when it

event.

joined the calendar in 2005, has been

By 13 December at the very latest - 12 days

warmly received.

before Christmas - we'll know who 2020's

So that’s all there is to say about the

world champion driver and team are…

season and I think FIA and F1 have done

Turkey's return means there are now ﬁve

although I suspect we may all have a preAy

well to deliver this in such diﬃcult =mes.

circuits on the reshuﬄed calendar that

good idea right now...

were not originally planned for this year.
The ﬁrst of those is Mugello in Tuscany,
which will stage Ferrari's 1000th race on 13
September a week aPer Italy's usual
Monza grand prix.
APer the Russian GP in Sochi at the end of
September, F1 then begins a run of four
new addi=ons.
Germany's Nurburging returns aPer a
seven-year absence, before F1 heads to
Portugal for the ﬁrst =me in 24 years and a
GP debut for the Algarve Interna=onal
Circuit on the outskirts of Por=mao.
That's followed in a back-to-back with a
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From that we whiAled down to an even shorter short-list leaving

Can you believe its been a year already?

only the Audi RS Q8, Porsche 911, VW Golf, Defender and Bentley.
One year since we crowned - thank you Nadia - the Audi TTS
the Naked Motoring 2019 Car of the Year.

And now

somebody else gets a chance.

My team deliberated and cast their votes, made comments and
now we have a winner.

Our criterion is simple. First and foremost we have to have actually

It is therefore with great pleasure and honour that I announce that

driven the car in the last twelve months, and secondly the winner is

the Naked Motoring 2020 Car of the Year is the Porsche (992-

picked through a vote cast by all 17 members of the Naked

series) 911 Turbo S.

Motoring team. Whoever gets the most votes wins. Simple.
Everyone who voted for it made the same point; that the car oﬀers
The short-list was:

the best bang for your buck, and whilst not the cheapest Porsche
available its s=ll one of the best road weapons on the market, this

1.

Audi RS7 Sportback

year or any year.

2.

Porsche 911 Turbo S

So well done to Porsche for crea=ng this spectacular masterpiece

3.

Bentley Flying Spur

4.

Volkswagen Golf 1.5 TSIe

5.

Land Rover Defender 110 S D240

6.

Porsche Taycan Turbo

7.

Audi RS Q8

8.

Porsche 718 Cayman GTS 4.0

9.

Mercedes-AMG A45 S

10.

Mini Electric

and may it sell by the bucket load.
And now we reset the clock.
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COMING UP NEXT IN NOVEMBER...

AVAILABLE FROM 23RD OCTOBER 2020 (GMT)
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